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You can
*Members who can help the Convention Committee are urged to do so.
suggest speakers, offer to conduct a sectional meeting or offer a research presentaWe had four research papers this year and we want to continue this feature.
tionPlease wr te to Dr. David Busby, 7501 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles, Illinois 60648.
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James R. Jacobs, Ph.D. has moved from Madison, Wisconsin to Decatur, Georgia.
Dirk Lieverdink, Th.M. is now Director of Field Education and Dean of Students
at Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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Counseling Center.
Philip R. Lucasse has returned to Grand Rapids from Ann Arbor with an earned
Congratulations!
doctoral degree!
Ralph Herbert Johnson, Jr., M.Div, is a chaplain-intern at Connectic,t Valley
Hospital, Middletown, Conn,
Wm. E. McCresiaL1M,A.. is now a psychologist at the Sunflower Guidance Center,
Concordia, Kansas.
Merville O. Vincent, M.D. is on leave from his duties as Ass't. Supt. at HomeHe is spending a year at Harvard Medical School as a
wood Sanitarium, Guelph, Ont.
Fellow at the Laboratory of Community Psychiatry. A book by Dr. Vincent, GOD, SEX
AND YOU, published by Holman Books, a division of J. B. Lippincott Co, will appear
this fall,
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A DEMONSTRATION OF AN AFFECTIVE COUNSELING TECHNIQUE
by

Lacy Hall, Ed.D.

In keeping with the conference theme of this year, I appreciate this
invitation to share some of the results of a research project which has been
conducted over the past several years. I explained to the program committee
that this would not be a paper or speech as such, but an explanation of a
process and an invitation to have an experience in affective learning.

Several years ago it was my privilege to accept an invitation to join a
research team which was sponsored by the W.C. and Jessie V. Stone Foundation
The major thrust of the group was to develop a positive approach
of Chicago.
One main concern was an observation that people would
to behavioral change.
plateau in their behavioral growth and not necessarily become aware of this
In the church this is accepted since we merely
because they feel secure.
pray for a new Pastor and are thankful that our present plateau rider has been
In our school'i we have accepted that we should
called to lead another group.
share these great plateau riders with others so we allow them to move onward
or upward.
It was in industry that our first quest started since any plateau riding
on the part of ,he advancing executive is an expensive matter.

We then had to ask the question; if we had the right to intervene in the
life process of a person? We concluded that we had the responsibility to at
least offer an intervention if the person so desired. This would allow the
person to establish certain parameters to their present self-concept, and decide how they would be willing to extend their present comfort zone.
Another interesting observation which was made was that we had never
truly faced the extent to which our present Pathological Society influences
our daily living. For example, we found that the average person of your position receives better than 70% Negative input in any given day's communicaConsider for a moment, what did you read in the newspaper, hear on the
tion.
news, watch as the theme of the last film or T.V. program....Good news, selfenhancing type input? If someone interrupted my presentation now with a
phone message for Bill Hiemstra, how would you feel? Bill responded "Concerned." Someone else said, "I'd be scared."
I usid this illustration in one workshop asking "Do you mean that we
could not interrupt such an important meeting to give good news?" The principal was so -truck by the illustrations that he now saves some good news and
has his secratary come into the faculty meeting with it.

We also found that if we passed paper to each of you and asked you to
list the problems confronting you at present.....on the other side list the
strengths you possess to meet these problems, you would average three problems to one strength.
This type information concerned me....being raised in a fundamental
church....attending the usual camps and special meetings....I was well aware
*Dr, Lacy Hall is Director of Services for Combined Motivation and Educational Systems at Rosemont, Illinois
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I recalled very few times when any focus
of my problems, shortcomings, etc.
had been placed on abilities or strengths.

The New Testament says that Jesus came to give life and to give it more
that we were to love our_neighbors as we loved ourselves.
abundantly
never forget one day when one of my professors stopped me with a question:
"Could it be that you fundamentalists lack so much love for your neighbors
since you have never learned to love yourself?"
The one
read Paul's illustration regarding the body in Corinthians.
but
the
whole
part cannot say to the other part "I have no need of thee"
body is fitly framed together; each using its own strengths and abilities.
The better each one performs, the more complete the glory of God.
I

What I am trying to say, is that historically we have built in our "Hurts"
and "Weaknesses." We develop the self-concept on an historical strength modIn so doing we are able to aid a person develop his strengths on his
el
own success history.
this approach used apart from
Perhaps a warning here would be in order
the ministry and work of the Holy Spirit can lead to a type of humanism which
makes the individual self-supportive and independent of any need for Jesus
Our desire is to aid in the clarification of the
Christ or the Holy Spirit.
gifts and strengths which a person has so that as a child of God, he may be
more completely used of the Holy Spirit.
In light of this I am going to ask you to share a brief experience with
The total program would conme which will illustrate a part of our program.
Sharing, Success History, Strengths, Value Clarification, Creative
sist of:
We shall only sample the first three plus
Life Management and Reinforcement.
some reinforcement.
To do this I am going to ask you to turn your chairs so that you are in
small groups of five or six. We will pass a small packet of materials to each
Please leave it closed so we can all function together and not lose
of you.
any of the parts.

Now as you glance around your small group, some members you know and
Would each of you make sure that your name tag is in front
others you do not.
of you, clearly seen by the other members. Now as you address each other,
please use the person's name.
One way to make a person feel better is to know and properly use their
Each name has specific meaning both to the person whose it is and to
Reflect some of the names given in the
the persons presenting it to them.
Bible and why they were given.
name.

We have enjoyed with
We have two Teen-age boys named David and Daniel.
They in turn, especially when they
them our reasons for giving their names.
were younger, enjoyed hearing the stories related to why they had the name
they possessed.

Now, not only do you have a name, but there are many other things about
you that would give us very interesting and meaningful moments of dialogue.
To demonstrate this I will ask each one of you to take your turn and share
something about you which will help the group get to know you better....birthEach will take one minute ti
place, schooling, hobbies, family, jobs, etc.
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I will say "Next Person" and when you hear
share this important information.
this, please stop as soon as possible so the next person can participate.
Alright,
We must ask you to cooperate so the entire group can stay together.
person,"
so
(at end of one minute I called "next
some in each group start.
something
about
himself
with
his
that by six minutes each person had shared
small group).
That's great, I'm sure there are many new conversation starters in each
Now reflect back with me if you would to your childhood and early
group.
PicChurch
School
Brothers
Sisters
Dad
Mom
school years....Home
meaningful
or
successful
nics - Friends, etc. As I ask you to recall a very
experience prior to graduation from Jr. High School - what comes to mind?
do not just
take about the same time
Someone in each group start
O.K.
tell the event, but share some feelings about the event, I'll let you know
when the time is up.
was
For example, a Superintendent shared an early meaningful experience
youngest
This
is
a
fact...then
he
explained
he
was
learning to ride a bike.
The older brothers decided he
of four brothers and they lived by a canal.
should learn to ride a bike so they placed him upon the bike, headed it for
They then watched him pull himself out, then
the canal and gave it a push.
After a number of such occasions he had his neighbors teach him.
the bike.
and he
pushed
One day as the brothers lined him up again for the canal
We
learned
much
about
this
that was a great victory or success.
rode away
of
this
happy
time
in
his
life.
man as he told the meaning
We had the individual in each group experience a number of other sharings,
for example:
Meaningful experience during High School or College.
a.
Professional experience.
b.
If you could bring anything, symbol, giving success to you, what
c.
would you bring and why?
Meaningful person to helping you grow in a constructive way and what
d.
were his characteristics?
Happiest time of life.
e.
After sharing these in the group, I asked each person to pause and reflect
on the various members and what they had shared. We have found that behind
these meaningful or successful experiences, there are strengths which have
Make up your own as you lisbeen used....love, empathy, understanding, etc.
tened to your group members.
Take the blue folder and gummed labels from your packet_ Place one plain
gummed label at the top of the front cover of the blue folder. Write your
name on it. This is your folder.
Pause now and write strengths on the labels so that each member of your
group has one or two strengths which you have identified as they have shared
their meaningful-successful experiences.
This memNow have one member pass their blue folder to right or left.
I
see
one
of
your
strengths
as
"
ber will call them by 11....Ae and say "
(at this point stick your 11.--aTabel on the front of their folder
If you want to briefly document your choice of strength UHU-61-- their name.)
you could say "As you shared about your

Each member should pass their folder around until all have shared

streng:hs.

it will amaze you how much insight has been gained in this brief

time.

Usually at this time we become aware of strengths we want to reinforce
or of new strengths we want to develop. This is where we ask tho individuals
to set a goal to reinforce this desired change. To aid in this we have developed the foilowing.
GUIDELINES FOR GOAL SETTING *
Once a person has decided where he is, who he is, and where he wants to
Now he needs to learn how
go, he has identified what success means to him.
One of the valid
to establish goals to carry him along the road to success.
cricisms of psychological and educational behavior-modification theories
has been that th3 professionals have used them to try to manipulate people.
They decide what others would do and then devise ways for them to get into
The purpose of our Motivation Advance Program is to help people deaction.
cide for themselves what they want to do and devise their own systematic
procedures for achievement.
Thus, learning how to establish goals is c.t the root of our system of
A
It is important that one observe the following guidelines.
motivation.
goal must be:
CONCEIVABLE
You must be able to conceptualize the goaL o that it is understandable
and then be able to identify clearly what the first step or two should
be

BELIEVABLE
In addition to being consistent with your personal value system, you
must believe you can reach the goal. This goes back to the neel to
have a positive, affirmative feeling about one's self....bear in mind
that few people can believe a goal that they have never seen achieved
by someone else. This has serious implications for goal setting in
culturally-deprived areas.
ACHIEVABLE
The goals you set must be accomplished with your given strengths and
For example, if you were a rather obese forty-five year old
abilities.
man, it would be foolish for you to set the goal of running the fourthat simply would not be achieveminute mile in the next six months:
able.

CONTROLLABLE
If your goal includes the involvement of anyone else, you should first
obtain the permission of the other person or persons to be involved;
For example, if one's
or, the goal may be stated as an invitation.
goal were to take his girl to a movie on Saturclay night, the goal would
not be acceptable as stated because it ii.volves the possibility that
she might turn him down. However, if he said his goal were merely to
invite the girl to the movie, it would be acceptable.
MEASURABLE
Your goal must be stated so that it is measurable in time and quantity.
For example, suppose your goal were to work on your term paper this
You would specify your goal by saying, "I am going to write
week.
twenty pages by 3:00 p.m. next Monday." That way, the goal can be measured, and when Monday comes, you know whether you have achieved it.
DESIRABLE
Whatever your
Your goal should be something you really want to do.
fulfill,
rather
than someambition, it should be one that you want to

HOW TO SET AND ACHIEVE ALL YOUR GOALS,
*Adapted from CHOOSE SUCCESS:
3awthorn Books, l70
New York:
by Dr. Billy B. -Sharp with Claire Cox.

thing you feel you should do. We are well aware that there are many
but if he is to be highly motivathings in life a person has to do
ted, he must commit a substantial percentage of his time to doing
In other words, there should be a balance in
things he wants to do.
life, but the "want" factor in our program is vital to changing one's
style of living.
STATED WITH NO ALTERNATIVE
You should set one goal at a time. Our research has shown that a person who says he wants to do one thing or another....giving himself an
alternative....seldom gets beyond the "or." He does neither. This
Flexibility in action implies an ability
does not imply inflexibility.
to be able to make a judgment that some action you are involved in is
either inappropriate, unnecessary, or the result of a bad decision.
Even though you may set out for one goal, you can stop at any point
But whcn you change, you again state your
and drop it for a new one.
goal without an alternative.
GROWTH FACILITATING
Your goal should never be destructive to yourself, to others, or to
A student recently set a goal to break off fourteen car ansociety.
tennas before 9:00 A.M. the next morning. The goal was certainly believable, achievable, measurable and so forth. Obviously the group
If a member is seeking potentially descannot support such a goal.
tructive goals, the group should make an effort to encourage him to
reconsider.
,

Now verbalize the goal you wish to accomplish before you leave this conAlso, set a way of reporting your successes to the group members.
As you see your desired change of behavior and set a goal you should see your
behavior beginning to successfully change.
ference.

May it change to the strengthening of yourself so you can more effectively serve our Lord and Master.
Thank you.
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THE CHRISTIAN SELF-IMAGE
Biblical and Theological Study
by

Anthony A. Hoekema, Th.D.

The topic for our conversation this year is "Christian Self-Esteem."
was asked to do a Biblical and theological study in this area. I decided to entitle my paper "The Christian Self-Image," however, rather
than "Christian Self-Esteem," since I believe our self-esteem must have
its basis in our self-image.
I

This is a very important topic, since our self-image determines
By way of illustration, you may remember
the kind of lives we live.
the imaginative teacher who decided to dramatize the black-white problem by dividing her grade-school pupils into blue-eyed and brown-eyed
One day--it was on a Friday--while the brown-eyed children
children.
.ere segregated to the back of the room, the teacher kept saying to the
blue-eyed children, "Brown-eyed children can't read as well as you blueeyed children can; brown-eyed children can't color as well as you can;
brown-eyed children are not as bright as blue-eyed children"--and the
That day the brown-eyed children did not do as well as the bluelike.
They lived up to their poor self-imago.
eyed children.
The blue-eyed
The next Monday, however, the roles were reversed.
children now sat in the back of the room. The teacher said repeatedly,
"Blue-eyed children can't read as well as brown-eyed children; blue-eyed
children can't do sums as well as brown-eyed children; blue-eyed childResult;
ren are not as bright as brown-eyed children"--and the like.
That day the blue-eyed children did not do as well as
you guessed it.
the brown-eyed children, nor as well as they had done the week before.
Something had happened to their self-image.
The problem
This teacher taught her pupils an important lesson.
of a self-deprecatory self-image is one of the most crucial aspects of
Many black people in America
the problem of racism in our country.
have come to think of themselves as inferior to others, since this is
how they are looked upon by white people, and since they have come to
accept the white man's image of the black man as true.1 Fortunately,
black people are now rebelling against this, refusing any longer to
I remember an amusing anaccept the white man's image of themselves.
ecdote about a black boy who had put up a banner in his room which
The
read as follows: I'M ME AND I'M GOOD,'CAUSE GOD DON'T MAKE JUNK.
real challenge for Christians in America today, it seems to me, is to
promulgate and exemplify the Christian view of man, which views all men
as made in God's image and as therefore equally entitled to our respect
and love--a view which ought to make racism impossible.

What I have just s id applies to all blacks, as well as to all
*Dr. Anthony A. Hoekema is Professor of Systematic Theology at
Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan

I

But it is true in a unique way--and here I
people of whatever race.
come closer to my specific sbject--that when a black person has come
to know himself as being a new man in Christ, he attains a new sense
Tom Skinner made this point in his book,
of dignity and self-respect.
"Christ has given me true dignity....You see, I am a
Black and Free:
son ofd....As a son of God, I have all th. rights and privileges
I have the dignity that goes with being a memthat go with that rank.
It is obvious, therefore, that my
ber of the royal family of God."2
topic has much to do with the most pressing social problem in the
United States today.

While preparing for this speech I read a helpful article by Walcott H. Beatty and Rodney Clark entitled "A Self-Concept Theory of
Learning."3 These authors point out that every man has basically tvo
the perceived self (the self as it is now) and the
self-concepts:
ideal self (the self as it ought to be). Discrepancy between these
two, they go on to say, provides motivation for self-improvement.
What I am interested in particularly is the self-image that is
found among us who call ourselves Calvinists: that is, our image, not
of our ideal selves (for we all agree that the ideal is perfection,
which we shall not attain until after this life) , but of our perceived
It must be granted that we Calvinselves (our selves as we now are).
I find,
ists have had a difficult time maintaining a proper self-image.
used
by
our
Christian
Refor jnstance, that in the Form for Baptism
formed Church we are "admonished to loathe ourselves," whereas in our
old Lord's Supper Form we are told that we must "abhor ourselves" (we
have adopted some new versions of the Lord's Supper Form, though the
one from which I quoted is still is use; we have not yet officially replaced the Form for Baptism, though a new Baptismal Form written by our
liturgical committee is surreptitiously making the rounds. One criticism the committee has received about the new Baptismal Form is: it
doesn't lay enough stress on sin).

We used to
We have a similar situation with some of our hymns.
which
went
like
this, in
sing a version of "Beneath the Cross of Jesus"
wonders
"And from my smitten heart with tears/Two
the second stanza:
I confess:/The wonders of His glorious love/And my own worthlessness."
I
Fortunately, the last word has now been changed to unworthiness.
I
do
not
agree
that
we
are
worthless.
quite agree that we are unworthy;
But the hymn that takes the prize here--still unchanged, I'm sorry to
say--is Issac Watts' "Alas! and did my SaVior Bleed," the first stanza
"Would He devote that sacred head/For such
of which ends as follows:
a worm as I?" Not exactly a groovy self-image, is it?

Generally, in our Calvinistic circles, we have a self-image that
over-accentuates the negative.4 We see ourselves commonly through the
We have been writing our
purple-colored glasses of total depravity.
and
our newness in Christ in
constant sinfulness in capital letters,
In the main text of our theological outlook we have
small letters.
been proclaiming that we are full of sin and remain so until we die,
while on the bottom of the page there is a little footnote in small, almost unreadable print admitting that we are also new creatures in
As I said at a previous CAPS Convention, we believe in total
Christ.
depravity so strongly we think we have to practice it, while we hardly
dare believe in our newness. This kind of self-image, I am convinced,
For what the New Testament writers
turns the New Testament upside down.
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emphasize (and I hope to document this in my paper) is that the Christian is a new creature in Christ, who, to be sure continues to struggle
against sin during this life, but does so as one who is more than a
conqueror through Christ.
Peter
Others have noted our preoccupation with total depravity.
De Vries's Blood of the Lamb, you may recall, contains a hilarious carLet me read you a few
icature of fEe7--CaTViTiiim OThis younger days.
lines from the earlier part of the book:

The men were in the kitchen.discussing Total Depravity,

a tenet for some reason always especially dear to our folk.
My uncle [the preacher] was explaining its connection with
Original Sin, taking himself as an example to say that,
while conceding he had character, integrity, a keen mind and
a (lift for scholarship second to none, he was unworthy in
his own eyes and in the eyes of God, all his works as naught
This being our view
and his righteousness as filthy rags.
of human merit [De Vries adds] , it can be imagined what we
thought of vice.5
It is, however, not only among Calvinists that this morbid preocI suppose it is particularly
cupation with sin and depravity is found.
Roman Catholics whom Jean-Paul Sartre is caricaturing when in his play,
Oh, how I
The Flies, he makes a man fall on his knees saying, "I stink!
I
thousand
times,
am a mass of rottenness....I have sinned a
TnkT
After
this
pretty
little
am a sink of ordure, and 1 reek to heaven."
speech Zeus, the character who stands for God, comments, "0 worthy man!"6
In this play Sartre, the atheist, is telling us: this is how I see Christians, as always groveling in the dust because of their sins--and the more
The only way for a man to
they do this, the more their God is pleased.
acquire an adequate self-image, Sartre here implies, is for him to get
rid of the last vestiges of his Christian faith, since all Christianity
ever does for a man is to take away his self-respect.
I would
It is precisely this point which I now wish to challenge.
like to explore with you the resources of the Christian faith for the
Before summarizing direct Scripturcultivation of a proper self-image.
al teachings on this subject, however, I would like to get at my subject
While rereading the New Testament in search of
in an indirect manner.
I
was struck by the fact that the Apostle Paul,
material on my topic,
though deeply conscious of his sinful past and of his continuing imperIt will therefore be helpful,
fection, yet had a positive self-image.
I think, for us to look first at Paul's self-image, as an illustration
of what a Christian self-image can be and ought to be.

Paul often saw himself as a great sinner. But the thing that amazed
me, as I looked at these passages, was that he never described himself
as a great sinner without at the same time referring to the grace of God
which forgave his sins, accepted him, and enabled him to be useful in
In other words, Paul never simply sat down and brooded
God's kingdom.
about his sins; whenever he thought about his sins, he thought about the
grace of God!7 In I Tim. 1:15, for example, Paul calls himself the chief
of sinners, but notice that he does this in a context in which he is des"Faithful is the saying, and worthy of all acceptacribing salvation:
tion, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners; of whom I
am chief."8 The point of Eph. 3:8 is the contrast between Paul's feeling
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ef unworthiness and the privileged position to which God has called hiln:
"Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, was this grace given,
to preach to the Gentiles the un,earchable riches of Christ." In I Car.
15:9-10 Paul gives expression Lo his deep guilt-feelings about the fact
that he was once a persecutor, and yet he maintains a positive self-image
because of what the grace of God has done for him and is still doing
"For I am the least of the apostles, that am not neet [fit]
through him:
to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church of God. But by
the glace of God I am what I am; and his grace which was bestowed upon
me was not found vain; but I labored more abundantly than they all; yet
not 1, but the grace of God which was with me."
Though Paul can look back to aspects of his former life of which he
is now ashamed, he does not continue to brood on these things; he has
Without
learned to "forget the things which are behind" (Phil. 3:13).
deri-acting from the gravity of his past sins, Paul sees that, where sin
"I thank him that enabled me, even
abounded, grace did much more abound:
Christ Jesus our Lord, for that he counted me faithful, appointing me to
his service; though I was before a blasphemer, and a persecutor, and injurious; howbeit I obtained mercy, because I did it ignorantly in unbelief; and the grace of our Lord abounded exceedingly with faith and love
which is in Christ Jesus" (I Tim. 1:12-14).
We may say, then, that though Paul has a very deep sense of sin, he
Yet his confidence is not so much in
also has a positive self-image.
Because Paul does
himself as in God, who enables him to do his task.
he
is
sometimes
accused of
often make positive statements about himself,
however,
for
I
find
that whenI cannot agree 1,-ith this judgment,
pride.
achievements,
he
always
gives
God
the
praise.
ever Paul speaks of his
"Not 1, but the grace of God which was with me" (I Cor. 15:10). "And
such confidence have we through Christ to God-ward; not that we are sufficient of ourselves, to account anything as from ourselves, but our suf"But we have this treasure in
ficiency is from God" (II Cor. 3:4,5).
earthen vessels, that the exceeding greatness of the power may be of God,
and not from ourselves" (-I Cor. 4:7). In fact, in Ti Crr. 11:30 he says,
"If I must needs glory, I will glory of the things that ....oncern my weakness." He follows this with an example which I have never fully understood until I read F. D. Bruner's comment on this in his Theology of the
Holy S irit:9 "In Damascus the governor.guarded the city....in oraFF
to ta e me-; and thru a window was I let down in a basket by the wall, and
Paul is here telling the Corinthians:
escaped his hands" (vss. 32-33).
Don't look upon me as a "superstar;" I'd rather have you think of me as
a kind of comic figure, for such I certainly was when I escaped from Damascus by riding in a basket. My greatness is not found in my own person, but in the fact that I am in Christ. "Most gladly therefore will I
rather glory in my weakness, that the power of Christ may rest upon me"
(II Cor. 12:9).
Yet, while giving God all the glory for what he had been enabled to
do for Him, Paul did not simply brush aside his considerable achievements
with a wave of the hand--a procedure which is sometimes considered a mark
Paul dared to say, "I woiknd harder than any of
of piety amongst us.
them [the other apostles]" (1 Cor. 15:10, RSV). To the Ephesian elders
he said, "I shrank not from declaring to you the whole counsel of God"
And to Timothy he writes, near the end of his life, "1
(Acts 20:27).
have fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I have kept the
faith" (II Tim. 4:7).

"Not that
Paul realizes that he has not yet attained perfection:
have already obtained, or am already made perfect....Brethren, I count
In spite of this fact,
myself yet to have laid hold" (Phil. 3:12,13).
howeverand I find this one of the most fascinating facets of Paul's
personalityhe dares to say, on more than one occasion, to tho Christhis letters, "Be ye imitators of me" (I Cor.
ians who will be receivj
4:16, 11:1; Phil. 3:17; .1 Thes. 3:7). Most of us would much rather
say to our children, our students, or our Christian friends, "Do as I
find it difficult to identify with the mentalI
say, but not as I do."
ity of a Christian who dares to say to others, "imitate me." Perhaps it
is because I have not yet reached the level of sanctification which Paul
had reached when he wrote these words. Whatever else we say about these
passages, however, we must admit that they reveal a positive self-image.
Conscious of the fact that he was not perfect, and that whatever good
was in him was due to God's grace, Paul is yet so confident that God's
Spirit will continue to empower him thLA he has the courage to say to
others, "Be ye imitators of me."

Summing up, then, we may say that Paul, despite his deep sense of
sin, had a positive self-image. He saw himself as someone upon whom Cod
had showered His grace, whom Cod had enabled and was still enabling to
live a fruitful life for Christ, and whom God so continued to fill with
His Spirit that his life could be an example to others.
should now like to take up three exegetical problems related to
the question of our self-image. The first of these has to do with the
interpretation of Rom. 7:14-25. Does this passage describe the regenerate or the unregenrate? The Christian LTILuLy used to run, on more than
one occasion, a series of articles by various theologians entitled, "How
My Mind Has Changed in the Last Ten Years." I think I could now write
Ten years ago, for the CAPS Convention of 1961, held at
such an article.
the Morrison Hotel in Chicago, I defended the view that the latter part
of Romans 7 describes the regenerate man. Today I no longer hold that
The change came while I was teaching an elective course recently
view.
in which we went through the entire book of Romans, chapter by chapter.
I now agree with Herman Ridderbos, Professor of New Testament at the Theological School in Kampen, the Netherlands, that these verses in Romans
7 are not a description of the regenerate man, but are a description of
the unregenerate man who is trying to fight sin through the law alone.10
I grant that this is a picture of the unregenerate man seen through the
eyes of a regenerate man, since it is Paul after his conversion who is
But, despite the present tense and the dramatic
writing these words.
first-person form in which this material is cast ("the good which I would
do not"), I now think that this section describes the struggle with
I
the law found in the unregenerate man.
I

My reasons for reinterpreting Romans 7 in this way are as follows:
1) Romans 7:14-25 reflects and further elaborates on the condition
In 7:4 we read, "Wherefore, my brethren, ye also were
pictured in 7:5.
made dead to the law through the body.of Christ; that ye should be joined
to another, even to him who was raised from the dead, that we might bring
forth fruit unto God." You believers, Paul is saying, died to the law
because you were crucified with Christ; because you are not only one with
Christ in his death but also in his resurrection, you have now been joined
to Christ--married to Christ, so to speak--so that you might bring forth
In the next verse, however (verse 5) , Paul goes on to
fruit for God.
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say, "For when we were in the flesh, the sinful passions, which were
through the law, wrought in our members to bring forth fruit unto death."
Here Paul is describing a state previous to conversion, when we, so says
At that time we were not able to keep
Paul, were still in the flesh.
the law, but rather found that the law aroused our sinful passions . with
the result that we were bringing forth fruit, not for God but for death.
This, it now seems to me, is precisely the condition reflected in the
"Sin, that it might be shown to be sin, by worklatter part of Romans 7:
ing death to me through that which is good--that through the commandment
sin might become exceeding sinful" (v.13). What follows, from verse 14
on, is begun by the word for, and is an elaboration of this condition.
The law, so says the man ITrITT) speaks in these verses, is something I may
be able to delight in, but cannot and do not keep.
2) One finds no mention of the Holy Spirit or of the strength of
Christ in Romans 7:14-25, whereas there are at least sixteen references
This fact cannot
to the Holy Spirit in Chapter 8, and possibly more.
be without significance.
3) The mood of defeat which permeates Romans 7:14-25 does not comport with the mood of victory so common to Paul's writings elsewhere,
when he describes the Christian life. When he says, for instance, that
there is a different law in his members, bringing him into captivity under the law of sin which is in his members (verse 23) , he certainly does
not seem to be picturing the same situation as when he says that the law
of the Spirit of life in Cnrist Jesus has made him free from the law of
sin and of death (8:2).
4) Many commentators have called attention to the unusual words in
7:25, "So then I of mrself with the mind, indeed, serve the law of God;
but with the flesh tie aw of sin" [italics mine]. The words of m self
They suggest that Paul is indeed describing a peTSon w o
are emphatic.
tries to "go it himself"--to live the Christian life in his own strength,
instead of in the strength of the Spirit.
5) As I already mentioned, there is an abrupt change of mood as we
Romans 8:2 tells us how we can obtain
go from Romans 7 to Romans 8.
freedom from the law under whose captivity we have been held in chapter
"For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made me
7:14-25:
free from the law of sin and of death." Paul uses the word law in various ways; in the verse just quoted he uses law in the sense of -rinci-le
The power of the Spirit, he says, has made me free from t e
or Rani:.
power 6f sin and death. The power of sin and death is what he experienced
in his unregenerate state, described in the latter part of Romans 7. But
through the power of the Spirit he has been set free from this slavery.
What Paul says here, therefore, ties in precisely with what he had said
"But now we have been discharged from
in 7:6, in the previous chapter:
the law, having died to that wherein we were held; so that we serve in
newness of the spirit, and not in oldness of the letter." You could_say
that the rest of Chapter 7 (verses 7-25) is a kind of interlude, elaborating on the condition pictured in 7:5, and that Chapter 8 takes up again
where 7:6 left off.
6) Romans 8:4 teaches that, if we walk not after the flesh but after
the Spirit, the ordinance of the law can be fulfilled in us (or by us).
we
So we are not doomed to perpetual defeat in trying to keep the law;
of
the
perfectly)
but
then
only
in
the
strength
can keep it (though not
Spirit.

What we have, therefore, in Romans 7:14-25 is a vivid description of
the inability of a person to serve God in his own strength with only the
This description would strike home to Jews who set great
law to help him.
stock by the law, and thought the way to the good life was simply found
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It would be possible, I agree, For a regenerae Christian also to slip into this type of life, if he stopped walking
But
nA
by the Spirit and tried to keep the la w i n his own strength.
longer believe that this section describes the typical life style of the
regenerate believer.
rough keeping the law_.

I

This understanding of Romans 7 has important significance for our
My present interpretation of Romans
view of the Christian's self-image.
7 does not imply that I see no struggle in the Christian life; it only
implies that I do not think Romans 7:14-25 describes that struggle in
No longer, for instance, do I believe it is justified
its usual form.
for a Christian, after falling into sin, to say, "But even that great
saint, the Apostle Paul, had to confess, 'the good which I would I do
not; but the evil which I would not, that I practice.'" Understanding
Romans 7 in the way I now believe to be right will help us to come_to
greater clarity on the Christian's self-image. There is struggle in
the Christian life, to be sure, but the struggle is carried on, not in
an atmosphere of constant defeat, but in an atmosphere of victory.

A second exegetical problem related to the question of our selfimage is the question of whether sinless perfection is possible for
the Christian in this life. For an answer to this question let us turn
to the First Epistle of John. Many people feel that in this epistle
John teaches that sinless perfection is possible in this life, pointing
particularly to a passage like I John 3:9, "Whosoever is begotten of God
doeth no sin, because his seed abideth in him; and he can ot sin, because
he is begotten of God." To understand fully what John is saying in this
epistle, however, we must look at some other passages from 'he letter.
ve no sin,
Note what is said, for example, in 1:8, "If we say that we
'ads, "If
we deceive ourselves, and thc truth is not in us." Verse 9
we confess our sins [implying that even Christians must stil! confess
their sins], he is faithful and righteous to forgive us our ,ns, and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness." We note a similar sitbation in
2:1, "My little children, these things write I unto you that jo may not
And if any man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus
sin.
Christ the righteous." These verses clearly teach that anyone who claims
dethat he has no sin whatsoever, and never needs to confess any sir
Obviously, then, when John says in 3:9 that 11(_ Aio has
ceives himself.
been begotten of God cannot sin, he does not mean that the regenerate
person can live a life which is completely free from sin.
How, then, are we to understand that puzzling passage in 3:9? To
understand it properly we need to look carefully at the tenses John is
In I John 3:9 the tenses that are used to describe the kind of
using.
sinning which the regenerate person cannot do are present, and the presLiterally_
ent tense in Greek indicates continued or habitual action.
"Everyone
who
has
been
begotten
of
translated, this verse would read:
God does not continually or habitually keep on sinning....and he is not
able to keep on sinning habitually or continually because he has been
begotten of God." What this passage teaches, therefore, is that the regenerate person cannot and does not continue to live in sin.
In 2:1, however, the tenses used to desc ibe the kind of sinning
which a regenerate person can still do ar aorists, and aorists in Greek
commonly indicate snapshot action, punctiliar action, momentary action.
A literal translation of this verse, therefore, might read somewhat as
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"My little children, I write these things to you so that you
follows:
And if anyone commits a sin, we have an Advocate
may not commit sin.
with the Father." What John here teaches us, therefore, is that a regenerate person (for he is writing to believers) can still fall into
sin, but that when he does so, he should not despair, since we have an
Putting
Advocate with the Father through whom we may obtain forgiveness.
all these passages together, therefore, we find John saying something
the regenerate person may on occasion fall into sin, but he
like this:
John Stott, in his Tyndale Commentary on the Epistles
cannot live in sin.

ofJohn,putsitthisway:"....Thesin_aChristian 'does not' and'cannot' do is habitual and persistent sin."11 And he quotes David Smith as
saying, "The believer may fall into sin, but he will not walk in it."1Z

The perfectionist, therefore, who claims that the believer can live
totally without sin in this life, cannot find support for his position in
On the other hand, however, I find John also milJohn's first epistle.
itating against the notion rather common amongst us that sin in the beIt strikes me
liever is rather to be expected as a matter of course.
Though
it
is true that bethat what John is saying here i5 really this:
lievers may occasionally fall into sin, such falling into sin ought to
Sin is no longer the atmosphere in
be looked upon as the unusual thing.
which you live; if you have been born again, it is impossible for you to
If, then, it happens that you do fall into sin,
continue to live in sin.
you ought not to be completely demoralized, but you ought to be a little
bit surprised.13 One commentator, Kenneth Wuest, has put it very well:
"John regards sin in the believer's life, not as habitual, but as extraordinary, as infrequent."14
One more exegetical problem I should like to take up is this: How
does the tension between the "already" and the "not-yet" affect our selfimage/ That there is such a tension in the believer's life is stressed
by such writers as Herman Ridderbos, Oscar Cullmann, and Geerhardus Vos.15
Jesus Christ has come, and therefore the decisive victory over sin, the
Jesus Christ is, however, coming again,
devil, and the flesh has been won.
and therefore the victory is not yet complete. We live, as Culmann puts
it, between D-day and V-day; though the enemy has been decisively defeated,
there remain pockets of resistance, there are still guerilla troops to be
In one sense we already
defeated, there are still battles to be fought.
possess salvation; in another sense we still look forward to our salvaWe already have the new life; we do not yet have perfection.
tion.
In Phil. 3:7-8 he says, "Whatever gain
Paul often makes this point.
Indeed, I count everyI
counted
as
loss
for
the
sake
of Christ.
I had,
thing as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my
What I now have in Christ is so treLord" (RSV). Here Paul is saying:
mendous that I have willingly given up everything that was gain to me that
I might have this great benefit. Yet a few verses further on he says,
"Brethren, I count not myself yet to have laid hold but....I press on
Probably the most triumphant chapter in
toward the goal" (vss. 13-14).
the entire Bible is Romans 8; yet even in the midst of all this triumph
Paul has to say, in verse 23, "And not only so, but ourselves also, who
have the first-fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for our adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body."
Our self-image, then, must be seen in the light of this tension be-

tween the "already" and the not-yet." We are in Christ, to be sure,
and therefore we share His decisive victory over the powers of evil.
But, since we are still on this side of the Parousia, we do not yet enjoy
Our self-image must leave room for esthe totality of Christ's victory.
What
we
have
here
and
now
is only the beginning, only the first
chatology.
like that line
I
The best is still to come!
fruits, only the overture.
"Man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what's a heaven
from Browning:
"All your life an unattainC. S. Lewis has put it unforgettably:
for?"
able ecstasy has hovered just beyeAd the grasp of your consciousness.
The day is coming when ycu will wake to find, beyond all hope, that You
have attained it....H16

Having looked at Paul's self-image, and having considered some exegetical problems related to the question of our self-image, let us now
ask ourselves, "What should the Christian's self-image be?" In developing this topic, I should like to look at a number of Biblical concepts.
The first of these is the teaching of the New Testament about the old
man and the new man.
It has been commonly held that in the believer there is a continual
struggle between the old nature with which he was born, and the new nature
which he received in regeneration. In fact, this is the view which I myself held until recently, and which I defended vigorously at the 1961
But I am now questioning the correctness of that common
CAPS Convention.
view.
I had noted that John Murray, until recently Professor of Systematic Theology at Westminster Seminary, in his Principles of Conduct, reIn that
jects the idea that the believer is both old man and new man.
volume, Murray says that it is just as wrong to call the believer both a
new man and an old man as it is to say that he is both regenerate and unregenerate.18 He contends that, since according to New Testament teaching the believer has put off the old man and put on the new, we must
think of him as a new man, though a new man not yet made perfect, and still
This progressive renewal, however,
the subject of progressive renewal.
is not to be conceived of as the putting off of the old man and the putting on of the new.19
I found a conception similar to Murray's in Herman Ridderbos's reHe ties in
cent monumental study of Paul's teachings entitled Paulus.
concepts like "old man" and "new man" with salvation history, and sees
In what follows, I am
them as descriptive of two different life-styles.
indebted to Ridderbos's understanding of these concepts.

Old and new man, it seems to me, ought not to be seen as aspects or
sides or parts of the believer, which are both still somehow present in
him.
Old and new man are two different ways of living--two different
life-styles, if you will. The believer confesses that for him the old
man has been crucified with Christ. Paul expresses this truth in Rom.6:6,
"Knowing this, that our old man was crucified with Him, that the body of
sin might be done away, that so we should no longer be in bondage to sin."
When
This crucifixion of the old man happened in salvation history.
Christ died on the cross, our cld man--that is, our old, God-defying lifeThis means that for us who have been
style--was put to death with him.
united with Christ in baptism (see verses 3 and 4), this old life-style
is no longer a valid option for us; we are through with it.
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rejected the old lifeThe fact that the believer has decisivelytaught
by Paul in the two
is
style described by the expression old man Eph.
4:22-24,
and Col. 3:9 and
other passages where these terms occur: Paul there says, "Lie not one to
To quote just the latter passage,
10.
his doings, and
another; seeing that ye have put off the old man with
knowledge
after the
have put on the new man, that is being renewed unto
not to
Paul
appeals
to
his
readers
image of him that created him."20
off
the
old lifelie to each other because they have once-and-for-all putaorists, indicacases are
style and put on the new (the tenses in both When
you became believers
of
the
action).
ting the once-for-all-ness
this old way of
and were baptized, Paul is saying, you by faith put away
(the
new man
living (the old man) and put on the new way of living
Therefore you must not lie to each other.

who has rejected
Our self-image, therefore, must be of a person and has adopted the
which
is
called
the.old
man,
the old way of living
man.--Paul himself describes
new way of living which is called the new
a few verses beyond the
what our self-image ought to be in Rom. 6:11,
been
crucified with Christ
passage where he says that our old man has
consider yourselves
"So
you
also
must
(and I quote now from the RSV):
This
is as clear a BibliGod
in
Christ
Jesus."
dead to sin and alive to
I
could
find anywhere.
cal statemerit of the Christian's self-image as
have
appropriated that
Because of what Christ did for us, and because we
longer living
look
upon
ourselves
as
no
benefit by faith, we now are to
live in a manner called
old
man,
but
we
are
now
to
in a manner called the
We are to lookUpon ourselves, therefore, not as partly
the new man.
old man aWd partly new man, but as new men in Christ.
against sin is
Does this mean that for the believer the strugglelanguage of strugis full of the
over? By no means; the New Testament battle,
a race, and a wrestling athe
Christian
life
is
called
a
gle:
soldiers, to fight
gainst evil spirits; we are told to be good Christian
It
whole
armor
of Cod.
the good fight of the faith, and to put on the sometimes lose. We learned
will be granted, too, that in this struggle we
sometimes commit sin,
from John's epistle that not only may the believer
When
has no sin deceives himself.
but that a believer who says that he momentarily
the
living
according
to
we do fall into sin, however, we are
to
what
we
We are then living contrary
old man, or the old life-style.
Though
we
are
regenerate, we are then living conreally are in Christ.
the new man, we are
trary to our regenerate life. Though we have put onstill
old men.
then living contrary to the new man, as if we were
however, does not mean that we
The fact that this sometimes happens,
having to include both old man
must therefore revise our self-image as
have
to
program
a little bit of the old manI-Tito
and new man, or that we
living
When we slip into an old man way of living, we are
self7ITT'age.
Paul
does
true
self-image.
c,-,ntrary to our true self; we are denying our
God but
to
be
mostly
alive
to
not say, in Rom. 6:11, "Consider yourselves
yourselves dead to sin
pty dead to God." What he says is: "Consider
then, must be our Christian self-image. We must
and alive to God." This,
in Christ, who have
reckon ourselves or consider oursees to be new menthe old man, and who,
turned our backs upon the old way of living called longer.
therefore, refuse to identify ourselves with it any
look briefly at Gal.
As further illustrative of this point, let us
involved in the
This passage vividly describes the struggle
5:16-25.
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Christian life, but it pictures this struggle as being fought in an atmosIn Gal. 5:16 Paul says, "But I say,
phere of victory, not of defeat.
Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh." The
lite mistaken when it translates the second half of the verse
itSV here is
as if it were a second command: "and do not gratify the desires of the
In the Greek the second clause is not a prohibition, but a strong
flesh."
If you walk by the Spirit,
negation;21 it really amounts to a promise:
Flesh here means
you shall not in any way fulfill the lust of the flesh.
man's total nature as opposed to God and as therefore prone to sin; insfar as flesh manifests itself in behavior, we could say that it stands
for a sinful life-style, and that it is therefore similar in meaning to
Spirit here probably means the Holy Spirit, though there are
old man
The fact that
some who interpret it as referring to man's new nature.
the struggle in the Christian is here described as between the Holy Spirit
and the flesh implies that 13.?.1ievers must still battle aga:inst fleshly
But this does not mean that believers are "in the flesh," for
impulses.

Paul says plainly in Rom. 8:9, "But ye are not in the flesh but in the
Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you."
Getting back now to Galatians, in 5:17 Paul says, "For the flesh
lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these
are contrary the one to the other; that ye may not do the things that ye
would." The last clause, "that ye may not do the things that ye would,"
is often interpreted as meaning "so that you cannot do the good things
But why
you really want to do" more or less in the spirit of Romans 7.
should we switch from the mood of victory to the mood of defeat? Verse 17
follows and gives a reason for the statement of verse 16, "Walk by the
Spirit and ye shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh." Why is this so?
And
Because these two are contrary to each other, ?aul says in verse 17.
this means that if you walk by the Spirit you will not continue to do
the bad things you might sometimes be inclined to do. The atmosphere is
one of victory, not defeat.
Now there follows a listing of works of the flesh and then of the
various facets of the fruit of the Spirit (works are plural but fruit is
Note the activistic way in which Tlesh and Spirit are here
singular).
Like old man and new man, flesh and Spirit here stand for
described.
different life-styles.
And now we come triumphantly upon verse 24: "And they that are of
Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with the passions and the lusts
The
thereof." Here Paul tells us again what it means to be a Christian.
Christian has turned his back upon the flesh, has crucified it (the tense
It is, therefore, not coris aorist, suggesting once-for-all action).
rect to say that the Christian is part flesh and part Spirit. He is in
the Spirit, and has decisively repudiated the way of living called the
When he does fleshly things, as he occasionally does, he is goflesh.
ing contrary to what he really is. We see again that the Christian's selfWe are in the Spirit, and hence we must
image is to be a positive one:
When we do so, this is God's promise: we shall not
walk by the Spirit.
fulfill the lust of the flesh. There is struggle in the Christian life,
but the battle is fought in the atmosphere of victory, not of defeat.
Let us next take a brief look at Biblical teaching about the Christian as a new creature in Christ. The passage which comes to mind most
readily in this connection is, of course, II Cor. 5:17, "Wherefore, if any
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man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things are passed away;
behold, they are become new." Lewis Smedes, in his penetrating recent
study of union with Christ called All Thin-s Made New, sees this passage
in a salvation-history context: because o_ CET-Tt'Treconciling work on
the cross, a new creation (the word in the original can be translated
either as creature or creation) has come into existence, and all who are in
Christ now have a part in that new creation.22 I agree with this, but I
believe the passage also has much to say about our Christian self-image.
We are to see ourselves as new creatures in Christ, not just as totally
To be sure, apart from Christ we are sinners, but we
depraved sinners.
Something new has been add-ed--or, raare no longer apart from Christ.
ther, someone new has been added.

The Christian life consists not merely in believing something about
And that
Christ; it also involves believing something about ourselves.
I'm talkbeing
in
Christ.
something is that we are to see ourselvesas
The
Old
Testament
prophet
said
ourselves.
ing now about a new vision of
Have we caught this vision? Do
that without vision the people perish.
we dare believe this about ourselves: that we are actually new creatures
in Christ? Having this kind of self-image is bound to make a difference
It may even make a revolutionary difference in our lives.
in our lives.
Being a new creature in Christ means that I must see myself as conAccording to Gal. 2:20 I have
stantly indwelt by Christ and His Spirit.
longer
I that live but Christ chat
been crucified with Christ and it is no
According to Romans 8:9 the Spirit of God, also called the
lives in me.
Spirit of Christ, is dwelling in me. My self-image, therefore, must be
of someone in whom Christ is dwelling by His Spirit. Living in harmony "To
with that kind of self-image ought to make us say, as it made Paul say,
me to live is Christ" (Phil. 1:21).
Another Biblical concept T should like to lnok nt hriPfly ic the
In Reformed circles we have usually reconcept of the life of victory.
acted negatively to perfectionist movements which seem to teach that
Christians, or at least certain Christians, are able to live without sin
in this life. While disagreeing with this position, as most of us probably do, we must not forget, however, that the Bible does describe the Christian life as a life of victory.
Note the thrust of Paul's words in Romans 6:14, "For sin shall not
have dominion over you" (or, as the New English Bible has it, "shall no
To have a self-image of ourselves as people who
longer be your master").
are constantly being defeated by sin, therefore, is to have a self-image
which is not in agreement with Scripture. And for people who say, with
a nonchalant shrug of the shoulders, "Well, we really can't help sinning,
you know," there is always I Cor. 10:13, "No temptation has overtaken you
God is faithful, and he will not let you be
that is not common to man.
tempted beyond your strength, but with the temptation will also provide
the way of escape, that you may be able to endure it" (RSV).
We have already noted the victory motif in Gal. 5:16-25. Though the
Christian must still struggle, he knows that in the strength of the Spirit
he can be victorious. The well-known words of Phil. 4:13 were originally
uttered in connection with the problem of contentment; yet they have a
"I can do all
bearing, I believe, on the question'of victorious living:
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things in him that strengtheneth me." And John certainly sounds the
note of victory in his first epistle, chapter 5:4, when he says, "For
whatsoever is begotten of God overcometh the world; and this is the victory that hath overcome the world, even our faith." As Christians we
arc not victims but victors.

The question has been raised whether a Biblical expression like
"counting others better than ourselves" implies a sort of negative selfDoes this injunction tell us that, in order to be good Christians,
image.
we must run ourselves down and think of ourselves as inferior to others?
Again, it's a question of interpretation. Look,
do not think so.
I
for instance, at Phil. 2:3, "Doing nothing through faction or through
self." Phillips, I believe, has effectively captured the spirit of this
"Never act from motives of rivalry or personverse when he translates:
al vanity, but in humility think more of one another than you do of yourselves." The point is not that I must demean myself or think of myself
as inferior to someone else. The point is rather that I must not seek my
own honor at someone else's expense, and that I must be more concerned
One is reto honor or praise others than I am to have others praise me.
minded of Rom. 12:10, "In honor preferring one another," which the margin
of the Jerusalem Bible renders, "Outdo each other in mutual esteem."
What this means is that I must be more eager to see you get honored
But this does not imply that I need
am to see myself get honored.
to despise myself or deprecate myself. As a matter of fact, it requires
a pretty_healthy kind of self-confidence or self-esteem for us to be more
On the other hand,
concerned for the other man's honor than for our own.
it is precisely the person who runs other people down in order to bolster
his own ego who is evidencing a negative self-image.
than I

Observe now how Paul approaches this problem in another way in Rom.
12:3, "For I say, through the grace that was given me, to every man that
is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think;
but so to think as to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to.each
man a measure of faith." To think more highly of ourselves than we ought
To think less of ourselves than we ought to think is
to think is pride.
To
think
soberly about ourselves is to think realistically:
false modesty.
to take stock of the talents and abilities God has given us, and to make
Such an honest appraisal, however, will
an honest appraisal of ourselves.

immediately bring us back to the question that makes the shoe pinch: how
well am I using my abilities in the service of my Lord? Here the dis.crepancy between my perceived self and my ideal self will come into the
picture again, and will motivate me to try even harder and to do even better
than I have been doing.
This leads me to the consideration of a final Biblical concept, that
Our self-image must not be static but dyof progressive transformation.
We
may
never
be
satisfied
with ourselves, but must always be presnamic.
like the words attributed to Toscanini, which
I
sing on toward the goal.
"Almost satisfied this time."
I saw on one of his record jackets:
Though, as we have seen, we are to think of ourselves as new men in
Christ, the new man which we have put on is, so Paul reminds us in Col.
3:10, being continually renewed unto knowledge after the image of him that
So even our new man is being progressively renewed.
created him.
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This progressive renewal involves our own responsible activity.
holiness to its goal,
If I were to ask you who it is that brings our
Yet Paul says that this is what we must do:
you would probably say, God.
ourselves from
"Having therefore these promises, beloved, lot us cleanse
to
its
goal (for
all defilement of flesh and spirit, bringing holiness fear of God" (II
really
means)
in
the
this is what the word perfecting
The same point -is made in Romans 12:2, "And be not fashioned
Cor. 7:1).
according to this world, but be continually transformed by the renewing
change but
of your mind." The word transformed means not just outward
This is
goals.
inner transformation: nemotives, new values, and new
our continuing challenge.
is ultimately the
Yet, at the same time, this progressive renewal
which
is called our task
The same transformation
work of God within us.
Cor.
3:18, "But we
in Romans 12 is ascribed to God's Holy Spirit in :I
glory of the Lord,
all, with unveiled face, reflecting as a-mirror thedegree
of glory to
into
the
same
image
from
one
are being transformed
Lord
the
Spirit."
another, even as from the
Some day our newness will be complete.
We are now new creatures.
what we shall
"Beloved, we are God's children now; it does not yet appear
him,
for
we shall
we
shall
be
like
be, but we know that when he appears
see him as he is" (I John 3:2, RSV).
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SELF-IMAGE AND SELF-ESTEEM
A CHRISTIAN PSYCHIATRIC APPRAISAL
by

David F. Busby, M.D.

It seems fairly certain that Robert Burns little knew the immensity and the complexity of the psychological stream to which he was contributing when he in May 1786 (more than a century before Freud) wrote
"Oh wad some Pow'r the giftie gie 115 to see oursels as others see us"!'
Of common interest to us in this conference on self-esteem is the lesser"It wad frae TTTaTmony a blunder free
known continuation of the quote:
us, and foolish notion." Also of special interest is that the poem is
titled "To a Louse" (the louse was crawling on a lady sitting in church!).
Certainly the subject self-image and self-esteem constitutes both a monumental challenge to man's knowledge and an equally monumental factor in
man's experience of and contribution to life on this planet, especially
when such (self-esteem) is properly known and utilized. This latter fact
was attested to by none less than John Milton who in "Paradise Lost"
wrote "Oft times nothing_profits more than self-esteem, grounded on just
and right well manag'd".2 One of the most penetrating and comprehensive
of classical literary comments comes from the mind and pen of Alfred Lord
Tennyson who said "Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control, these
three alone lead life to sovereign powr".3 It should be of more than
passing interest that all three of these authors, picked more or less at
random, were apparently Christians (Burns being quite a satirist of CalThe novel "Fifth
vinism, however, according to Encyclopedia Britannica).
Business" by Robertson Davies is currently on the Chicago best seller
In reviewing it an English professor stated "the central theme of_
list.
the novel is the realization that 'we all think of ourselves as stars and
rarely recognize it when we are indeed mere supporting characters or even
supernumeraries'.4 This observation from current literature illustrates
both the nature of and a problem involved in studying self-concept, namely,
the elements of subjectivity and of self-deception which are inevitably
involved; and yet it is in part because of these elements and the need to
counter them with objectivity that a concerted and collaborative study of
This is particularthe subject seems not just in order but imperative.
ly so for Christians because it is my observation and persuasion that
despite the promise of God to help us cope with self-deception by enabling
us to progressively see things and ourselves as He sees, nevereless
some form of distortion of self-concept seems one of the most common findings among Christians both inside and outside of our clinical offices.
Particularly disturbing to some of us is the apparently rather pervasive
attitude that self-esteem is rather dangerous if not downright unspiritFor these and other reasons I am glad for this
ual, sinful, and Satanic.
opportunity to make my contribution to our study of the subject and to
share with you these days.
My approach shall be to begin by attempting a few basic operational
*Dr. David F. Busby is a psychiatrist in private practice at Niles,
Illinois
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conceptualizations from which should flow a panoramic survey of the
various aspects of our subject. I shall then choose a few aspects
to examine hopefully in some depth as to the nature, origin, development, dynamics (in health and in sickness), and implications of self-esteem both in theor_ and in practice. Theory includes a review olsothe
Practice includes both
major schools of t_ought, mostly psychiatric.
life in general and a specific focus on clinical 'ffierapy, the elaboration
I shall close by
of which is scheduled for this afternoon's sessions.
offering some thoughts and theories of my own and their implications in
the Christian life and counseling.

DJ=
Self-image in general and self-esteem in particular are but two of
a plethora of terms many of which may well come up elsewhere in the conself-abasement, self-actualization, self-asvention. Among such are:
sertion, self-awareness, self-concept, self-confidence, self-consciousness, self-control, self-deception, self-defeat, self-denial, self-fulfillment, self-hatred, self-idealization, self-identity, self-knowledge,
self-love, self-preservation, self-punishment, self-realization, selfrelatedness, self-respect, self-revelation, self-sufficiency, and selfunderstanding.

We begin our search for self-image with the concept of body-image.
Freud conceptualized the ego as "first and foremost a body-ego; it is not
merely a surface entity but it is in itself the projection of a surface".5
While some of Paul Schilder's ideas were antedated by both Ambroise Pare'
(1649) and Weir Mitchell (1871), his name has come to be automatically
associated with the concept of body-image, one of the earliest and most
fundamental ingredients in the self-concept. Whereas the neurologist
Head (1920) had described the body-schema as "the integrated unity resulting from past and present sensory experiences organized in the cortex",6 Schilder7 extended the concept to a tri-dimensional ono including
both the person's psychological investment in his body and its sociological meaning to himself and to society. He related the body-image concept also to curiosity, expression of emotions, social relations, duty,
and even to ethics, always maintaining its basic physiological substrate.
The relationship between this and Freud's concept of the ego is obscure
being identified by some and differentiated by others. Federn8 differentiated between the physical and mental aspects as illustrated by the
difference between the waking and sleeping state respectively, the body
only being conceptualized while awake. He equates "ego-feeling" with
unity and continuity, contiguity, and causality of the individual's life
experiences and proposes that in contrast to body-image the ego is capable of complete dissolution. Feniche1,9 Ferenczi,10 and Szaszll concur
In a recent
in the view of the ego as expressive as well as perceptive.
effort to synthesize disparate viewpoints Szaszll poses the interrelationship between the ego and the developing body in terms of "progressive
Noyes 12 refers to "ingrained" attitudes with their emotional
mastery".
overtones that an individual comes to inevitably attach to his more physiHe also significantly points out some of what are to him
cal precepts.
"American cultural overemphases"13 on some body parts over others, a consideration I think should be of a special interest to the Christian who
scans the current advertising media in the light of I Corinthians Chapter
But that is get'cing ahead of our story.
12.
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Self-Concept Development = Psychoanalytic considerations
said earlier the relationship between the body-image and the conI
ept of the ego is not clear but it is clear that the psycho-analytic conceptualization of the psychic apparatus and its functioning is basic to
Since an adequate survey of the major psychoany study of self-concept.
analytic contributions would be a monumental task more worthy of several
volumes I shall presume your certain familiarity with them and confine myself to giving excerpts, abstracts and quotations, which I trust will repSuch will include:
resent at least a sketch of self-concept development.
the psychic apparatus, reality testing and environmental feed-back, identification, gender identity, and developmental crises particularly as
they involve interpersonal relationships at various stages of life, from
Freud's original concepts of the
parental figures to society in general.
psychic apparatus need not be reviewed here; but it does appear that his
concepts of ego-differentiation, ego-boundaries, the development of the
superego, and the executive function of the ego are all basic contribuFenichel
tions to the theory of self-concept formation and function.
first,
from a direct
states "the image of ourself issues from two sources:
awareness of our inner experiences, of sensations, of emotional and thought
processes, of functional activity; and, second, from indirect self perception and introspection; i.e., from the perception of our bodily and menSince for obvious reasons our capacity for detachtal self as an object.
ment from ourself is at best very limited, our self-cognizant functions
Thus the self
contribute only moderately to our conception of the self.
representations will never be strictly "conceptual." They remain under
the influence of our subjective emotional experiences even more than
....With advancing psychosexual and ego
the object representations.
development with the maturation of physical and mental abilities, of
emotional and ideational processes and of reality testing, and wita
increasing capacity for perception and self perception, for judgment
and introspection, the images become unified, organized, and integrated
into more or less realistic concepts of the object world and of the
By a realistic image of the self we mean, first of all, one that
self.
correctly mirrors the state and the characteristics, the potentialities
and abilities, the assets and the limits of our bodily and mental self:
on the one hand, of our appearance, our anatomy, and our physiology; on
the other hand, of our ego, our conscious and preconscious feelings and
thoughts, wishes, impulses, and attitudes of our physical and mental
functions and behaviors."9
Superego:

Development, function, and 111plications

We are all familiar with the devastation of self-esteem that can apparently be wreaked by the severe overbearing superego which in turn may
have resulted from the child's incorporation of the harshly prohibitive
Theodore Lidz puts it (in The Person, a very fine book on perparent.
"The superego consonality development I use in my seminary teaching):
sists of internalized feelings of parental approbation or disapproval,
and is very much like conscience but includes positive as well as prohib....A person feels euphoric when he has adhered to a
itive influences.
proper way of life and dysphoric when he has breached the accepted and
approved, and he may become self-punitive when he goes contrary to his
ethical standards but he may have no realization of what is affecting his
Just which influences are part of the ego and which
sense of well-being.
Indeed, the
are part of the superego may be difficult to conceptualize.
balance shifts as the child grows older, when he feels less need for par-
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ental approval and is less concerned with parental censure....The concept
of symbolof the superego is very_useful, for it provides a simple means
and into
izing a major set of influences that enters into decision-making
feelings of self-esteem.
Ego-ideal:

development, function, and implications

In my personal opinion the concept of "ego-ideal" is a neglected
and
but potentially fruitful resource in the study of the establishment
from
maintenance of self-esteem as well as in differentiating healthy
The term is used to represent a special differentiunhealthy religion.
as
ation someImes of the ego, sometimes of the superego, and sometimes
is
often
Again
Lidz
says
"The
superego
a separate construct (function).
However this term is used in several different
called the ego-ideal.
contexts and is no longer safe to use without specifying just what is
meant by it....One common and useful usage of ego-ideal has been asinthe
the
ideal image of what the child believes he should be, particularly
him
to
be
of
what
the
parents
wish
form of the ideas the child forms
and to become. The child measures himself by this standard and feels The
inadequate and perhaps depressed when he does not measure up to it.
parent of the same
ego-ideal will usually contain large elements of the
become
capable of gainto
resemble
in
order
to
sex whom the child wishes
A most persex."15
ing a love object like the parent of the opposite
(whom I shall
from
the
pen
of
Edith
Jacobson
ceptive passage on this comes
to our subbecause
of
its
vital
importance
quote somewhat extensively
"Forever close to magic imagery and yet indispensable to the ego,
ject).
images.
the ego-ideal is eventually molded from idealized object and self
composed
of
The separate though concomitant building up of an ego-ideal,
well
as
of
realistic
ego
goals
as
idealized parental and self images and
the child's
realistic self and object representations, appears to reflect
principle
and
his
resistance
to it
simultaneous acceptance of the reality
ego-ideal
is
its
of the
....The prominent, strange, and precious quality Although
we
are
ordinariunreality and its distance from the real self.
influence
ly perfectly aware of this, the ego ideal exerts a tremendous
ego-ideal
reflect, of
on our realistic behavior. The vicissitudes of the
self perinfantile
value
measures....Whereas
course, the development of
ception always represents an ego function, the self evaluation of an adult
person is not exclusively a superego function. Founded on subjective
the physical
inner experience and on objective perception by the ego ofexercised
by the
and mental self, it is partly or sometimes predominantly
maturation
critical
ego
function
whose
superego, but is also partly a
ideaweakens the power of the superego over the ego. Self-esteem is the
and of
expression
of
self
evaluation
tional, especially the emotional,
cathethe corresponding more or less neutralized libidinal and aggressive
the
conThese considerations lead to
xis of the self representations.
between
clusion that self-esteem does not necessarily reflect the conflict
of
self-esteem
is
expressuperego and ego. Broadly defined, the level
and
sive of the harmony or discrepancy between the self representations
identical
which
is
by
no
means
always
the wishful concept of the self,
disturbances of
with the unconscious and conscious ego ideal.andHence,
represent a very complex
self-esteem may originate from many sources
the
on the one Sind, a pathology of the ego ideal or ofself-critipatholdgy:
the
ego
and,
hence,
of
the
achievement standards and goals of
the other hand, a pathology of
cal ego and superego functions, and, on
Increase or decrease
the ego functions and of the self representations.
stimulation
of ego
of libidinal or aggressive discharge, inhibition or of the self caused by
functions, libidinal impoveriShment or enrichment
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external or internal factors, from somatic, psychosomatic, or psychological sources, may reduce or enhance the libidinal er aggressive cathexis of the self representatiens and lead to fluctuations of self-esteem.
The influence of superego formation on the affective development discloses itself above all in the introduction of a new affective experiComparatively independent of the outside
the feeling of guilt.
ence:
world and probably the most insufferable of all unpleasurable experiences,
guilt feelings are an affect signal which establishes a severe and certainly universal and continual power over the ego. u16
It is my observation that many behavioral scient sts view religion
as based upon a negative, harsh, forbidding superego, a "thou shalt not"
While this is no doubt true of many, it seems
and "thou must" function.
to me the Bible teaches and we should all seek to achieve by His grace
and guidance more of an ego-ideal-based religion; I would define such as
centered around a progressive Christ-likeness development, an "only to
be what He wants me to be"--becoming with plenty of room for the concepts
of differing gifts and talents and hence varying expectations (by God of
us--I Cor. 12, Eph.4, etc.)
Theory (continued):

a Behavioral Science literature survey

Getting back to our study of self-image and self-esteem development from professional literature I turn now to a brief representation
Freud (via Brenner), Jung, Erikson, Sulof the following contributors:
livan, Horney, Fromm, Jourard, Glasser, Gardner, and Jahoda (Basic Books).
Brenner, Charles:
"One of the aspects of experience which Freud (1911)
considered to be of fundamental importance in the earliest stages of ego
He pointed out
development was the infant's relation with his own body.
that our own bodies occupy a very special place in our psychic lives as
long as we are alive and that they begin to occupy that special place
very early in infancy. The psychic representations of the body, that is
the memories and ideas connected with it, with their cathexes of drive
energy, are probably the most important part of the developing ego in
Still another process which is dependent on experits earliest stage.
ience and which is of very great significance in the development of the
ego is what is called identification with the objects, usually persons,
Freud pointed out that the tendency to become like
of the environment.
an object in one's environment is a very important part of one's relationship to objects in general and that it appears to be of particular sigThe tendency to identify with a highly
nificance in very early life.
cathected person or thing in the environment is not limited to early
Indeed, this tendency persists throughout life,
childhood by any means.
but in later life at least it is apt to be largely unconscious in its
Identification plays its part in ego development on more
manifestations.
It is first of all an inherent part of one's relationthan one score.
In
ship to a highly cathected object, particularly early in one's life.
addition there is noted a tendency to identify with an admired though

hated object, whichAnna Freud called "identification with the aggressor."
Finally the loss of a highly cathected object leads to a greater or lesser
degree of identification with the lost object. However, regardless of
the way in which identification takes place, the result is always that
the ego has become enriched thereby, whether for better or for worse."17
Jung:

"Man is an enigma to himself.
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This is understandable, seeing that
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he lacks the means of comparison necessary for self-knowledge. He knows
how to distinguish himself from the other animals in point of anatomy and
physiology, but as a conscious, reflecting being, gifted with speech, he
He is on this planet a unique 1-helacks all criteria for self-judgment.
The possibility of
nomenon which he cannot compare with anything else.
comparison and hence of self-knowledge would arise only if he could esUntil
tablish relations with quasi-human mammals inhabiting other stars.
then man must continue to resemble a hermit who knows that in respect of
comparative anatomy he has affinities with the anthropoids but, to judge
by appearance, is extraordinarily different from his cousins in respect
It is just in this most important characteristic of his
of his psyche.
species that he cannot know himself and therefore remains a mystery to
himself....Self-knowledge, as well as bein highly unpopular, seems to
be an unpleasantly idealistic goal, reeks of morality, and is preoccupied
with the psychological shadow, which is normally denied whenever possible
or at least not spoken of."18
"Erikson describes the development of identity as an essentially unconscious process "in the inner core of the individual" which
begins "somewhere in the first true meeting of mother and babl- as two
persons who can touch and recognize each other," and it does aot "end"
until a man's power of mutual affirmation wanes." As the child grows,
the "other" necessary for this mutual affirmation expands in a widening circle to include not only the mother, and the father, but also famTrust-Identity,
ily, friends and, indeed, the entire enveloping culture.
in sum, is rather like a delta built up by the flow between body, mind
and milieu, with distinct accretions occurring at each stage of the life
Thus, in infancy, Erikson relates identity to the sense of trust-cycle.
or mistrust--that the baby develops in himself and his mother. As he
learns to manipulate his muscles at about the age of 2, a sense of autonor its opposite--shame and doubt--is grafted onto his previous iomy
In this way, the human personality moves through childhood
dentities.
to the threshold of young adulthood, creating new configurations of positive and negative identities until, in adolescence, it enters the per"Man is born only with the (:apacity to
iod of classic identity crisis.
learn to hope," Erikson has said, "and then his milieu must offer him
a convincing world view and within it, specific hopes." World Ariews become crucial at adolescence, he believes, when youth enters a psychological "moratorium," which Erikson describes as a hiatus between childhood and adulthood that allows the boundaries of the self to expand and
This is a
include wider identities taken from the surrounding culture.
period of experimentation; previous identities become diffused among
various roles and ideologies the young try on for size. The "strong"
emerge from their moratoria with an enlarged sense of self, ready to assume the sexual and other relationships that go with adulthood. The
"weak," particularly in times of profound cultural upheaval, become confused in their identities and either withdraw in isolation or abandon
themselves to a mob identity."19
Erikson:

,

"The self-system develops out of the interpersonal experiences
the individual has with others in the process of trying to relieve the
tension of his general and zonal needs. He expresses his tension, in
interpersonal situations, and, as a result, he experiences feeling states
through empathy, he notices facial expressions, voice tones, and gestures
of various sorts in the other person, and he is the recipient of more or
less direct statemsnts of the reaction of the other person to his needs.""
Sullivan:

"While the neurotic is driving himself to actualize his idealized image without regard to the outer world, he is at the same time attempting to mold himself into his image of perfection by a system of
shoulds, oughts, musts, and must nots. These Horney calls "the tyranny
of the shoulds." These "inner dictates comprise all that the neurotic
should be able to do, to be, to feel, to know--and taboos on how and what
he should not be." They operate with a supreme disregard for their feasibility, the conditions under which they could be fulfilled, and the perThey operate on the premise "that nothing
son's own psychic condition.
should be, or is, impossible for oneself....the shoulds....laek the moral
seriousness of genuine ideals" for they do not "aim at real change but
at....making imperfection disappear, or at making it appear as if the particular perfection were attained." The coercive power of the shoulds reveals itself in the constant feeling of strain they produce and in the
They disturb human relations
immediate retribution when not fulfilled.
The
shoulds,
in
short,
are an inner dictatorship,
and impair spontaneity.
For
all
his
efforts
the neurotic fails to
a totalitarian state within.
Instead,
get what he so sorely needsself-confidence and self-respect.
"he gets a glittering gift of most questionable value: neurotic pride
....and....neurotic pride in all its forms, is false pride." Neurotic
pride is very vulnerable and easily hurt because it is based on such shaky
"Automatic endeavors to restore pride when it is hurt and
foundations.
to avoid injuries when it is endangered" is the remedy and can include a
whole system of avoidances not only in the present but into the future.
The most effective means to save face, when humiliated, is to take revenge.
The retaliatory vindictiveness is not just to get even but to triumph by
But the neurotic's
hitting back harder; it is thereby a self-vindication.
pride continues to be hurt, and he suffers the inevitable consequence, self"Pride and self-hate belong inseparably together: They are two
hate.
In the
expressions of one process"--which Horney called the pride system.
search for glory the neurotic becomes estranged from what he actually is-For failing to
his empirical self--and even more so from his real self.
He
is
at
war with himmeasure up to his idealized self, he hates both.
self."21

119=y:

"While it raises no objection to apply the concept of love to various objects, it is a widespread belief that, while it is virtuous to love
It is assumed that to the degree
others, it is sinful to love oneself.
to which I love myself I do not love others, that self-love is the same
This view goes far back in Western thought. Calvin
as selfishness.
speaks of self-love as "a pest." Freud speaks of self-love in psychiatric
terms but, nevertheless, his value judgment is the same as that of Calvin.
Fol- him self-love is the same as narcissism, the tu:ning of tile libido
Narcissism is the earliest stao in human development,
toward oneself.
and the person who in later life has returned to this narcissistic stage
is incapable of love; in the extreme case he is insane. Freud assumes that
love is the manifestation of libido, and that the libido is either turned
toward otherslove; or toward oneselfself-love. Love and self-love are
thus mutually exclusive in the sense that the more there is of one, the
If self-love is bad, it follows that unselfless there is of the other.
Does psychological observaThese questions arise:
ishness is virtuous.
tion support the thesis that there is a basic contradiction between love
for oneself and love for others? Is love for oneself the same phenomenon
as selfishness, or are they opposites....Not only others, bLIt we ourselves
are the "object" of our feelings and attitudes; the attitudes toward others
and toward ourselves, far from being contradictory, are basically conlove
With regard to the problem under discussion this means:
junctive.
Fromm:
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On the contrary,
of others and love of ourselves are not alternatives.
an attitude of love toward themselves will be found in all those who are
Love, in principle, is indivisible as far as
capable of lovin2T others.
the connection between "objects" and one's own self is concerned....it
follows that my own self must be as much an object cf my love as another
The affirmation of one's own life, happiness, growth, freedom
person.
is rooted in one's capacity to love, i.e., in care, respect, responsibilIf an individual is able to love productively, he
ity, and knowledge.
loves himself too; if he can love only others, he cannot love at all.
Selfishness and self-love, far from being identical, are actually oppoThe sc_fish person does not love himself too much but too little;
sites.
in fact he hates himself....Freud holds that the selfish person is narcissistic, as if he had withdrawn his love from others and turned it
It is true that selfish persons are incapable of
toward his own person.
loving others, but they are not capable of loving themselves either....
This theory of the nature of selfishness is borne out by psychoanalytic
experience with neurotic "unselfishness."....The "unselfish" person "does
not want anything for himself"; he "lives only for others," is proud that
He is puzzled to find that in
he does not consider himself important.
spite of his unselfishness he is unhappy, and that his relationships to
Analytic work shows that his
those closest to him are unsatisfactory.
"unselfishness" is not something apart from his other symptoms but one
of them, in fact often the most important one; that he is paralyzed in
his capacity to love or to enjoy anything; that he is pervaded by hostility toward life and that behind the facade of unselfishness a subtle but
not less intense self-centeredness is hidden....If one has a chance to
study the effect of a mother with genuine self-love, one can see that
there i5 nothing more conducive to giving a child the experience of what
love, joy and happiness are than being loved by a mother who loves
herself." 2

"Self-disclosure is a symptom of personality health; what I
mean really is that a person who displays many of the other characteristics that betoken healthy personality will also display the ability to
make himself fully known to at least one other significant human being.
When I say that self-disclosure is a means by which one achieves personit is not until I
ality health, I mean som( -hing like the following:
real
self
that
my
real
self
is in a position
am my real self and I act my
People's selves
be-ing.
One's self grows from the consequence of
to grow.
them....Let
me
draw
a
distinction
between
stop growing when they repress
relationships--a
distinction
which
role relationships and interpersonal
is often overlooked in the current spate of literature that has to do with
They must be played or else the
Roles are inescapable.
human relations.
social system will not work. A role by definition is a repertoire of behavior patterns which must be rattled off in appropriate contexts, and
all behavior which is irrelevant of the role must he suppressed. But what
we often forget is the fact that it is a person who is playing the role.
This person has a self, or I should say he is a self. All too often the
In fact,
roles that a person plays do not do justice to all of his self.
Even
more,
the
person
there may be nowhere that he may just be himself.
self-alienated.
He may, in Horney's terms, be
may not know his self.
This fascinating term "self-alienation" means that an individual is estranged from his real self. His real self becomes a stranger, a feared
Estrangement, alienation from one's real self
and distrusted stranger.
is at the root of the "neurotic personality of our time" so eloquently
described by Homey (1936). Fromm (1957) referred to the same phenomenon
Jourard:

as a socially patterned defect.
Self-alienation is a sickness which
is so widely shared that no one recognizes it."23
Glasser:
"As a psychiatrist, I have worked many years with people who
are failing.
I have struggled with them as they try to find the way to
a more successful life....From these struggles I have discovered an important fact:
regardless of how many failures a person has had in his past,

regardless of his background, his culture, his color, or his economic
level, he will not succeed in general until he can in some way first
experience success in one important part of his life. Given the first,
success to build upon, the negative factors, the ones_emphasized by the
sociologists, mean little....There appear to be many kinds of failure,
of which school failure is usually considered only one. This appearance
is misleading; there are not many kinds of failure.
There are two kinds
of failure; but even these two, failure to love and failure to achieve
self-worth are so closely interrelated that it is difficult and probably
artificial to separate them....The basic needs of people are described
as the need for love and th_ need for self-worth.
A person must learn
to give and receive love; he must find someone in the world to love and
someone in the world who loves him, many people, if possible, but at the
minimum one person he loves and one person who loves him....Love and
self-worth are so intertwined that they may properly be related through
the use of the term identity.
Thus we may say that the single basic need
that people have is the requirement for an identity:
the belief that we
are someone in distinction to others, and that the someone is important
and worthwhile.
Then love and self-worth may be considered the two pathways that mankind has discovered lead to a successful identity. People
able to develop a successful identity are those who have learned to find
their way through the two pathways of love and self-worth, the latter dependent upon knowledge and the ability to solve the problems of life successfully.
For most children only two places exist where they can gain
a successful identity and learn to follow the essential pathways. These
places are the home and the school....Thus, those who fail in our society
are lonely.
In their loneliness they grope for identity, but to the
lonely the pathways to success are closed; only anger, frustration, suffering, and withdrawal--a failure identity--are open."24
Gardner:

"The maxim "Know thyself"--so ancient....so deceptively simple
....so difficult to follow--has gained in richness of meaning as we learn
more about man's nature. Even today only the wisest of men have some
inkling of all that is implied in that gnomic saying.
Research in psychology and psychiatry has shown the extent to which mental health is
bound up in a reasonably objective view of the self.
Erikson has helped
us to understand how crucial and how perilous is the young person's search
for identity....Josh Billings said, "It is not only the most difficult
thing to know oneself, but the most inconvenient one, too." Human beings
have always employed an enormous variety of clever devices for running
away from themselves, and the modern world is particularly rich in such
stratagems.
We can keep ourselves so busy, fill our lives with so many
diversions, stuff our heads with so much knowledge, involve ourselves with
so many people and cover so much ground that we never have time to probe
the fearful and wonderful world within. More often than not we don't want
to know ourselves, don't want to depend on ourselves, don't want to live
with ourselves.
By middle life most of us are accomplished fugitives from
ourselves....No one knows why some individuals seem capable of self-re7
newal while others do not.
But we have some important clues to what the

For
self-renewin_; man is like, and what we might do to foster renewal.
and the
the self-renewing man the development of his own potentialities fact
It
is
a
sad
but
unarguable
process of self-discovery never end
partially aware of
that most human beings go through their lives only
of abilities is at
the full range of their abilities....The development his environment.
If
least in part a dialogue between the individual and
ability
will
dehe has it to give and the environment demands it, the
velop....Exploration of the full range of his own potentialities is not
It
life.
something that the self-renewing man leaves to the chances ofto the end
systematically,
or
at
least
avidly,
is something he pursues
of his days."2
meaning to the con"A recurring theme in many efforts to give
Jahoda:
qualities
of a person's
cept of mental health is the emphasis on certain
is
described
by terms
The mentally healthy attitude toward the self
self.
each
with
or self-reliance,
such as self-acceptance, self-confidence,
Self-acceptance implies that a person
slightly different connotations.
limitations and poshas learned to live with himself, accepting both the
Self-confidence, seqf-esteem, and
sibilities he may find in himself.
the judgment that
self-respect have a more positive slant; they express Self-reliance
carin balance the se,f is "good," capable, and strong.
in
addition,
of
independence
ries the connotation of self-confidence and, However, the terms have befrom others and of initiative from within.
in a manner leading to a large overcome entrenched in everyday language
There
exists
also an overlap in meaning with
lap in their connotations.
Such
qualities
of
an
attitude toward the self.
other terms that indicate
egotism,
and
or
terms are, for example, self-assertion, self-centeredness
have
not
been
proposed
self-consciousness. These latter terms, however,
dimensions or comas criteria for mental health. A number of different Those aspects of
ponents appear to run through the various proposals.
to
the self-concept that stand out most clearly are: (1) accessibility
self,
and(4)
sense
consciousness, (2) correctness, (3) feelings about the
explicit
by
components
are
made
Although not all of these
of identity.
health,
criteria for mental
the writers who use attributes of the self as
contribtetions."26
they are implicit in many of their

(Other possibles:

Maslow, Shustrum, Loomis, Oates, Stinette etc..

and in some ways
I would like to call your attention to a recent
in the study
as
Christians
new approach that challenges us particularly
It is that of a psychologist Nathaniel Branden
in depth of self-esteem.
training, quit, and
who became by his own admission disillusioned in
is perhaps best
launched a school of his own. His theory and practice
It is
presented in his book entitled The Psgy of Self-Esteem.
setMT-ain
Atlas
as
based somewhat on the philosophy of Ayn Ran
needs to read these
Shrugged and The Virtue of Selfishness_. One of course
and inspired or incensed as the case
books to be properly enlightened
extended)
quotations I feel are pertinent:
A few typical (rather
may be.
to man--no factor
Branden:27 "There is no value-judgment more important
motivation--than
the
development and
more decisive in his psychological
experienced
estimate he passes on himself. This estimate is ordinarily
verbalized judgment,
by him, not (primarily) in the form of a conscious,
be
hard
to isolate and
but in the form of a feeling, a feeling that can it is part of every other
identify because he experiences it constantly:
An emotion is
feeling; it is involved in his every emotional response.of the beneficial
the product of an evaluation; it reflects an appraisal
,
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Thus, a
or harmful relationship of some aspect of reality to oneself.
man's view of himself is necessarily implicit in all his value-resnonses.
Any judgment entailing the issue, 'Is this for me or against me?' -entails
His self-evaluation has profound efiT_ets on
a view of the "me" involved.
ft is
a man's thinking processes, emotions, desires, values and goals.
the single most significant key to his behavior. To understand a man
psychologically, one must understand the nature and degree of his selfesteem, and the standards by which he judges himself. Man experiences
his desire for self-esteem as an urgent imperative, as a basic need.
Whether he identifiesThe issue explicitly or not, he cannot escape the
No
feeling that his estimate of himself is of life-and-death importance.
one ean be indifferent to the question of how he judges himself; his nature
does not allow man this option. So intensely does a man feel the need
of a positive view of himself, that he may evade, repress, distort his
judgment, disintegrate his mind--in order to avoid coming face to face witl
facts that would affect his self-appraisal adversely. A man who has
chosen or accepted irrational standards by which to judge himself, can be
driven all his life to pursue flagrantly self-destructive goalsin order
to assure himself that he possesses a self-esteem which in fact he does
If and to the extent that men lack self-esteem, they feel
not have.
driven to fake it, to create the illusion of self-esteem--condemning themselves to chronic psychological fraud--moved 177--Ehe desperate sense that
to face the universe without self-esteem is to stand naked, disarmed, de(1)it
Self-esteem has two interrelated aspects:
livered to destruction.
entails a sense of -ersonal efficaCY and (2)a sense of personal worth.
It is the
sum of self-confidence and se-lf-res ect.
It is the TiiTi,i-rate
conviction that one is competent to live and wort_y of living. Man's need
of self-esteem is inherent in his nature. But he is not born with knowledk-6YTin-TWill satisfy that need, or of the standard by which selfesteem is to be gauged; he must discover it. ....Since reality confronts
him with constant alternatives, since man must choose his goals and actions,
his life and happiness require that he be right--right in the conclusions
he draws and the choices he makes. But he cannot step outside the poshe cannot demand or expect omniscience or insibilities of his nature:
the confallibility. What he needs is that which is within his power:
viction that his method of choosing and of making decisions--i.e., his
characteristic manner of using his consciousness (his psycho-epistemology)-is right, right in principle, appropriate to reality....A man's character
is the sum of the principles and values that guide his actions in the face
Very early in his development, as a child becomes aware
of moral choices.
of his power to choose his actions, as he acquires the sense of being a
person, he experiences the need to feel that he is right as a person, right
in his characteristic manner of acting--that he is good. The two aspects

of self-esteemself-confidence and 2.1.41-pst--can be isolated conceptual-1777FUTFFy, are inseparable in a man s psychology. Man makes himself
worthy of living by making himself competent to live: by dedicating his
mind to the task of discovering what is true and what is right, and by
If a man defaults on the responsibility
governing his actions accordingly.
of thought and reason, thus undercutting his competence to live, he will
not retain his sense of worthiness....If man is to achieve and maintain
self-esteem, the first and fundamental requirement is that he preserve an
indomitable will to understand. The desire for clarity, for intelligibility, for comprehension of that which falls within the range of his
awareness, is the guardian of man's mental Health and the motor of his
If, as a young person matures, he maintains the
intellectual growth.
will to understand, he will be led, necessarily, to the policy of concept-
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the inualizing--of looking for and thinking in terms of principlesas
is
necessary
conditi_rn
dispensable means of cognitive clarity. Another
cours-eT)TTEUMan being's dein
the
for the achievement of self-esteem.
to how he chooses to
velopmenfTFE7EFFaUnters a probTelli which--according
First enon his self-esteem.
deal with it--has profound repercussions that
faces on some
every
person
countered in childhood, it is a problem
There are times when a man's mind and emotions
occasions in his life.
he experiences desires or
are not instantly and perfectly synchronized:
and he must choose to
fears that clash with his rational understanding,
his emotions. OneF)TfEe most
follow either his rational understanding or erotions are not adequate
important things a child must learn is that
desires to perform some action is not
guides to action. The fact that he
some
that he fears to perform
proof that he should perform it; the fact performing
The
preservation
it.
action is hot proof that he should avoid
rational judgsupremacy of one'sprofound
of the will to understand, and of the
respect
principle: that of a
ment, entails the same fundamental
recognition
and
objectivity--a
for facts--a profound sense of reality
reality is an absolute not to be
that existence exists, that A is A, that responsibility of consciousness
evaded or escaped, and that the primary issue in a decision that is cruThis principle is at
is to perceive it.
the choice between judging what is true
cial to a man's self-esteem:
independent exercise of his own mind--or
or false, Triht -61---Tv7EFI-E7gy the
cognition and evaluation, and
passing to others the responsibility of
live, man must hold three
uncritically accepting their verdicts...."Tohis life: Reason--Purpose-things as the supreme and ruling values of
as his choice
Reason, as his only tool of knowledge--Purpose,
Self-esteem.
achieve--Self-esteem,
as
proceed to
of the happiness which that tool must
to
think
and
his
perhis inviolate certainty that his mind is competent
is worthy of living."....Faith
son is worthy of happiness, which means: to beliefs for which one has no
is the commitment of one's consciousness practice the "virtue" of faith,
sensory evidence or rational proof....To
sight and one's judgment....There is
one must be willing to suspend one's
imagine that one can render unto reason
no greater self-delusion than to
which is faith's....Faith is
that which is reason's and unto faith that
tolerate with impunity; and the man who
a malignancy that no system can
those issues where he needs
succumbs to it will call on it in precisely
his reason most."27
coverage merit passing on at
Three excerpts from current periodical
(3)Clinical
(1)Experimental research; (2)Sociological study;
this time:
case
self-concept in chimpanzees in March
(1)The first is Gallup's report on
"Self-concept has been con1971 issue of pychology Tay.. He concluded
Any attribuin
the
disciplines.
so treated
sidered uniqueIYhuman,
anthusually
is
considered
tion of the characteristic to another species
imoneself
in
a
mirror
ropomorphic and soft-minded. But if recognizing
experiments
suggest
plies a rudimentary concept of self, my chimpanzee
least with respect to some of
that the concept should be re-evaluated--at
our fellow primatos."28
January 1971) which re(2)The second is from the psychiatric News (APA
of all ages are not only
"Self-concepts of UTSadvantaged cEiidrenbetter
ports:
advantaged children,
positive but are actually higher than those of However, disadvantaged
the results of a recent study have indicated.
self-concept as disadvantaged
high school students are not as high in the data indicated."29 The same
elementary
school
level,
children at the
News in February 1971 reported: obsessive-compulsive disorder of "self7
77-Th unusual case of a severe
with behavior therapy using systematic
hatree-was successfully treated report
in a recent issue of the British
desensitization, according to a
35
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Obviously the many factors involved in the establishment and maintenance of Felf-esteem may vary somewhat from person to person and from
time te tlmJITITETme person, particularly in different stages of life
while certain generalizations are possible as the literature quotations
In
have indicated a high degree of individualization seems necessary.
essence it woul_cl seem to_boil down to developing increasing accuracy in
the evaluating of oneself as worthwhile and adequate especially if such
is sufficiently consensually validated by the (interpersonal) environmental feed-back (and corrected as necessary and possible).
Theory and Practice:

some quotations and personal opinions

I would like to turh now to some comments on the relationship be(a)productivtween self-esteem and a number of other concepts including:
ity, (b)pleasure, (c)romantic-sexual love, and (d)pride, inferiority,
and pseudo-self-esteem (self-deceit):
(a)Earlier Branden was quoted as implying that successful productivity
The reverse also appears true,
is a necessary ingredient of self-esteem.
namely, that self-esteem is necessary to produce successful achievement.
It
(b)The place of pleasure in the Christian life has been much debated.
appears likely that a sense of pleasure may well be one basic ingredient
Of course it matters what kind of pleasure is
in achieving self-esteem.
"A man's
chosen and it is refreshing to hear the humanist Branden say:
basic values refleeL his conscious or subconscious view or himself and of
They are the expression of (a)the degree and nature of his
existence.
self-esteem or lack of it, and (b)the extent to which he regards the universe as open to his understanding and action or closed--i.e.--,the extent to which he holds what may be called a "benevolent" or "malevolent"
view of existence. Thus, the things which a man seeks for pleasure or
they are the index
enjoyment are profoundly revealing psychologically:
a man's consciousness
(By "soul" I mean:
of his character and soul.
....If a man makes an error in his
and his basic motivating values).
it has
choice of values, his emotional mechanism will not correct him:
If
a
man's
values
are
such
that
he
desires
things
no will of its own.
which, in reality, lead to his destruction, his emotional mechanism will
not save him, but will, instead, urge him on toward destruction: he will
have set it in reverse, against himself and aginst reality, against his
own life."31
(c)Romantic-sexual-love and self-esteem have a strong interrelP.tionship.
I think it both interesting and sad to note that in America today the
It seems
word "impotence" has come to carry a primary sexual connotation.
a shame that in middle age at the prime of life even the slightest diminution of orgasmic function strikes terror to the hearts of many, threatening a devastation of self-esteem. This month's issue of Human SeLiAlity.
"Today the female orgasm has become in a man
quotes Lederer as saying:
his last reassurance of manhood, his last proof of being needed, as a
man, by his woman. This he must achieve at all odds--even if his womaiI
does not know what an orgasm is, or is frigid, or responds mainly to masturhation--no matter: he must be able to make her reach orgasm in intercourse, or he will feel frustrated, and castrated not only in a purely
Hence the
sexual sense, but in the widest meaning of the term, as a man.
times,
was
incredible emphasis on a phenomenon which, in patriarchal
lady,
much
less a
hardly even considered compatible with the dignity of a
enterprises
and
sweaty
matter of consequence....After all the...heroic
efforts--that it should come to this! And should a man be able to land on
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the moon and worry less about his return than whether, once returned,
he can satisfy his wife?"32 I say God grant us all, it being His will,
a rich sex life; but Gou spare us from the American illusion of virility
as glandular!
I like to use the term "self(d)"Pride means many things to many people.
respect" to refer to a healthy and accurate evaluation of one's self as
worthwhile and adequate, and the term "pride" I tend to classify more as
am aware that one may healthily and modestly take
I
similar to conceit
pride in the appearance, accomplishments, etc. of one's self and of his
But psychological theory indicates that'one of the
significant others.
most common causes for pride (unhealthy unsubstantiated superiority attitudes) is as a defense against its opposite, namely, strong feelings
of worthlessness, inadequacy, and inferiority. Whether such inferiority
feelings are experienced consciously or only unconsciously is a moot
For if the latter then the individual by definition is self-depoint.
ceived, genuinely feeling proud and superior and being relatively if not
totally unaware of the often severe negative self-image. The distinction
may seem unimportant to some but I feel one who is seriously conceited
needs to be treated rather differently than one who is merely acting so,
Inciall the while being only too well aware of his worthless feeling.
the
concept
of
dentally, the Scriptures refer to and tend to confirm
self-deceit (James 1:22, I John 1:9, etc., verses I have found quite
I
useful in dealing with Christians who have problems in this area).
would like to add also that I feel Romans 12:3 is often misused to "put
down" conceited Christians. A closer examination shows that the command
is not to humiliate oneself but rather to evaluate oneself "soberly"
I am told that the Greek word here more properly means a
(King James).
serious balanced appraisal which could imply seeing and acknowledging
one's good qualities and achievements along with one's limitations, neither
under- nor over-evaluating. As referred to earlier there seems a strong
tendency in many Christian circles to associate spirituality with some
lowly inferior feeling, to identify as most saintly the one who seems to
Correspondingly is a tendency to automatithink the least of himself.
cally assume spiritual pride and hypocrisy on the part of any Christian
who seems to accept and believe that he has been able to accomplish and
But both Jesus and Paul called attention to their own works,
be of value.
I find more common and
and offered themselves as examples to follow!
perhaps more offensive as well as to be pitied the individual who affects
But what really pains and angers me is to see
an air of pseudo-humility.
in the hospital a large number of Christians who are personally miserable
and disabled from God's service due to guilt feelings apparently not related to real sin but rather to loss of self-esteem and the esteem of
I see a constant dangar that any rejection
others in various fashions.
or loss or reminder of one's inferiority may be distorted by the unhealthy
Christian and experienced consciously as such a feeling of sinfulness,
guilt (inappropriate), and worthlessness as would please and benefit none
For those Christians
but that accuser of the brethren, Satan himself.
who decry all talk of self concern as unspiritual (and we have a few such
on the faculty at the Seminary where I teach--there, no doubt, to help
keep me humble!); I would suggest Acts 20:28 and I Timothy 4:16 as indicating God (via Paul) puts self-concern ahead of concern for the flock
and for doctrine, respectively.
Conclusion:

In conclusion, I would like to return to the quotation of Glasser
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Glasser states only
and offer I Cor. 15:10 as a needed corrective.
successful
identity (i.e. feel
two places exist where children can gain a
To
these
I would like
loved and worthwhile)--the home and the school.
believers
deriving
their
sense of
to add "the Church," the family of
To me-worth basically from identification with God's value system.
I
feel
that
the
?nly
completely
dependable
and
unchangthis is crucial.
ing source df esteem in all the universe is God and his love for us all.
We can D- y pray that it will not be taken as affected piety but as
simple, grateful accF.ptance when we say with Paul, "I am what I am by
the grace of God." Granted there is a danger inherent here that one
might tend to use this as a "cop-out," attempting to excuse sins of omiBut may God grant us all the wisssion and commission irresponsibly.
dom and grace, the boldness and humility, to enter into all He has for
us and to experience our becoming like Him as our primary and unmitigated source of self-esteem.
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REACTIONS TO PRESIATATIONS OF
DR. A.A.

HOEKE_!+.1A AND DR. DAVID BUSBY

by

Robert A. Nykamp, Ed.D.

Cand.)

First of all, I want to say I appreciate the papers of Dr. Hoekema
and Dr. Busby.
I
realized I was not reading enough but I was not aware
that I had been neglecting so much material in both theology and psychol-

am very grateful for the helpful coverage of the literature in
I
both papers given to us.
ogy.

I would like to share a little as to where I am in my thinking at
this time in reaction to both papers.
I
feel there has been a lot of
emphasis this morning upon the individual relationship with God in Christ.
Certainly this is very important for the Christian, but one of the things
that has been neglected is the relationship believers have with one another.
I
think that our feelings about ourself, the self-concept, is also
based on actions and feedback within relationships with other Christians
both within the redeeming community and within the world.
I
think Paul
saw himself as a person who was redeemed and who experienced the love and
He
power of God, with the power of the Holy Spirit at work in his life.
also knew the Holy Spirit was working through him to lead others to an understanding of God's power, his love, and his grace.

am concerned this morning about a lot of emphasis upon thinking and
I believe Christians have a better feeling about themselves, a
fuller self-coneept and self-acceptance when involved in action with each
other.
I believe after about ten minutes in your paper, Dr. Hoekema, you
said, "I'd like to share with you the resources of the Christian faith for
the cultivation of a proper self-image." And then I felt you proceeded to
As Christians we have many other redeal only with Biblical resources.
sources in the Christian life to help Us cultivate the proper self-image.
In the Christian community the church is one of these very important resources, along with sacraments, prayer, sharing with one another, and
speaking the truth in love.
These are all important resources in addition
to the Bible as it h-lps us realize we are new persons in Chri-t.
I

sitting.

The emphasis of Dr. Busby helped me look once again at the importance
of the home and school in the development of self-awareness and self-esteem.
This emphasis makes me wonder if these are the critical areas, how much
should we be involved today in helping the family and educators in this
I am.a little surprised, Dr. Busby, you
process of developing self-esteem.
didn't include the psychiatrist in relationships to the persons in these
areas.
It seems if these are the critical areas where the self-concept is
developing, we in our helping professions should put a tremendous emphasis
today upon helping the persons within the family setting and within education in this process.
Then the church has a great opportunity to provide
the atmosphere where we can not only know that we're accepted by God in
Christ in the vertical relationship, but also that we accept one another
and have the freedom and responsibility to speak the truth in love to each
other.

*Dr. Robert A. Nykamp is Professor of Pastoral Counseling at Western
Theological Seminary, Holland, Michigan
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in this connection, Dr. Hoekema, I was very uncomfoztt
pushing_so hard to get a seemly pure, positive self-conceP
point where I am ready to accept polarity within my selfc
There are some very helpillk
positive and negative aspects.
j
destructive
behavior
in my daily actions.
as some rather
all of me, so I do not have to push so hard for that posdtkv
fact, the Bible tells us God takes us who are weak and
Holy Spirit and this foolishness often becomes confronta'0
God accepts and takes us who are sometimes weak, 1
world.
ulous, and sometimes destructive and uses us for His gloT
need to avoid saying that God is more trustworthy than %vie
ly is but it is actually the Holy Spirit at work within me
resurrection of Christ that provides the basis for my seel
fore I can accept the polarity within my self-concept an.d,
tension comes a constant power for development and maturit
daily Christian living.
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A FEMALE LOOKS AT SEX ROLES
WITHIN THE CURISTIAN COI,NUNITY
by

Cathy D. Schilke, M.S.

This papo7 is an attempt to surface a problem. As gently as I can,
am not
I
am geiLg to register a complaint to the Christian Community.
Community
throwing
darts,
but
love
the
Community,
and,
one outside this
therefore, am desirous of bringing up a family matter.
I

A large percentage of them are Christian stuI work with stude ts.
Do you know th_ issue of greatest importance to the typical female Christian student? Christian men! While male students are not as
open about it, if you talk with them long enough....guess what is on their
"Ah," you say, "how natural. That is the way
Christian females.
minds?
But,
what they are concerned with is not naturthe good Lord intended!"
al, for there is a great deal of confusion on the part of both Sexes.
Most fairly well-adjusted co-eds consider most single Christian males
They accuse them of being less
different from their non-believing peers.
A
common
line
is, "I just don't underaggressive and less masculine.
In the vernacular, they
stand Christian guys; they act so different."
would be called "creeps."
dents.

Male students complain adamantly about Christian females. Their
complaints range from their being "frumpy"....looking more like a sack
of potatoes than a woman, or, more often, they are very pushy and ag"....you take her out twice and she informs you her mother
gressive.
and her dorm prayer group have been praying for months, and she is sure
it is 'God's will' that you marry," There are, of course, reasons why
we behave the way we do. How do Christian adolescents learn this?
Let's begin by looking at the Christian female and how she learns
For the Christian girl, as for the Christian male, there
about herself.
(1) what society says a person is and
are at least two forces at work:
how he or she should act, and, (2) how the Christian Community defines
For the female the two, society and the Christian Con.his or her role.
In other words, as far as sex identimunity, say pretty much the same.
ty, lt is quite easy to be a Christian female for there is little role
cenflict.

"Honey, get yourself a man!"
What does society tell a kirl to do?
And, the Christian Community, what do they say? The same thing! Oh,
they clothe it with 'God words' like, "Wait for that special man, God's
choice," or, "The highest calling for a Christian woman is that of a wife
and mother," which basically communicates the same thing, "Get married!"
So, all through her life, all voices are in complete agreement with what
her mother, T.V., magazines, her Sunsociety in general is telling her:
It is common knowledge_that
possible
source.
day School teacher....every
Every girl has
not to marry for a woman is really not quite making it.
heard...."so-and-so is so nice, I wonder why she never got married?" Or,
*Cathy D. Schilke is a member of the Staff, Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, Central Pennsylvania
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said goal
"Don't act like an old maid." Now, the methods of achieving
how
this
is
te be acdiffer, or, do they? Society is quite plain as toclothes, use the correct
wear the right
Through sex appeal:
complished.
have
shiny
hair,
smile at the right time, don't be too
amount of make-up,
smart, don't have ho-hum breath, ad nauseum.
women' and quotes
The church, on the other hand, talks about 'godly
clothes.
from the Bible about virtuous works instead of gold and fancy
'girls only"
occasion,
in
Sunday
School,
or
a
While girls hear this, on
attitudes have been adopted
session at church camp, in reality, society's
Wh.-J
plays the heroine in Christby, and communicated through the church.
well-shaped
doll
with very blond hair.
ian films? Usually some gorgeous,
Whom do people
rally?
testimony
at
a
big
youth
Who is asked to give her
she
had
better
have a pretmake a big fuss over? Sho may be virtuous, but
with
refreshments
in
the kitstuck
ty face and a nice smile, or she gets females
easier to atfind
it
much
Being pragmatic creatures, we
chen.
church say is our goal) by a prettract attention (which society and theFrom personal experience, my eyes,
ty face than by our virtuous works.
really cannot think of the
I
legs, face, etc., have attracted men to me.
charity, or my doctrinlast time someone asked me about my latest act of
al stand.
Christian girl.
Now the problem comes for the fine, even pretty,
in your church.
Look
at
the
Young
Adult
group
Whom is sne going to marry?
About
what
is
the
ratio? Check
Are there more males or females involved?
Which
into the enrollment at your denomination's last youth retreat. organizaabout Christian campus
sex had the higher representation? How
please notice what percentage of the
By
the
way,
when
you
count,
tions?
possible husmales would be attractive to the females in the group, as
quality
not
just
quantity.
bands, or, in other words,
typical "ColBriefly, let me attempt to give you a picture of the
The
majority
of
those in
lege and Career Fellowship," Anywhere, USA.
beauty
queens
to just
attendance will be females (running the gamut from
sometimes
already
in
the
minority,
Of the males present,
plain Janes).
variety.
more than SO% of these are, shall we say, of the undesirable
with
more
than their
to
attract
people
Christian-type groups somehow seem
anywhere else. Given
those
who
do
not
fit
in
fair share of problems, or,
may be three or
the above situation, or one similar, where the ratio
with
the
pressure from
four females to every "eligible" male, coupled
(1) you
ego....it
is
simple
logic:
everyone from Aunt Harriet to your own
(3)
simple
arithmetic
must marry; (2) you must marry a Christian man; become aggressive, too!
Believe me, you would
will show you,,the odds.
females cope with the
I have observed the following ways Christian This can take many
become aggressive.
The obvious one:
situation.
check out -che posjoining
many
Christian
groups long enough to
forms:
take
courses at a semsibilities; have your friends form prayer chains;"Al'ter all, God does want
whom
you
want.
inary; really go after what, or
the abundant life just do not
me to have the best, and spinsterhood and
mix."
from all sides, and marA second way is to succumb to the pressure
back
me up, but, it has been
do not have studies to
I
ry an unbeliever.
rather have
even Christian ones, would
my experience that most mothers,
There
get
married.
ever
their daughters marry an unbeliever, than not to
At
such
a
time
one
can
prois what is called "post wedding evangelism."

du,:.2 reassuring cases of how Agnes' husband, George, came to know the
Lord after umpteen years of her faithful "daily walk." If, after a rea(1) get
sonable length of time one's mate is not converted, you can:
mad 9t God for allowing you to marry him, (2) throw over your own faith,
or (3) spend the rest of your life with guilt feelings, especially when
you hear sermons on "Living In God's Will."

Thirdly, you can marry anyone who is "saved," whether or not the
After all, it must have been God who brought
two of you are compatible.
you two together.
Fourthly, there are those who decide it must not be "God's will"
They become a sort of "Protestant nun-type." They
that they marry.
wear longish jersey dresses with zippers up the front, loafer shoes, and
also think they study the book of Revelation a lot and
I
short hair.
pray for an early rapture!
Before I continue, please let me say that it is very possible to
am just citing what
I
marry a fine, dedicated, masculine, Christian man.
females do when they feel no one is around. The problem, as I and many
others see it, is a lack of suitable males within the Christian Community, yet pressure from all sides to marry within it. A lot of Christian girls just cannot take the pressure, so they follow one of the above
choices.

There are two questions that need to be asked, and then, answered:
(1) Why are there fewer men than women in Christian groups? (2) Why do
these men act differently from most males?
I have hesitatcd several times before writing this part of my _pre
It was relatively easy to write the part on Christian f esentation.

males because I know, not just from talking with studentsand other friends,
Obviously, I do not:have the advanbut also from first-hand experience.
I know.what I want to
tage of dealing with the topic of Christian men
do not want you to turn me off, or
I
say, but I am afraid to say it.
write me off, as some frustrated, unmarried female who is mad at the world
because she is not married and, therefore, is looking around for someHonestly, this is not the case.
where to place the blame.
,

I said all this because I am going to make some rather rash sounding
statements....but, I would ask that you hear me out before you draw your
conclusions.
I mentioned earlier that it was fairly easy to be a Christian female;
but, to be a Christian male, brought 'up in the church today, is very hard.
The church, with all of its programs and activities, instead of developing
I would go so far as to say that
masculinity, stifles it on all levels.
the churchs programs are a process of weeding out masculine males and encouraging femininity (and/or other types). Let's begin with the education given to the children in Sunday School, to give you some idea of what
I mean...to show you how Sunday Schools favor and reward female-preferred behavior.
Usually, the church school program is organized and run by a female
Director of Christian Education, having under her a staff of predominantSuitable attire is referred to as one's "Sunday best.
ly female teacheis.
This means getting all dressed up....what a thrill for a boy! When he cr....no talking....no running
rives in his Sunday School room, there is,
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What all-Amerie 1 boy doesn't
There is singing.
Ahl
.., sit still."
thrill to such movers as "Jesus Wants Me for a Sunbeam," or other dandies,
pitched very high. After the rousing sinOng, there is story time, where
he "learns about Jesus." Have you ever seen these pictures? They make the
Creator and Sustainer of the universe look like a 95 lb. weakling, wrapped
"Now remember, boys,
in a white sheet, with a sissy look on his face.
Through
various means
the
lady
says!
always be like Jesus"--that's what
the following is communicated:
being a Christian
being good
being quiet - being good
being quiet = being a Christian
What type of child gets reprimanded? The active, appressive, questioning type, and it is made clear, verbally and non-verbally, that his
behavior is not what is expect2d in Sunday School. The quiet, obedient
So, by the way, are the sweet
male is cempliented and re-enforced.
little girls.
It is quite posam sure you can think of many other examples.
I
Sunday
School
and
learn all the
sible, I believe, for a child to attend
But,
what has
"right
things."
Bible stories and little songs--all the
"You
are
noisy
and
bad,
and the
really been communicated is more like,
good
and
quiet."
church and God and Jesus are for the

Boys learn what kind of behavior is acceptable to "the guys"--his
That greatly conpeers and the older boys he wants to be accepted y.
Sunday
School
by
dear
Miss
or Mrs. Christian
trasts what is portrayed in
Lady.

If the male child is still active in the church, the real clincher
comes during, or slightly after, puberty, when the church does its best
tc get rid of virile men (If you doubt this, check your church records.
What has happened? How do you explain the marked decline in attendance
of teen-age boys?). What is one to do with the new feeling that accompanies physical maturity; namely, sex. He is not told what to do with
these feelings, how to cope with them, just that they are evil and sinful.
Without some type of proper guidance, young men face a couple of alternatives:
(a) Accept the fact that you are evil and realize that the church is
for "good" types of ladies and children, and not for men anyway.
This can be done in several
(b) Repress, or ignore the feelings.
can only stand
-avoid
all
contact
with
females
(after all, one 7eading
ways:
of St.
it by a quick and inaccurate
so much iarm
like
in
something
"spiritual"
Paul and/or become actively involved
with
-tiptalzent
your
reading
memorizing Scripture, or witnessing, or
provided
a
wife
for
a
certair
books by missionaries on how the Lord
person because he prayed and one day....zap....there she was. No n,ed
for one to do anything actively.
What happens to these men who have not learned to cope with, or deal
with who they are, as God made them, but have rather been forced to exchange true masculinity for something else? What happens to them--they
into other forms
marry, stay in the church, some become ministers, or gowith
many of them
I know because I am acquainted
of Christian service.
thoughts
and
reascns for
Let me say that my original
through my work.
Community
roles
within
the
Christian
wondering about the subject of sex
Christian
with
Christian
men
as
a
'full-time
were the result of my contacts
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DurBefore then, I was a student and then a school teacher.
worker.'
but
ing those years 1 am not sure if it was conscious or unconscious,
The majority
avoided most Christian men; which wasn't too difficult.
I
of them did not appeal to me, and the small group who did were usually

encircled by other females, so I rarely thought it was worth the effort,
especially when there were so many more desirable males '.outside the
It is interesting to note that most of the males I have dated
flock."
were not avowed atheists, but many had been raised in Christian churches,
and the church no longer held any interest for thea.
When my position changed, almost three years ago, when I joined
For
Inter-Varsity staff, I could no longer avoid these Christian men.
I only knew that these
about a year I was not sure of what was going on.
men veated me differently from what I will call "regular men." They
tried-to ignore me, especially if a third person, a male, was present,
For example, (and I want to give
by looking at and talking only to him.
a personal example) , when I visited this type with my colleague Carl
Derk, (who, by the way, is a beautiful exception to what I am trying to
Working with Carl made the
describe) I would notice this strangeness.
contrast more obvious to me. He would always introduce me by saying
She is also a staff member
something like, "This is Miss Cathy Schilke.
with Inter-Varsity, and works with me in Central Pennsylvania." After
the usual "How do you do's" there was a hasty change in the subject to
something like...."Well, Carl, how's the family?", etc., etc. After the
business was taken care of, and we got up to leave, it would go something
"It has been great seeing you again, Carl; give my regards to
like this:
Oh, yes....Miss um....a....what WAS your name again?" "Cathy
the family.
Schilke." "Of course, Miss Schultz, nice meeting you." It got so that
we could predict pretty accurately what would happen during these times=
(1) The conversation would be directed toward Carl.
(2) He would talk a great deal about his family and how precious they
were, etc., etc.
(3) If he did direct a question to me, he would not look at me.
When I talked with such men without a third party, it was worse. They
were obviously nervous which made me uncomfortable. What was obvious was
"Little
their being uptight over the possibility of sexual attraction.
hints" of this could be picked up, like a disproportionate praising the
Lord for his lovely wife, Helen, and three wonderful kiddies. Often I felt
embarrassed and perplexed at his seeming attempt to protect himself from
I was there either to give him some information, or because Interme.
Varsity was working with him on a joint venture, or something like that.
Due to lack of exposure they
Other times a different tactic was used.
They called me
have no idea how to treat a -,oman (I pity their wives).
by just my last name; instead of helping me on with my coat, they would
After a project or meeting that turned out well, they pattoss it to me.
....good work Schilke."
ted me on the back Endsaid,
Let me ask you a question. When you think of a female in full-time
Christian work, what type of person do you think of....you know, the Christian Education Director, the single missionary, the youth worker, that
Would you maybe say, "plain," with tendencies, if not toward mascusort?
linity, at least "neuter;" wears sensible clothes, crepe sole shoes, has
a firm handshake, etc.? I think the reason for this is that so many of
the men that the Christian worker must associate with, are not real men,
and, therefore, cannot treat them as women. So, the more feminine females just cannot hack it, while the more masculine types pose less of a
threat. Those of U5 trying to be Chritian women are often discouraged
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with the whole mess.

think sex roles within the Christian Community are ofter far
Romans 12:2, in the New English Bible, reminds
from being Christjan.
us to "adapt yourselves no longer to the pattern of this present world,
but let your minds be remade and your whole nature thus transformed.
Then you will be able to know what is good, acceptable, and perfect."
We do not have to live the same way our perverted, sex-crazed, society
As Christians we have all the power in the world_, the power of
does.
the Creator and Sustainer of the universe to begin to change the wrong
patterns, to help build young males in the church into mature Christian
Also, we must begin
men, instead of discouraging, or inhibiting them.
not
on
the basis of how
to help girls to learn to accept themselves,
pretty they are, or, if they are engaged by their senior year in college, but as worthwhile members in Christ's body, able to make a signiBoth meA and
ficant contribution, regardless of their marital status.
for
the
first
time,
the concept
women must re7learn, or, probably learn
treating
each
other
accordof being brothers and sisters in Christ and
Maybe
we
need
to
learn
what
ingly, not objects to be used, or avoided.
a brother or sister is.
I

I am not of the persuasion that, if we all went home tonight and
prayed about that....zap....everything would automatically be all right.
The Bible never said sanctification was goThat may be where to begin.
It
is
going
to take people like you to....maybe give
ing to be a snap!
Class"
and start teaching the third grade
up attending the "Men's Bible
class, or, you might have to be the one to begin to investigate the curriculum and teacher training program ( or start one) so you know whatbeis
in
Some creative brainstorming might
really being taught and by whom.
Of
of
sex
education,
etc
order to find ways of helping boys in areas
course, you are going to meet with opposition. Just because faithful
Mrs. X has had the fourth grade for twenty years, does not mean she is
aware of what she is communicating. She may need help, or, she may not
To revamp a program once you decide what is needed will cost
want it.
money, time, and problems.... ....we've always done it this way....,"
simply is no longer valid.
I said at the beginning, I have only attempted to surface the
Time and resources have inhibited me from working out many
problem.
It is my desire that, within
solutions, or approaches to the problem.
this part of the Christian Community, C.A.P.S., we can work together,
creatively, for change.
As

You see, when Jesus Christ, as Sovereign, says of every inch of
This
this world, "Mine!", He means every inch, and that includes sex,
firmly believe, and I assume you do too
I

SO
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF WESLEYAN THEOLOGY FOR SELF-LSTE
by

F. Franklin Wise, Ph.D.
I.

*

F:TRODUCTION

Traditionally, Weleyan theology has been vitally interested in the
self-concept and its effect upon man's spiritual functioning. John Wesley said:

Man was created looking directly to God, as his last end; but,
falling into sin, he fell off from God, and turned into himself. Now,
this infers [sic] a tetal apostasy and universal corruption in man;
for where the last end is changed, there can he no real goodness.
And this is the case of all men in their natural state. They seek not
Hence though there be many fine shreds of moralGod but themselves.
ity among them, yet "there is none that doeth good, no, not one." For
though some of them "run well," they still are off the way; they never
Whithersoever they move, they cannot move beaim at the right mark.
They seek themselves; they act for themyond the circle of self.
selves; their natural civil, and religious actions, from whatsoever
spring they come, do all run into, and meet in, this dead sea.'
Dr. William Greathouse, president of Nazarene Theological Seminary, Kansas City, Missouri, extended the discussion of this passage:
This is a broader definition of sin than "selfishness;" it is
the classic Christian underJtanding of sin. Man's true esse is "to be"
"The chief
a child of God. As the Westminster Shorter Catechism says,
But
man
has turned
enjoy
Him
forever."
end of man is to glorify God and
Thus
false
end
of
his
existence.
from his true esse to himself as the
his existential plight is one of falSe self-centeredness: the self
which was made for God now seeks to exist for itself, in reality becomes
a god to itself. The only hope of man's recovery is for God to come to
him "from the outside" as agape love and, like a sun coming near a planet, rescue him from a false self-centeredness to a recovered God-centerThe self is not snuffed out in this process, it finds a new
edness.
center and end--the center and end for which God created it originally.2
A few examples from other writers of the Wesleyan tradition, especially
the conservative stream, will further illustrate the key place of the self
One definition for the word s che used in the New Testin their thinking.
"It is the self and all that t-e self embraces; the
ament for "soul" is:
personal center of feelings, desires, inclinations, with greater emphasis
feeling and desire."3
This is the inherent corruption (the nature of sin, the carnal
mind) of the self-life whi A each person received through being a memIts tendency is to make a person self-centered
ber of a fallen race.
and rebellious to higher authority.4
*Dr. F. Franklin Wise is Associate Professor of Religious Education
and Psychology and Acting Head, Department of Psychology, Olivet Nazarene
College, Kankakee, Illinois

The New Testament itself shows concern with the self-functions of man.
Paul in Romans 7:15-24 discusses a conflic: between his ideal self and his
public self when he deplores the fact that they are often cont-radictory.
In Galations 2:20 he proclaims the crucifixtion of his total self to Christ.
One author describes "sin" and "self" as being equivalent terms by saying, "Death to sin is but a denial of self."5
One last example will bring the discussion much closer to the position
of Wesley than have the last two.
This lower nature in its entire being--body, soul and spirit-In this sense, the
is called by St. Paul, the flesh or sarx (crape).
"flesh" is the nature of man separated from God and btecome subject to
That is, the Self or Autos ego (c67-1).P 07 ) is with God,
the creature.
and being without
God:
but only in the sense of being without Him
God, it is in the world as a false sphere of life and enjoyment.°
From the discussion thus far, it is evident that Wesleyan theology is
Much of its doctrine of
vitally interested in the self and its functions.
entire sanctification, as proclaimed by John Wesley, revolves around the
self, self-idealization, self-concept, and self-esteem.
II.

THE PREMISES

To adequately understand some of the implicatiOns of Wesleyan theology for self-esteem, it is necessary to formulate a frame of reference, a
context, in which these implications are inherently couched. Their validity must be evaluated on their logical development from the basic premises
upon their experiential and behavioral results.
as well
A. The Holy S-pirit

Wesleyan theology gives a central place to the dynamic role of the
Holy Spirit as a causal factor in human responses and behavior. For their
support they rely heavily upon the first two chapters of Acts and its acWhile the churches are divided in their emcount of the day of Pentecost.
phasis as to the importance of 'duplicating the "speaking in tongues" as evidence of the receiving of the Holy Spirit- some, Pentecostal groups especially, insist upon glossolalia; others, assiduously avoid such behavior-they all concur in the basic premises that the Holy Spirit exercises a positive, motivational force in human activity.
His influence is felt in many ways, but for the purposes of this paper,
First, He sensitizes the conscience of individuals.
three are pertinent.
He
Wesleyan theologians call this "convicting" or "convincing" people.
makes people aware of their sins against God and to their fellowman. He sensitizes their self-perception as to the gap between their actual level of
self-actualization and their potential level.
Second, He is a change agent through the mysterious acts of grace. He
assists and witnesses to individuals of their acceptance by God--called by
various names, regeneration, conversion, the new birth. Wesleyan theologiarus
also hold that a second c:Asis experience is essential in order to achieve
the fullest measure of the Holy Spirit's control--called entire sanctification, Christian perfection or being made perfect in love. Whereas the initial experience is characterized by confession on the part of the sensitized

person, the second one is marked by total commi ment of one's self to llod.
Third, the Holy Spirit continues to assist believers by acting as a
cybernetic system in their conscience. They are able then to adequately
exemplify in their lives the qualities of Christ because they are "led of
the Spirit."
B. Self-esteem and Self-concept
Persons tend to make appraisals of themselves and their success on bases
Self-esteem
other than those often commonly accepted in American society.
is dependent upon how one perceives himself, but this self-perception is
more strongly influenced by the person's immediate interpersonal environment than by external societal standards, personal status, or physical appearance.

Widely accepted public notions of the potency of status or physirthiness appear
cal appearance as influences in perso-Aal judgments of
self-esteem is not related to height and
to be wide of the mark.
physical attractiveness, two widely respected attributes in middleclass American society, and it is only rather weakly related to social
Such results reveal the limitstatus and academic performance.
ed utility of general public standards for understanding and predicting individual subjective appraisals of success, and underscore the
importance of a person's immediate, effective interpersonal environTaken as a whole the results do inment making such judgments.
dicate that favorable attitudes and treatment by per_ions significant
to an individual, be they parents or peers, are likely to have enhancing effects on self-judgment.7
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Self-esteem is thus related to how well one achieves his goals and values,
"Persons with high self-esteem generally conclude
as he sees them himself.
they are closer to their aspirations than are individuals with low selfesteem who have set lower goals."8 One's self-esteem is subjectively derived from the social context as the individual views himself in relation
It
It is directly contingent upon his self-concept.
to his environment.
is variable whether viewed from an intra-personal or inter-personal context.
C. Self-esteem and Values
Each person's self-esteem derives from his value system. His value
Others observing other people infer
system in turn affects his behavior.
from their behavior--their public seives--what their goals and values are
Descriptions such as "money-hunat that particular developmental level.
gry," "girl-crazy," "headline grabber" carry the implication that certain
values are motivating certain individuals.

Thus self-esteem is dependent upon the self-concept and the value system.
As one is reaching his goals, his value system is being realized; he feels
Whenever he does not achieve his goals, his selfsatisfied about himself.
esteem falls; he feels depressed and unhappy with himself.
There are open to the individual many options of value systems in AmerThough
ican society. All of them result in some measure of self-esteem.
dynamics
of
another's
the observer might find it difficult to unravel the inner
value system and self-esteem, yet he can infer it must yield some self-pleasing re',:urns or it would be abandoned.

For example, one person can decide upon self-pleasing values that are
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His self-esteem is internalc,xclusively self-oriented and self-enhancing.
ly ineasured according to how well his efforts are paying off in self-aggrandThis person may be so preoccupied with the pursuit of his goals
izement.

he becomes selfh, egotistical, braggadocious, and very insensitive to the
needS and desires of other people.

Another individual may choose as his primary value to please others,
He perceives social situations
to be a social star, accepted by others.
in terlls of what will give him the most favored position with others, especHe does not regard others as persons, but
iallY Pers ons who can assist him.
as means by which some personal goal can be achieved. They are to be manipUlate d and used as long as they fulfill some selfish purpose.
Both of these examples illustrate Wesley's description of original sin.
Such Persons are totally turned in upon themselves. These examples of selfesteem are but illustrative, not exhaustive. However, the question is pertinent at this juncture, "Shall self-esteem only be described in objective,
factual analysis of cause and effect? Or, should theology now join psychology and be evaluative? Is all self-esteem of equal quality? Or, do some
types become seli-defeating, while others generate self-expansion and gro-thY
RELIGION AND PSYCHOLOGY AS PARTNERS

Some may claim tha: religion and psychology should not be on speaking
termS but should each pursue their owl course of action independent of the
In practice, however, in some quarters, they remind one of children
otherin the latency period who flirt in devious ways by teasing each other. The
children pretend not to be interested in the opposite sex, but take pains to
notice and be noticed by them, if by nothing more than vehement avowal of
disiPterest.
Psychology and theology have been flirting for years in this manner.
This organization
The whole pastoral counseling program is such evidence.
itself avows some common grounds of mutual concern and areas of dialogue.
Religious leaders have constantly turned to psychology for help in underPsycholstanding people, especially those with deviant behavior patterns.
Until
Ogy has in turn welcomed the clergman as a helpful para-professional.
recently, religion has not found psychology to be a very interested listener
But man as
even though William JameS expressed more than passing interest.
The study of the self
a self has emerged more and more in the literature.
has encouraged psychology and religion to see themselves partners, not antagonists.

Religion has traditionally proclaned that man's fullest self-esteem
could only be achieved as he lived in a three dimensional relationship--God,
others and himself. Jesus said it so well when He replied to the question:
, which is the great commandment in the law? Jesus said
unto him, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
And the second is like
with all thy soul, and with all'thy mind.
thyself."9
unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
.

.

.

Abraham Maslow's work in studying self-actualizing people led him to
conclude:

It [the study of self-actualizing people] has involved for me the

coping with
continuous destruction of cherished axioms, ti-2 perpetual
the occasional
soeiiiing paradoxes, contradictions, and vagueness and believed
in, and
long
established,
firmly
c,J1lapse around my ears of
probone
of
the
first
seemingly unassailable laws of psychology.
the
lems presented to me in my studies of self-actualizing people was
in
some
important
vague perception that their motivational life was
way different frum all that I had learned.10
Perhaps psychology and religion can meet in the area of self-esteem by
Religious thinkers have
taking time to assess the values which people hold.
been,
as the following examlong been doing this. A few psychologists have
ple demonstrate
and highly subHow can we assess our values? Because they are personal believe
we canmany
people
jective (even though they are socially derived) ,
meaning
they
hold
for
us
not assign a rating to them except in terms of the
criteria
have
been
suggested:
Nevertheless, the following useful
personally.
Inclusiveness
1.
Permanence
2.
Irrevocability
3.
Congruency
4.
Cognitive completeness
S.
.11
Survival
6.
.

.

.

.

.
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IV.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF WESLEYAN THEOLOGY

Wesleyan theology firmly believes that the highest and most enduring
self-esteem is based on a value system that transcends the self and others
In this process of surrender, the person's
and surrenders completely to God.
value system is restructured to be congruent with the words of Jesus quoted
Such a hierarchy gives balance to one's life and, instead of desensiabove.
makes him more
tizing the individual eIther to himself Or others, actually
While
many practical
with
helping
others.
self-accepting and more concerned
this
does not
might
be
sighted
from
life,
and poor examples of this ideal
the
principles
invalidate the premises any more than junk yards invalidate
of automotive mechanical functioning.
not have
Neither does it necessarily mean that such a "lost self"Itwill
sees
rather
happiness.
any self-interests either in material values or
viable,
other
that
as
long
as
it
is
kept
that the hierarchy is valid, and
conlife concerns will fall into their relative importance which will be by,
"But
This
is
precisely
what
Jesus
meant
sistent with that value system.
be
added
and all these things shall
seek ye first the kingdom of God
unto you."12
Wesleyan theology teaches that two separate and distinct decisions must
personal
made if one wishes to achieve this basis for self-esteem. ofTwo
one's life
First,
the
conscious
focus
acts of volition are necessary.
This altered self-permust h. re-directed, subjected to reality testing. the
conscience of the inachieved as the Holy Spirit sensitizes
exclusion of others and
to his self-orientation with its consequent
The demands of his own goals have
of Gej from his operational value system.
of either God's
occupied so much of his consciousness he has not been aware
and
idealized self
In short, his self-esteem
concerns or others' welfare.
that
whereas
he
had been a
become shattered. Sucidenly he is keenly aware
.

pretty good individual in the light of his own self-concept, from another
point of view, especially God's and his neighbors', he was not so successThe shell of his life space is suddenly cracked and new dimensions
ful.
are added.

if acted upon, this new insight results in the person confessing to
God and others for wrongs done, and in professing faith in Christ as Savior.
Self-esteem is restored but is based on a new and different hierarchy of
His public and psychological selves are constantly under the scrutvalues.
Self-esteem rises or falls with his consistency or
iny of the Holy Spirit.
deviance from this new value system and restructured self-structure.
Wesleyan theology is not much different from many ocher Christian theolParticular segments of Christianity
ogies in this aspect of self-esteem.
emotional
context
or
the
ritual involved but the end results in
will vary the
terms of self- esteem are not too different.

However, it is the area of sanctification that Wesleyan theology is more
It holds that in addition to the conversion crisis,
distinctive from others.
Theologically it is termed the expera second peak experience is essential.
ience of entire sanctification; the ethical behavior which results is termed
Other terms often used are Christian perfection and perfect love.
holiness.
Wesleyan theology has observed that many believers experience a dilemma
There he voices
that is similar to the one Paul describes in Romans 7:15-24.
concern that he, a believer, experiences an inner conflict, "For that which
for what I would, that I do not; but what I hate, that I
I
do I allow not:
do."13 He saw "another law in my members, warring against the law of my
Such an awareness thus lowers the self esteem and calls into quesmind."14
tion one's self-idealization.
What seems to happen is that on the unconscious level there is som_ residual ego or self-oriented values which were not fully conscious at the initial conversion experience. Probably they were too deeply embedded to be
Possibly the emotional reactions of the initial
on the level of awareness.
decision which reestablished his self-concept blocked them from awareness.
After the emotional reactions subside and after some life experiences which
test the hierarchy of values, the residual self-concern, the incongruent egovalues now become apparent. Consciously the person wishes to do God's will,
but he finds some opposition to doing it still surging into his consciousness
and blocking him.
Thus instead of finding himself with harmony in his self-structure, he
Instead of high self-esteem, he experiences low selfis beset with division.
His perceived self is altered even though his public self may be very
esteem.
consistent with his verbalized value system. His residual self-oriented value system opposes his conscious value system and conflict results.
According to Wesleyan theology, the resolution of this conflict is total
The criterion for restored self-esteem is differabandonment to God's will.
ent now than at the first crisis, he must "lose himself" completely in order
to find his transcendent self.
Wesleyan theology sees several important conditions necessary for the
conflict to 'Je resolved, the self-structure harmonized, both in reference to
inner values and external demands, so that self-esteem may move toward a

The individual must
higher level of permanence, perfection, uid intensity.
Under
the
sensitizing
function of
be excrutiatingly honest with himself.
the Holy Spirit, all areas of the unconscious ego that have been alienated
must now be admitted and brought into consciousness. Just as the therapist
insists upon complete honesty and openness on the part of the client in order for healing to take place, so must the seker for a transcendent self he
Wesleyan theologians feel the Holy Spirit fulfills
sensitive to himself.
this function.

Similar dynamics are employed in encounter and confrontation groups as
far as bringing into consciousness and responding to "gut feelings." There
The enis, however, a major, critical difference between the two processes.
expressed
to
others,
at
times
it is
counter group encourages hostility to be
the
other
person
to
whom
the
purposely generated, but with little concern for
The seeker for the transcendent
hostility is directed and how it affects him.
self acquired through sanctification may confess hostility, jealousy, and
other feelings toward others, but it is done in the mood of regret, sorrow,
and apology, not direct brutal, insensitive honesty. This willingness to
openly acknowledge the inner hostile feeling, or whatever form the ego-alienation may have taken, when necessary to rectify interpersonal relationships
is another critical element of Wesleyan theology.
The individual must surrendThe third one has been implied previously.
er his autonomy, all his claim to self rights and self-will, and pledge himHe must, in
self to unquestioned and unswerving obedience to God's will.
with
God's
value
other words, as much as possible, align his value system
with
all
its
systems
inHe seeks to bring his total self-structure
system.
to this harmonious hierarchy.
V.

SOME PARADOXES

The results of these critical experiences would seem to be contradictory.
Such total loss of self would seem to dehumanize the individual and totally
obliterate his personality and self-hood. The incorporation of sensitivity
to others and total obedience to God would seem to place the person's autonomy in doubt, leave him in a helpless state of other-directedness.
In fact they do lead to some paradoxes.
which these paradoxes do occur.

Let us look at three areas in

A. Self-esteem
The losing of self in the act of complete self-denial and self-submerging would seem to create in the person either a "worm-in-the-dust" or a "holUnfortunately too many people associated with conier-than-thou" syndrome.
servative "holiness" churches have fallen victim to such feelings. Some
adopt the feeling of unworthiness, false humility and are abjectly self-effacThey are not as obnoxious as the "holier-than-thou" group whose supering.
ior religiousity promotes exclusiveness, snobbiness, emphasis on peripheral
behaviors, and self-originated self-esteem. Both groups have missed the critical issue.
Sanctification as taught by Wesley enhances the true selfhood of man.
It does not negate man's humanity with his natural drives and urges but enables man to accept them, to bring them into consistent control of God's will.

This person's self-esteem is now differently derived than ci ther the
The non-believer
non-belieeer or the person with the distorted syndrome.
gets his self-esteem from the self-concept he receives by measuring hew well
he is succeeding in achieving his own goals. Even when he engages in humanitarian and social causes and works for others, his self-esteem is dependent
ipen how well others respond to his efforts.
Lyon though
The person with distorted religiosity is self-centered too.
it
from
a
perspective
that sees
ho works for the salvation of ethers, he does
His
self-esteem
is
positive
people as being means to an end, instrumentally.
because in comparing himself to others less fortunate than himself, he is
pleased.
The person who truly understands the implication of Wesleyan theology has
He is constantly
self-esteem based in both objective and subjective grounds.
measure--and
how
sensitized to how well he obeys God's will--the objective
fulfill
that
Will--the
consistent his inner self systems work together to
subjective source.

B. Other-orientation
From the above
The next paradox is his relationship to other people.
discussion, it would appear that this individual was completely oblivious to
his social environment and totally unresponsive to their needs since his selfSuch is not the case for in
esteem is not dependent upon them in any way.
reality he is keenly sensitive to their needs and condition. He sees others
as persons of infinite worth, people for whom Christ died, and individuals
whose development is limited until they share in the self-transcendent life.
Instead of condescending to help, they are eager to share with others.

Ideally such persons are totally indifferent to what others think of
the. Obviously, all people like to be complimented and appreciated. But
the sanctified person, whose love for others has been drained of all fear
and seperiority feelings, does not get his signals for behavior predominately
In short, he tries to be a significant helper but
from whatothers expect.
behaves from a position of independence.
C. Autonomy
The third paradox is that of autonomy. One would expect that freedom
from others' opinions and expectations would make the transcendentalized self
to become so individualized, so completely independent of others that his life
In reality, he can now behave in a truly
would turn in upon himself again.
autonomous manner because his selfish, self-centered concerns are tempered by
He has surrendered his self rights but not the best
hds hierarchy of values.
He is confident, self-assured, and inner-directed.
interests of his selfhood.
VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In reading the charactelistics of self-actualizing pennle, the vNiriter of
this paper is struck with the similarity between their description and those
which Wesleyan theology has proposed in the life of holiness. Obviously they
are not exactly the same for many behaviors that the concept of self-actualization might approve in its pursuit would be unacceptable to Wesleyan theolHowever, the motivational principles and goals are similar and lead to
ogy.
the conclusion that Wesleyan theology does not teach principles that are conIt does
tradictory to the psychological principles of self-actualization.

provide a sound basis for the healthiest self-esteem; it does not injure
the individual in any way.
In summary, Wesleyan theology has positive implications for self-esIt stresses the Holy Spirit as a positive change Agent who sensitizes
teem.
It points the way
the conscience of the individual who will listen to Him.
different
hierarchy
cf
values than the
to incorporating in the life space a
is
both
objectively
and subjectindividual generally has so that self-esteem
and
the
movement
Freedom
to
become
one's
true
self
is
possible
ively based.
of the individual is toward a more perfect self-esteem.

To Wesleyan oriented denominations, God must be the central focus of
the individuals' value system and will promote self-esteem in its best sense.
For it is in the self-transcendent experience that one loses himself only to
find his real self.
For sOme people, losing themselves in such an experience means
literally to "lose themselves." But for other people, this losing of
self means to find and gain a larger, more conprohensive sense of self.
If this can happen, we say the self-transcendence is beautiful.15
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LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS MUCH AS
YOU LOVE YOLRSELE
by

Kirk E.

Fa nsworth, Ph.D.

*

When we label someone, we are setting up a situation wherein the
victim is forced into a category that makes it easier to relate to him
"Christian" can be a label, meanin an automatic way or to ignore him.
ing different things to different people and causing some to fear conforGiven this kind of situation, it
mity or to be ashamed of nonperfection.
is not unusual to see real followers of Christ experiencing spiritual
dryness, hesitancy in expressing love toward others, and a "blah" emotional life--much like a monaural phonograph needle clipping the edges off the
grooves of a stereo record (notice the black shavings on the needle). Instead of bouncing back and forth between the sides of the groove, as an
armature with a stereo cartridge does, alternately cItting in the left
Many
and right hand speakers, the needle plods right down the middle.
neither
joy
nor
sufpeople do this, experiencing neither highs nor lows,
fering in their lives--just indifference.
Martin Luther said, "Sin bravely, but more bravely glorify God;" in
other words, "Do not let the fear of making mistakes or of sinning keep
you from seeking bravely to do the will of God." "Keep on the straight
and narrow" is false advice--Matt. 7:13,14 says strait, which means narWhat is meant is that the road to a narrow gate is also narrow;
row.
such a road is full of bends (conflicts) and deviations (individuality),
Paul Tournier writes that our goal is not perfectionism, but
however.
a willingness to risk failure and a bold, adventurous experiencing of
Christianity is a-a experience, not a performance.
God's will.
am concerned about Christians who are not honestly encountering
One might say that a lack of
God, other human beings, or themselves.
self-esteem is the cause of it all, a condition which is often masked by
(a) if I give only a list of personal problems to
an act of superiority:
God, rather than giving Him all of myself to the core, is this not a cataloging of sins that is tainted with pride in the thoroughness of my selfcondemnation? (b) since all human beings are created in God's image, and
since Christians are out of fellowship with God at times, where is the
superiority between my neighbor and me?--if another person is good enough
for God to love, andT do not love him, am I not, then, better than God?
(c) if I am accepted by God but am not good enough for me to accept, does
not my self-rejection also make me superior to God? These are questions
that adult groups in our churches must confront.
I

The format within which I have experienced a deeper, simultaneous
encounter with God, my neighbor, and me is an adult elective entitled,
"Christian Mental Health and Its Applications." The program has been in
existence for a year and a half, with each class meeting on Sunday mornOur goal is to increase our undersanding for a period of three months.
ing of ourselves and our family relationships, in order to (1) promote
*Dr. Kirk E. Farnsworth is Acting Director, Counseling and Testing
Center, and Assistant Professor of Psychology, University of New Hampshire.

self-acceptance and (2) make it easier for God to love others through us.
Our most recent text has been, Are You Fun to Live With? by Lionel A.
Whiston.

Since we tend to see in others what we see in ourselves (Harry Stack
and since many people resist and deny their better facets and
Sullivan)
are amhivalent about, fearful of, and defensive against the very God-like
,

in them3elves (Abraham Maslow), my relationship with my neighbor can very
In order to improve my
easily be colored by my own lack of self-esteem.
relations
with my neighbor, I
regard for myself, and thereby improve my
need to be confronted with my strong points in a meaningful way and reTherefore, it is
ceive honest, immediate feedback as I react to others.
crucial that the adult elective be as interaction- and experience- cenAlthough only minimally confrontive, the group opentered as possible.
ly shares and is supportive. We pray for and with each other, by name
and with real expectancy, sharing the results of our daily involvement
Also during the week, we carry out "experiments in
each Sunday morning.
By sharfaith" to help us put into practice what we discuss each Sunday.
ing the outcomes of our experiments in faith, we are relieved to discover
that "the Christian experience" is not what most Christians experience!
We also see that "One does not learn to stand up to live by lying down,
couch or otherwise" (Rollo May).
Self-esteem is a feeling, not a definition, a thought, or a role
Self-esteem precedes any evaluations I
that I play--it is not a g:Jarie.
make of myself in formulating various self-concepts--it is more basic to
know how we feel about ourselves than how we define our "selves." Many
of us, however, carry our "self-esteem" around in our head, using our mind
as a mirror. We look at the resulting mirror-image of ourselves and see
roles, which we judge. Tragically, the mirror-image is an alienated selfconcept--one that needs external props to maintain it--and the judgments
we make about it are often so harsh that not much self-esteem can be_deBut, if we wish to have an independent sense of being, selfveloped.
concepts from which we are not alienated, positive feelings that will naturally allow us to be a part of the world, we have to listen to our total
person--our mind and body. We need to know what is there and where it's
at, not who is there. Self-esteem, then, is-FI warm feeling (71T'Warth
and confra-&nce that, if sufficient in amount, allows me to absorb personal evaluation and change, and to encounter my God and my neighbor in an
honest way.
In order to develop the idea and the experience of self-esteem, four
broad areas are usually presented, in outline form, for class discussion:
(a) Self-Discovery; (b) Self-Expression; (c) Self-Deception; (d) SelfThe goal is to see me (self-discovery) , to free me (self-exAcceptance.
pression), and to be me (self-acceptance). A wide variety of topics are
discussed within el-761 area, culminating in the final area--Self-Acceptance--with a look at self-love.
"Love your neighbor as much as you love yourself," it says in Matthew 22:39. The trouble is, we are so threatened and overwhelmed by the
first half of that command, that we usually fail to fully comprehend the
second half. According to Carl Jung, "Acceptance of oneself is the essence
of the moral problem and the acid test of one's whole outlook on life."
To me, self-rejection and self-hate mean despising one whom God loves; this
I do not see love
is just as wrong as rejecting and hating other_people.
and hate as opposites, however, especially within the framework of loving
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Getting involved enough with someone to generate and express negative feelings about his behavior is better than not getting involved and feeling nothing toward him and about
It says I care enough to allow the other person to have
his behavior.
am
an impact on me and that I am emotionally available to him; it says
(which
would
unintentionally
not going to undercut him by hiding my anger
tell him he is too weak, too much of a cream puff, to handle my honest
feelings) ; it says I care more about his welfare than about being permisThe
sive (the reverse would be, "Go out and play in the traffic, kid")
opposite of love is not hate, but indifference.
a person wli U o hating what he does.

I

Cecil Osborne has said, "We may challenge a Christian to a deeper
commitment to Christ, but if....he cannot stand himself, cannot love himself, he will not be able, properly, to love anyone else," because, as I
said before, he will tend to project his own self-contempt onto others.
am personally convinced that if I tell myself I am worthless but yet say
I
By making myself a zero, I make it imlove someone else, I am lying.
I
possible to give myself in love to God or to my neighbor, because nothing
gives nothing.
I have found that lack of commitment, or inability to give or receive
Inlove, is in fact the most common indicator of lack of self-esteem.
ability to give myself in love manifests itself outwardly in a fear of
Tailure,-Fut even worse a fear of success. If the other person reciprocates, what do I do next? Whether I have inwardly convinced myself that
I have nothing to give, or simply do not know how to give in a feeling
way, "no" is an end point, a relief; "yes" is an unbounded opportunity,
InahilitK to receive love is more subtle,
full of freedom and anxiety.
since it often entails another way in Which a lack of self-esteem is
If I say it is conceit to receive love
masked by an act of superiority.
from my neighbor or from God just for being me, then what is it if I try
to justify myself by working to qualify for such a gift? Am I not saying
that the judgment of me was not good enough, and that I will decide about
my worth, because I am better than my neighbor and even my God?
I would like to re-emphasize, in concluding, that the initial development of self-esteem depends on meaningful self-confrontation and precedes honest encounter with my neighbr and with God- Continued development of self-esteem and of mental health in general, however, involves an
"We alone can do it, but we
interplay among me, my neighbor, and God.
I
have found dames 5:16 tc be the
cannot do it alone" (C. Hobart Mowrer).
most useful Biblical statement to orient a group of Christians around, with
regard to self-esteem and mental health. Breaking the verse down, it goes
(1) "Admit your faults," (2) "to one another," (3) "and pray for each
other," (4) "so that you may be healed." Amber (1) is the "me" component,
(2) the "neighbor" component, (3) God's part in it all, and (4) the reLooked at another way, (1) takes courage, (2) involves Rpenness,
sult.
If I engage in (7) and (2) , I can claim psyehologand (3) demands faith.
ical self-esteem and psychological mental health; with only (3) , I am a
Christan who lacks self7esteem and has problems; with (1) , (2) , and (3)
present in my life,'T can claim "Christian Self-Esteem" and Christian
mental health-7a meaningful balance between the psychological and spiritual dimensions of reality.

CONCEPTS OF VALIDITY IN THE MEASUREMENT OF SELF-EST ,EM
by

John Stapert, Ph.D.

Reviewing the recent literature on self-esteem, particularly the research literature, makes one feel just a bit as if he were reading a series
of novels by Herman Melville. Melville's novels have in common a concern
The self appears in
with the problem of self-discovery, self-realization.
imagery)
as
something
that is both
Melville's work (and particularly in his
though
ever
elusive
center
as an aboriginal, stable,
given and achieved:
of
the
other
as
a
realization
in
action
of identity on the one hand, and on
Similarly,
in
psy(cf.
Bowen,
1960).
full human and individual potential
chological studies of the self, or one of its aspects such as sell:-actualization, self-image, or self-esteem, the self is sometimes elusive and someSometimes it nearly escapes our empirical grasp and other
times realized.
times it presents itself strongly, clearly influencing observable behaviors.
The psychological measurement of this kind of variable, both elusive and
apparent, poses some real difficulties. And the difficulties of measurement demand that we look at self-esteem from a measurement point of view,
with a particular concern for validity of.measurement.
Validity, as is universally learned in Introduction to Psychology
classes, consists of measuring what we intend to measure. This desirable
property of a test is usually distinguished from that other desirable propAt this leverty, reliability, consistency in the measurement of a trait. But
further
el of understanding, validity is a single, unitary concept.
single
notion
at
all,
but
a whole
examination reveals that validity is not a
in
the
genThe variety of ideas included
complex of interrelated notions
set
of
adjectives
which
has
eral notion of validity ic indicated by the
We now speak of concurrent validgrown up around the concept of validity.
validity,
convergent validity., di:Jcrimity, predictive validity, construct
inant validity, factorial validity, and so on. Taken together, these varieties of validity may be more Or less summarized in the phrase, "measuring
what one intends to measure." In this paper we want to look particularly
The first set involves
at two sets of ideas in the domain of validity.
concept
of
nomological
nets. The secconstruct validity and the associated
following
and
discriminant
validity.,
ond set of ideas involves convergent
After a
Campbell
and
Fiske
(1959).
the rationale set forth originally by
look at each of these sets of ideas about validity, we shall concern ourselves particularly with the hypothetical construct "self-esteem" and its
measurement in the light of our discussion of validity.
Construct Validity
The measurement of a psychological trait must ordinarily take place
within the framework of some theoretical orientation. This is certainly
less generated
true in the case of hypothetical constructs which are more or and
the set of
It is the orientation of the theory
by a particular theory.
other
constructs
which
relationships which link a particular construct to
Without
a
theoretical
oriengive meaning to each construct in the system.
and
observed
behaviors,
tation and a set of relationships among constructs

*Dr. John Stapert is Professor of Psychology, Northwestern College,
Orange City, Iowa

The assumptions made by a theory are alno construct would have meaning.
so made by the tests .::hich measure the constructs vich are generate
The relationships between a particular construct and o
that theory.
constructs in a theory, which together form a nomological net, are relationships which hold when the construct (in this case, self-esteem) is being
measured by some psychological test.

Often the importance of the theory is lost when one becomes involved
Occasionally one is led to think (erroneouswith testing and measurement.
ly) that measurement of a trait can (even should) be done in the absence
of a point of view. This is no more possible than is the teaching of a of
course or the treatment of a neurosis possible in the absence of a point
There may be differing commendable viewpoints, but there is no "abview.
And if holding a particular viewpoint is inSOTICC of viewpoint" possible.
trinsic to setting forth a particular construct and to infusing it with meaning, then_the detection and measurement of that construct as a psychological
variable demands that the same orientation or point of view be assumed.
Construct validity is measurement which makes psychological sense. To
the extent that a measurement can be meaningfully interpreted by a psychoIn order
logical theory, construct validity is present in the measurement.
that
the
orientation
of
the psyto have construct validity, it is important
When they
chological theory and the orientation of the test be congruent.
are congruent, the measurement can be interpreted meaningfully by the theory.
Without this congruence, the trait (construct) measured makes little psychoIt is also important that the trait, as measured, be measlogical sense.
Inasmuch as related
ured in the light of its relationships to other traits.
traits will be used to infuse meaning into any trait, once measured, the reTo
lationships ought to have some bearing on the measurements themselves.
orientation
and
the
prime
relathe extent that the appropriate theoretical
tionships to other traits are present in the measurement methods, the test
possesses construct validity.
Convergent and Discriminant Validity
A significant contribution to our understanding of validity was made
by Campbell and Fiske (1959) and has been extended by Webb, et al (1966).
They point out that any measurement of a psychological trait may be partitioned into a component which reflects the trait purpoftedly measured and
These have elsewhere been labelled "relevant" and "iran error component.
Fiske, 1959; Garner, 1954;
relevant" components (Campbell, 1960; Campbell
Eriksen, 1956). The error may be further partitioned into
Garner, Hake,
a number of subsections, including at least one segment of error which is
Thus, if several methods
peculiar to the method of measurement employed.
particular
trait,
they
would
be expected to share a
were used to measure a
differ
in
their
patterns
of irrelevant
common relevant component and to
should be
The
implication
is
that
each
method
of
measurement
components.
checked against other methods having different patterns of irrelevant come., different sources of error).
ponents
The Campbell and Fiske approach consists of measuring each of several
If the traits measured are functional
traits by each of several methods.
unities and if the measurement methods are valid, the various methods should
correlate well (i.e., converge) when measuring the same trait. The methods
should correlate poorly (i.e., discriminate) both within and between methods,
when measuring different traits.
A useful extension of the Campbell and Fiske rationale may be made on
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the basis of Webb, et al (1966), who point out that different typesofof
ermeasurement strategies are likely to introduce different patterns
cross-checking
methodolThus,
the
use
of
a
supplementary
or
ror variance.
if it is different
ogy to measure a set of traits will be most advantageous
For
example,
if a questionin type from the primary measurement method.
projective test
naire is the primary method, it would be preferable to use a
method
rather
or some observational or situational test as the secondary
than a second questionnaire measurement.

For the most part, we have little evidence about the convergence of inBut in at least one case,
commonly-used measures of personality traits.
Hase
and
Goldbery
(1967)
compared four strategies
formation is available.
Since the Hase and
control
strategies.
of personality testing against two
Goldberg study was confined to the general methodology of objective personality (inventory-type) testing, thereby retaining the common systematic
expected the convererror due to this general methodology, one would have
Unfortunately,
it was
gent validity coefficients to be relatively high.
personalmethodology
of
inventory-type
found that even within the general
ity testing, none of the four strategies (factor analytic, contrasted
particulargroups, rational, and theoretical test-consruction) correlated slight
adalthough
all
strategies
did
hold
ly well when cross-validated,
stratevantages over the control (stylistic and random test-construction)
One implication of this study is that all strategies of testing ingies.
of ertroduce error variance, leaving the experimenter to choose the type when
Another
implication
is
that,
ror with which he is most comfortable.
possible, multiple measures, subject to different sources of error, must
be used in conjunction with each other.
large
A study by Stapert and McGrath (1969) discovered particularly
particular
amounts of method variance (i.e., systematic error due to a
measurement method) in questionnaire-type data when compared to data gathEverything measured with question:ered by other measurement strategies.
with
everything else measured by the
naires seems to correlate pretty well
same (or same type of) questionnaire, implying that questionnaires largely
The questionnaire measurements
fail the test of discriminant validity.
(converge)
with measurements of th.?,
did not, in general, correlate well
In view of the social sciences' overdependsame traits by other methods.
data
(cf. Webb, et al, 1966), an overdependence
ence upon questionnaire-type
which extends into our research on self-esteem, this is cause for some

concern.

Theory
Self-esteem:
nomoSelf-esteem is a personality construct embedded in a particular
personalSelf
theory
is
a
humanistic,
logical net, known as self-theory.
istic type of personality theory which "emphasizes the free, responsible,
creative, and autonomous nature of man, who is constantly striving to distoward
cover himself and his relation to the world around him as he works
of
his
ubecoming a fully functioning person with the self-actualization
this
Notable
features
of
nique capacities and potentials (Gale, 1969)."
theories, are
nomological net, which distinguish it from other personality
selfunconscious)
life,
purposeful
the focus on conscious (as opposed to
uniqueand
directiveness (rather than impulsive or reactionary behavior),
debate) (cf. Allside
of
the
idiographic-nomothetic
ness (the idiographic
port, 1955).
"selfIt was in the context of this kind of theory that the concept
kind
"self-esteem"
implies
this
The very use of the term
esteem" emerged.
self-esteem
is
worth
measIt also implies that
of theoretical orientation.
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uring, that the self is an important part, if not the center, of p2rsonalitye and that, as measured, the self-esteem constitutes a part of the self
Only if care were taken to eNtract
in the sense spelled out by the theory.
tho term self-esteem from its native context and strip its usual meanings
from it, would-this not The true of 'the measurement of self-esteen
Measurement
Self-esteem:
Examples of recent
Self-esteem is a measurable personality trait.
research involving self-esteem will serve to indicate the ways in which
The largest areas of research 'Lnterest on
self-esteem has been measured.
self-esteem are in persuasibility and in susceptibility to influence.
Persuasibility was influenced by both self-esteem and anxiety level in a
study of obstetric patients by Lehmann (1970). Median levels of anxiety
were most conducive to persuasion and complementary levels of self-esteem
(i.e., complementary to the level of anxiety) contributed to the persuasibilIn this study, self-esteem was measured by two questionnaireity effect.
type scales designed by the experimenter for this particular study.

In a study of influenceability in high school students, Zellner (1970)
tested a theoretical model which proposed a reception mediator which operates
as an increasing function of self-esteem and a yielding mediator which
operates as a decreasing function of self-esteem, the steepness of the
An hypothesized infunctions depending upon the complexity of the message.
teraction between self-esteem and message complexity was confirmed for acute
Self-esteem was
(manipulated) self-esteem but not for chronic self-esteem.
by
the
experimenter.
measured by a scale specifically designed for this study

Another unique questionnaire (specifically designed and used in one
study) appeared in an interpersonal attraction experiment (Heimreich, AronIn this study, subjects of average self-esteem
son, and LeFan, 1970).
found the attractiveness of a copetent person enhanced significantly if he
experienced a pratfall, while subjects of high and lew self-esteem were significantly more attracted to the superior when he did not blunder.
At least one recent study (Fitch, 1970) used a more standardized measFitch found significant effects of
ure, the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale.
self-esteem on locus of control.
Programmatic research on the antecedents of self-esteem has been carThis series of studies employed a wide
ried out by Coopersmith (1967).
variety of measure.ifent methodologies, including projective devices, questionaires, and interviews. Unfortunately, the data is not reported in a form
In particular, we
that allows the checking of one methodology by another.
know virtually nothing about the discriminant validity of any of the methods,
For a realthough in some cases convergent validity seems to be present.
particularly
that
dealing
with
view of earlier research on self-esteem,
summaries
by
McGuire
(1966,
persuasibility, one may consult the two excellent
1968).

Observations on the Valid Measurement of Self-esteem
The demands of construct validity (psychological meaningfulness ) seem
sometimes to be met and other times not to be met by recent research. In
programmatic studies like Coopersmith's (1967), the context is obviously
one of humanistic self-theory and the self-esteem measurements are meaningHowever, in many of the persuasibility
ful within this nomological net.
studies, no nomological net, certainly not the nomological net of self-

almost as well be
theory, is apparent. Self-esteem in these studies might
This
weakness
inhibits
the builda response style or a response hierarchy.
self-esteem or about
ing of an organized body of knowledge, either about
findings
are
accrued
in relative absence
persuasibility, since the empirical
of systematizing theoretical principles.
A greater problem exists in the realm of convergent and discriminant
collected by verbal
validity. Most of the data on self-esteem haveInbeen
view
of the evidence that
self-report methods, largely questionnaires.
the data on selfladen
with
method
variance,
this methodology is heavily
esteem become somewhat suspect.
of the studies
The problem here is confounded by the fact that none would
allow us to
that
surveyed included the kind of multiple operationism
Occasionally,
the
converseparate trait variance from method variance.
of a
However,
the
discriminant
power
gence of two measures was reported.
Thus,
while
we
know
methodology was not to be found in any of the studies.
variance, and thus
be
jeopardized
by
method
that the findings are likely to
are suspect, we are in the uneasy position of not being able either to confirm or to disconfirm our suspicions.

use of single-occaThis situation is made no easier by the widespread
experimenter
for a parby an
sion, unique questionnaires, the kind designed
questionnaire-creating
ability
of
ticular study. Without challenging the
this
procedure
it
may
safely
be
said
that
the experimenters in the least,
prevents the scientific community from building a body of knowledge about
the questionnaire is demany of the variables purportedly measured. ofUnless
self-esteem (from other studies)
onstrated to converge with other measures
self-esteem and
and unless it also shows its ability to distinguish between
findings of
other variables, we have no way to link its measurements to the
be
for
greater
use
of multiThe recommendation must clearly
other studies.
ple measures in the measurement of self-esteem.
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A REVIEW OF THE TENNESSEh SELF CONCEPT SCALE
by

J. Roland Fleck, Ph.D.

The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS), developed by William H. Fitts,
differs from most other self concept scales in that it provides a multi-dimenFitts states that the purpose for the consional description of the self.
struction of this Scale is to provide "a scale which is simple for the subject, widely applicable, well standardized, and multi-dimensional in its desThe research evidence seems to
cription of the self concept" (Manual, p. 1),
indicate that the Tennessee Self Concept Scale fulfills this purpose to a maThe author states that a "knowledge of how an individual perceives
jor extent.
himself is useful in attempting to help that individual, or in making evaluaTherefore, the author sees the Scale as being
tions of him" (Manual, p. 1).
useful for counseling, clinical assessment and diagnosis, research in behavioral science, and personnel selection.
The Tennessee Self Concept Scale consists of 100 self descriptive statements (e.g., "I am an honest person") which the individual responds to on a
five-point endorsement scale which runs from "Completely False" to "Completely True."
Completely
Mostly
Partly False
Mostly
Completely
True
True
and
False
False
Partly True
Responses-4
1

2

3

By responding to these 100 statements the subject portrays his own picture of
The Scale can be completed in 10 to 20 minutes, is self administerhimself.
ing, can be used with subjects age 12 or older, and is applicable to subjects
representing the entire range ef psychological adjustment (i.e., from well-adjusted to psychotic).

Two forms, the Counseling Form and the Clinical and Research Form, are
The 100 Ilems are the same for ea7-1-67-iii,TNediTTFince between
available.
forms being in the scoring and profile system. The Counseling Form has few1r variables, is easier and quicker to score (about 7 minutes), requires less
sophistication in psychometrics and psychopathology by the examiner, and is
The Clinical
used primarily for counseling and presentation to counselees.
and Research Form is designed for clinical diagnostic work and researchtheand
is not appropriate for self interpretation by, or direct feedback to,
subject.

The 100 self descriptive statements were derived from other self concept
non-patients.
measures as well as from written self descriptions of patients and
saying
and a
of
what
they
themselves
were
Items were classified on the basis
sub-scores
One dimension yields three
two-dimensional, 3 x 5 scheme evolved.
which represent an internal frame of reference within which the individual is
*Dr. J. Roland Fleck is Professor of Psychology at Ce arville (Ohio
College

These three measures are Identity (how the individual
d scribing himself.
sees himself) , Self-Satisfaction (how the individual accepts himself) , and
Behavior (how the individual acts). They represent the horizontal categories
The second dimension yields five
rows) on the two-dimensional score sheet.
sub-scores representing five aspects of the self considered in terms of a
more external frame of reference. These five measures are Physical Self (how
the individual views his body), Moral-Ethical Self (how the individual views
his moral worth) , Personal Self (the individual's sense of personal worth),
Family Self (how the individual perceives himself in reference to his adequacy,
worth, and value as a family member), and Social Self (how the individual perceives his adequacy and worth in his social interactions with other people in
These five represent the vertical categories (columns) on the twogeneral).
Ninety of the 100 items of the Scale are grouped into
dimensional score sheet.
this two-dimensional, 3 x 5 scheme with each item contributing to two different
scores (i.e., one row score and one column score). Also, the 90 items are
equally divided as to positive and negative items (e.g., "I am an honest person"
The remaining 10 items make up the Self Criticism
and "I am a bad person").
Scale (SC) and are taken from the L-Scale of the MMPI. These are all mildly
Individderogatory statements that most people admit as being true for them.
uals who deny most of these statements are usually being defensive and making
a deliberate effort to present a favorable picture of themselves.
According to the author, the most import- t single score on the Counseling
This score is computed by adding the three
Form is the Total Positive Score,
row sub-scores (i.e., Identity, Self Satisfaction, and Behavior ) and represents
the individual's overall level of self esteem.

The Variability Scores
The Counseling Form contains two further scores.
(V) provide a measure of the amount of inconsistency from one area of selfThe Distribution Score (D) is a summary score of the
perception to another.
way the individual distributes his answers across the five available choices
in responding to the items of the Scale.

All of the above mentioned scales are found on b th t-o Counseling Form
The Clinical and Research Form also inand the Clinical and Research Form.
cludes the following additional scales: True-False Ratio (T/F), Acquiescence
Conflict, Denial Conflict, Total Conflict, Defensive Positive (DP), General
Maladjustment (GM), Psychosis (Psy) , Personality Disorder (PD) , Neurosis (N),
Personality Integration (PI), and Number of Deviant Signs (NDS).
There is a rather extensive discussion of the psychometric characteristics
of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale in the Manual. The author is very open
and objective in the reporting of the normative, reliability, and validity data and an evaluation of this data leaves one very impressed with the thoroughness of the construction procedures followed by the author in the development
of the Scale. As mentioned by Crites (1965), the Manual is lacking in references to published studies utilizing the Scale, but a supplemental list of
some 235 references not cited in the Manual is now available and easily obtained from the publisher. Although the majority of these additional research
studies are unpublished, there are a number of relevant published studies citAt this time there is a great need for a Technical_Report that compiles
ed.
the results of all the relevant research studies over the past six years that
have utilized the Scale. The author does state that a Technical Report is
forthcoming. At that time a more extensive and critical evaluation of the
Tenessee Self Concept Scale can be made.

The norms for the Scale were developed on a sample of 626 poopi- male
and female, Negro and white, from various parts of the country, with a wide
age range (12 to 68) and drawn from greatly varying educational, intellecrual,
The norm group contains a disproportionate numsocial, and economic levels.
the
ber of college students, Caucasians, and 12 to 30 year-old subjects, but
author supplies data that indicate a lack of relationship between Scale scores
and such demographic variables as sex, age, race, education, and intelligence.
Samples from other populations do not seem to differ to any significant degree
from the norm group.
The author has calculated test-retest reliability coefficients with a
two week time interval for all major scales on both forms. These reliability
coefficients range from .60 to .92 with most falling in the .70's and .80's.
It is interesting to note that one of the scales with a reliability coefficient of .92 is the Total Positive Scale which is the most important single
score on the Counseling Form, reflecting the overall level of self esteem.
and the 5 ColIn fact the reliability coefficients for the 3 Row sub-scores
scheme,
are all fairumn sub-scores which make up the two dimensional, 3 x 5
The
one
major
weakness
of
the
test-retest
ly high, ranging from .80 to .91.
Also,
only
college
students
(N=.60).
data is the use of a rather small sample
data.
the
gathering
of
this
reliability
were used as subjects in
The author notes that "the distinctive features of individual profiles
are still present for most persons a year or more later" (Manual, p. 1S)._
This stability of the instrument over long periods of time would seem to be
further evidence of reliability.
Although many more validity studies need to be carried out, the initial
evidence for the validity of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale is quite impresTo insure content validity, an item was retained in the Scale only if
sive.
clasthere _was_unanimous agreement by seven clinical psychologists that it was
These
sev,---n
clinical
psycholsified correctly in terms of the 3 x 5 scheme.
conogists also judged each item as to whether it was positive or negative in
of
studied
the
construct
validity
Vacehiano and Strauss (1968) have
tent.
Their factor analysis supports the five
the Scale through factor analysis.
the five
proposed measures of the self (external frame of reference), i.e.,Family
Self,
Self,
Column Scores--Physical Self, Moral-Ethical Self, Personal
of
the
Scale
can
be
found
and Social Self. Further evidence for the validity
and
psychiatric
normals
in the fact that itmeaningfully discriminates betweenthe
.001 level) were
Highly
significant
differences
(mostly
at
patients.
Also,
the
Scale
discriminates among
found for almost every score on the Scale.
i.e.,
Paranoid
Schizophrenic,
specific types of psychiatric patient groups,
The
Counseling
Depressive
Reaction.
Emotionally Unstable Personality, and
benumber
of
predicted
differences
Form of the Scale has been used to find a
Self
ConThe scores of the Tennessee
tween delinquents and non-delinquents.
with
MMPI
scores and EPPS scores with the recept Scale have been correlated
sulting correlations being about what one might expect from the nature of the
Finally, some studies have found
scores especially in the case of the MMPI.
that certain scores on the Scale have significantly changed in a predicted
indicate
direction as a result of psychotherapy. A number of studies also predicted
have
also
brought
about
certain
that group counseling techniques
score changes on the Scale.
that the TenIn conclusion, present research evidence seems to indicate
great
extent, i.e.,
nessee Self Concept Scale fulfills its stated purpose to a
well
standardized,
"a scale which is simple for the subject, widely applicable,
description
of
the
self
concept."
and multi-dimensional in its
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THE TAYLOR-JJHNSON TEMPERAMENT ANALYSIS:
AN EVALUATION
by

Joe D. Gams, Ph.D.
A DescriptARn of the T-JTA
This test aims to provide a quick method of measuring a number of dimensions of independent personality variables and is specifically designed
to aid professionals who must evaluate the significance of certain personality traits which influence personal adjustment in a variety of relationThe test is designed to produce an evaluation in visual form showships.
ing a person's feelings about himself at the time when the questions were
It also provides a means of screening rather quickly for seranswered.
ious adjustment difficulties which require more exhaustive psychological
.evaluation.

The test consists of 180 items which are equally divided among nine traits
and so constructed as to apply to oneself cr to someone else such as fiance,
spouse, parent, sister, or son. The items are constructed in such a manner
as to permit an individual to insert his name or the name of someone else
by nature a forgiving person.
in a blank space, for example, "Is
The answer fo_lat provides a place for three alternatives for each item;
agreement with the item (-4.); undecided (mid); or disagreement with the
item (-).

The profile sheet on which the results are plotted has been designed for
detrimental for
use in personal consultations, unless such use should beunderstood
and in
The trait names on the profile are easily
the client.
Shaded zones are placed on the profile to serve as
familiar language.
guides for normalcy but are not statistically determined.
Percentile norms are provided, with separate tables for males and females
in the general and college population. A combined male and female norm
table is included for use in scoring profiles answered for someone else
Scoring stencils consist of plastic overlays.
and not oneself (Criss-Cross).
The Attitude Scale is a measure of test-taking bias; composed of selected
items and intended to show the extent to which an individual's attitude
may influence his test results.
There is no time limit set for test completion bit the test usually requires abeut 30-45 minutes.
The T-JTA is composed of the nine variables labeled A through I and presented below:
(vs Composed); largely a measure of anxiety
Nervous
A.
(vs Lighthearted); a measure of depression
pp_1-1.y
B.
Active3ial (vs Quiet); a measure of need for companio ship
C
and group participation
(vs
Inhibited
) ; a measure of freedom to
E2gressive-Res onsive
D.

*Dr. Joe D. Gams is a Clinical Psychologist at Children's Medical
Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma
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G.

H.
I.

express spontaneous reelings of warmth and
ion, and to respond to such
feelings in others.
Sympathetic
(vs Indifferent); a measure of kindness, understa ding, and compassion.
Subjec:tive
(vs Objective); a measure of emotionality and selfabsorption
Dominant
(vs Submissive); a measure of confidence, assertiveness, and competitiveness
H stile
(vs Tolerant); a measure of how critical, argumentative, and punitive the individual is
Self-_Disc:,pljned
(vs Impulsive); implies the control of impulsiveness in order to obtain a
deferred advantage

Several significant trait patterns are noted:
(1) Anxiety; (2) Withdrawal;
(3) Hostile-Dominant; (4) Emotionally Inhibited. A personality description is provided by looking at individual scales but primarily through
profile analysis.
Comments on the T-JTA
Some of the advantages of this instrument are listed below:
1.

2.

3.

the items provided a quick screening test with a measure of selfconcept and are useful in getting an impression of how one sees
himself in relation to how others perceive him;
the instrument can be used to study a variety of interpersonal
relationships (within one's family, husband-wife, parent-child,
brother-sister, etc.)
this instrument can be used to measure an individual's selfconcept across time, i.e., before and after therapy, marriage,
etc.; and as a measure of perception of others across time.

Disadvantages include the following:
1.

2.

3.

it seems as though the instrument can be easily faked with little
effort and with only the attitude SCale to help detect faking;
faking can be controlled to some degree by asking an individual
to rate-himself and compare his responses to someone else's perception of him;
norms are available for college age males and females and for
both sexes in the general population, primarily because the items
were designed to use in marital and premarital situations; however, with the addition of high schools norms the instrument would
have broader use;
when extremely abnormal profiles are obtained the tester may not
know how emotionally disturbed the individual is; however, the
authors of T-JTA do not intend it to be more than a quick measure
and should not take the place of a comprehensive evaluation nor
should important decisions be based on these variables without
further supportive data from other valid sources.

This instrument is published by Psychological Publications, Inc., 5300
Hollywood, Los Angeles, California 90027 and costs in the neighborhood of $15.
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SELF-ESTEEM: A FUNCTION OF EGO STRENGTH,
AS MEASURED BY THE JACOBS EGO STRENGTH SCALE
by

Arthur W. Forrester, Ph.D.

Theoretical Context
It hardly seems necessary to allude to the importance of self-esteem
The theme which
as a focus for research and the formulation of theory.
there are
ample
evidence
of
the
fact
that
underlies this conference is
to formulate
both diagnostic and treatment values attached to the capacity
appropriate
inthe
theory in respect to self-esteem, and then to develop
Implications
in
this
regard
strumentation necessary for its measurement.
may be viewed from both psychological and religious viewpoints.

However, interest in the topic of self-esteem is not an accident or
That interest is the result of a number of factors.
incident of history.
functionForemost among such factors is the increased emphasis upon ego
and
diverse,
many
ing which is in evidence. Again, while the roots are movement,
reflecting
has
been
the
ego
psychology
an important contributor
Focus
upon
the
ego
(and
a paran up-dated psychoanalytic orientation.
topics)
folwell
as
a
number
of
other
allel interest in self-esteem, as
Kris, Rapatheorists
as
Anna
Freud,
Hartmann,
lows the inroads of such
In addition, the lesser-known but more
port, White, Erikson, and others.
recent attempts to formulate models of ego functioning by Beres, Weiner,
Bellak, Haan, Kroeber, and others, have had important impact upon more
Parallel to this movement, there has been the combined
recent research.
effort of a more existential school, dealing significantly with the matter of self-esteem.
The Jacobs Ego Strength Scale (ESS) is not an instrument for measuring self-esteem, in a narrow sense. The importance of this instrument
The theory beis that it places self-esteem within a broader context.
of_ego
of
the
several
facets
hind the scale is that self-esteem is one
focusreflection
of
ego
theory,
In that sense, the test is a
strength.
Self-esteem
ing upon the multi-faceted expression of ego functioning.
Beresi, a pioneer
is often dealt with in relation to object relations.
functioning,
placed
heavy stress upon
in the development of models of ego
well as later
mother-child
relationship,
as
the importance of the early
relatWeiner2
takes
much
the
same
approach,
significant relationships.
of
ing this particularly to schizophrenia. Bellak3 places the status
functions
under
one
of
his
ten
ego
self-identity (including self-esteem)
called "sense of reality of the world and of the self." In his Ego Strength
Scale, then, Jacobs follows the ego theorists who insist upon a multiclosefaceted approach to ego functioning. Specifically, he follows most
ly the model of Karush et al.4
The Jacobs model, and the instrument which incorporates an emphasis
These
upon self-esteem, is described in a series of five papers.5,6,7,8,9
University
School
papers describe resee.ech being carried on at the Boston(It should be noted
The Jacobs Scale is self-administered.
of Medicine.
*Dr. Arthur W. Forrester is a Supervisor at Danielsen Pastoral Counseling Center, School of Theology, Boston University
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that he hn:; also developed instruments to be co pleted by members of
the famtle ot his subject, and another scale to be completed by a professional in relation to his subject.)
The present paper relates to
the sell-adIJLinistered scale.

The Jacobs Scale is a 50-item scale, the items being chosen by the
consensual validation of a number of behavioral scientists.
It follows
a Likert-Seale approach, and therefore face validity is an important consideration.
The emphasis of such scales is upon unidimensionality, and
homogeneity.
Ten of the fifty items deal directly with ego strength, and
the additional 40 approach ego weakness.
Ego weakness pathology is seen
in a hi-polar fashion--too much, or too little of a given characteristic.
While a high inverse relationship was found between ego strength and ego
weakness, as would be expected, the ego weakness items were found to be
more reliable.
As a result, ego strength is approached from the direction
of the absence of ego weakness pathology. Ego weakness pathology is associated with maladaptive behavior.
Ego strength, as viewed by Jacobs, involves the capacity to:
(1)deal
with one's own impulses; (2)relate to other persons; (3)function independently; (4)bandle feelings and frustrations; and (S)adequately assess one's
own worth.
The matter of self-esteem, then, is handled directly in the
last of the five ego capacities.
Reflecting these five capacities, then Jacobs attempts to quantify
the areas of impulse control, internersonal relations, autonomy, frustration tolerance, and self-esteem. As Jacobs describes self-esteemIt refers to feelings of self-confidence, self-respect,
and a sense of personal worth.
This area is in turn
related to such issues as level of aspiration and selfactualization.
Distortions in this dimension fflay be
expressed in the form of grandiosity and self-aggrandizement at one extreme, or in the form of worthlessness
and self-disgust at the other.10
in a later paper, Jacobs refered specifically to the ego capacities
to-

(1)delay discharge of impulse without sacrificing spontaneity, (2)form and sustain interpersonal relationships,
(3)function assertively and independently, (4)tolerate
affect and frustration, and (5)perceive oneself as esteem-worthy. 11

Thus, again Jacobs asserts the importance of self-esteem as an indiEgo weakness pathology in this facet was seen in
cator of ego strength.
Again, to place
bi-polar fashion as either grandiosity or worthle.5sness.
self-esteem within the context of general ego functioning, the following
subscales of the Jacobs Scale are noted:
Impulse Control
Obsessiveness
Impulsiveness
Intrusiveness
Interpersonal Relation
Isolation
Autonomy
Defiance
Submissiveness
Frustration Tolerance
Guardedness
Vulnerability
Self-Esteem
Grandiosity
Worthlessness

Jacobs Findings

The attempt of the Jacobs Scale was originally to differentiate
Jacobs and his
between psychiatric patients and functioning normals.
associates utilized the Ego Strength Scale in three separate studies.
In the first study utilizing 60 Ss, it was found that all but three of
the above sub-scales differentiated between healthy and emotionally disThe three scales which failed to discriminate sufturbed individuals.
Grandiosity is
ficiently were intrusiveness, defiance and grandiosity.
Therefore,
the capaself-esteem.
one of the two sub-scales relating to
city to measure self-esteem is called somewhat into question as far as
The self-esteem scale on worthlessness
the Jacobs Scale is concerned.
In two further studies the origdid, however, discriminate as predicted.
Again, all but the three before-mentioned
inal findings were replicated.
subscales discriminated as predicted.

With regard to the two self-esteem scales (grandiosity and worthlessA high degree of worthlessness), other findings were noted by Jacobs.
ness (as an ego weakness pathology) was associated in a profile includIn this
ing obsessiveness, withdrawal, helplessness and vulnerability.
profile, worthlessness as an aspect of lowered self-esteem was associated
with manifest symptoms of depression, and such patients represented the
most incapacitated of the patient groups.
Worthlessness was also a part of a second profile which also included
Jacobs found this
impulsive, isolated and vulnerable characteristics.
Pathology
was recoggroup to be less sutmissive than the first group.
incapacitated.
nized by the Ss, but they did not see themselves as totally
This
A third profile included the self-esteem aspect of grandiosity.
In
a
clindefiance.
combined also the characteristics of impulsivity and
Such
ical sense, this group was closest to acting-out character disorder.
persons tended to deny illness or need of help.

With regard to therapy, Jacobs suggested differences in the three
profiles mentioned. The first rather seriously depressed group were expected to require rather long hospitalization followed by some improveThe second group promised to be quickest
ment in the capacity to cope.
The capacity to take action
to respond to therapy in the ward setting.
Such
persons
benefitted
by being less helpsuggested a better prognosis.
The
third
group
suggested a deless and worthless than the first group.
fense against therapeutic involvement in therapy, and were seen to be the
most resistant.
A distinct advantage of the Jacobs studies has been in relating selfIn that way, personality proesteem to other aspects of ego functioning.
diagnosis
as well as for type
files emerge which suggest implications for
of therapy and prognosis.
Research of Clergy
In a recent empirical research project, this writer had occasion to
Subuse the Jacobs Ego Strength Scale as one of the research instruments.
clergymen
of
the
New
England
jects for the study were Conservative Baptist

8r1
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States.
Sixty-three Ss participated in the study.
a 74no pa ticipation.

This represented a

Ego strength, as indicated by ego weakness pathology on the Jacobs
Scale, sliowed the clergymen to be representative of normal, adaptive individuals.
Three of the sixty-three clergymen measured high enough in
the ego weakness total score to he more identified with non-adaptive
rather than adaptive functioning.
In aspects of self-esteem, these sixtythree clergymen evidenced significantly lower scores on grandiosity than
did the Jacobs normals (raw score of 5.43 as compared with 6.83 for the
Jacobs normals).
They scored slightly higher (3.81) than did the Jacobs
normal Ss (3.58) on worthlessness.
Ego weakness pathology, in general, was in the direction of "hardness"
"Hardness" would include imrather than "softness", to use Jacobs' terms.
pulsive, intrusive, defiant, guarded, grandiose components, rather than obsessive, isolated, submissive, vulnerable and worthless components.
Summary

The Jacobs Ego Strength Scale shows much promise for viewing selfesteem within the broader context of general ego functioning. The subscale measuring grandiosity, however, must be modified in order to discriminate between clinical and normal Ss. This broad approach will be
helpful in seeing self-esteem as associated with other important personality variables.
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REACTOR'S NOTES FOR THE SESSION
RESEARCH ON SELF-ESTEEM
by

Keith J. Edwards, Ph.D.

As a reactor to the Research Papers on Self-Esteem, I would like to
make a few specific comments on some of the papers and then make a few general comments on research and self-esteem.
Stapert's paper on the validity issue raises important colsiderations
not only for measurement of self-esteem hut for personality assessment in
However, there are a few studies on the convergent and discrimgeneral.
One examinant validation of self-esteem measures with positive results.
three
questionaire
ple is a study by Silber and Tippett (1965) in which
measures of self-esteem were validated aginst a clinical rating of the same
Convergent validity correlations were ri2 = .81, r13 = .67, r14
trait.
83, r24 = .61, r34 = .56 (where 1, 2, and 3 are the three ques.63, r23 =
tionaires and 4 is the interview rating). Also, the heterotrait-monomethod
and heterotrait-heteromethod discriminant validities were in the direction
Another example of multiple measurerecommended by Campbell and Fisk (1959).
ment of self-esteem to increase validity can be found in Coppersmith's book,
The author used a self:
Antecedents of Self-Esteem (Coopersmith, 1967).
esteem inventorTTarTrired to the subjects as well as a behavior rating
form completed by the classroom teacher. Groups of subjects were classified on the basis of agreement between these two measures.
Fleck's review of the Tenne see Self-Concept Scale was quite compreI might comment on the instrument itself.
hensive and I have little to add.
It is long and detailed and seems better suited for clinical assessment than
The author does indicate that an overall self-esteem score
for research.
can be obtained by combining the fifteen subscores. However, this may be
somewhat of an overkill in terms of measurement, expecially in light of the
studies mentioned above.
The Forrester paper deals with self-esteem from a psychoanalytic frameT might, however, comment on
work on which I am not qualified to comment.
the failure of the instrument's three scalesintrusiveness, defiance, and
grandiosity--to differentiate between psychiatric patients and normals. Lack
of discrimination could have resulted for a number of reasons other than
invalidity of the scales themselves. For example, the three scales represent
aggressive characteristics quite different from the other seven scales. The
psychotic group may not have exhibited these characteristics. Not enouPh
information is provided to answer this question.
In concluding my remarks, I would like to raise the question as to
whether we can take secular concepts of self-esteem (psychoanalytic or otherwise) and apply them to a Christian theory of self-esteem. The result
shown in Table 1 is taken from Coopersmith (1967) and illustrates why I
raise such a question. The data show the relationship between what qualiWe see that
ties parents value in their sons and their son's self-esteem.

*Dr. Keith J. Edwards is Associate Research Scientist, Center for
Social Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Maryland

14 of the 28 boys with low self-esteem had parents who valued a h
"concern for others" while only 5 of the 26 boys with medium OT high selfconcern for
The point is this:
esteem had parents who valued this trait.
had
much
to
say,
while
aggressive
others is a trait about which our Lord
and achievement-oriented traits have been more of a concern in our present
society.

Table 1

QUALITIES PARE TS APPRECIATE MOST IN THEIR SONS
AND SELF-ESTEEM

Subjective Self-Esteem
Medium

Low

Parental Values

(0)

Defending and asserting one's
rights (aggressiveness)

17.9% (5)

Doing well in school (achieve-

32.1%

83.3% (S)

50.0% (14)

1

0.77,

High
15%

(

65% (13)

ment)

Attention and concern for others
(helpful, kind, obedient)
TOTALS

.7%

_)

100.0% (28) 100.0% (6)

20% (4)

100% (20)

in Table 1
Some may offer arguments to explain away the result given such reand still retain the secPlar concept of self-esteem iAnicrent in is inheram arguing that self-esteem, as presently col,:eived,
I
search.
to
ently aggressive and achievement oriented and as such is antithetical
humility.
others"
and
proper
Christian
the Christian precept of "love for
orientation
In our culture we advocate both aggressiveness and achievement
often
sought
However,
such
goals
are
most
in the pursuit of life goals.
am
trying
What
I
of
someone
else.
in competition with and at the expense
finish last."
in
the
modern
cliche
"nice
guys
to communicate is exemplified
adWhile finishing last has a high negative value in our society, Jesus'
(Mark
1031
monition in Mark 10;31 should lead us to question this value.
"The first shall be last, and the last shall be first.")

Another basic problem with current secular concepts of self-esteem is
that they are built upon a man-centered, humanistic foundation of self-worth.
Christian self-esteem must derive its essence from man as an image bearer
of a loving, personal God in whom we "live, and move and have our being"
(Acts 17:28).
selfOne of the finest writings I have found on the topic of Christian
Lewis
has
capesteem and humility is by C. S. Lewis in Screwtape Letters.
selfilove
and
love
for
tured the essence of the scriptural balanEhetween
of
Christian
Selfothers which may serve as the basis for an adequate theory
from
remarks
by
quoting
at
length
I would like to conclude my
Esteem.
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rewtapc Letters.

Screwtape writes:

The Enemy [Cod] wants him [man]
in the end, to be so free from
any bias in his own favor that he can rejoice in his own talents as
frankly and gratefr ly as in his neighbor's talents--or in a sunrise,
an elephant, or a
.terfall.
He wants each man, in the long run, to
be able to recognize all creatures (even himself) as glorious and excellent things.
He wants to kill their animal self-love as soon as
possible; but it is His long-term policy, I fear, to restore to them
a new kind of self-love--a charity and gratitude for all selves, including their own; when they have really learned to love their neighbors
as themselves, they will be allowed to love themselves as their neighbors.
For we must never forget what is the most repellent and inexplicable trait in our Enemy; He really loves the hairless bipeds He
has created, and always gives bac' to them with his right hand what
He has taken away with His left."
(pp. 64-65) (See in conjunction
the following scriptural texts:
Romans 12:3, James 4:10 and I Peter
,

5:5).
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SELF-ESTEEM AND DEPRESSION
by

Ronald Rottschafer, Ph.D.
Introduction:

The sufferer does not know
Depression is difficult to understand.
extension of a
if he has a specific disease or whether he merely has an
how
he
can
feel
so
badly in the
normal low mood. He does not understand
the
lack
of
change
he
feels
even though
midst of plenty and he puzzles over
good friends or competent helpers offer legitimate advice.
Is it physiThe professionals also are in a quandry about depression.
Maybe
all
ologically based or emotionally or, perhaps, even spiritual?
for
pleasurWhy does his patient abandon the otherwise normal drive
three.
issues or on distorted or fanand meaning? Why does he focus on trivial
Depression
tasized guilts and losses that do not correspond with the facts?
yet,
says
Beck
has been known as a clinical syndrome for over 2000 years;
and paraexplanation
of
its
puzzling
(1967), "no completely satisfactory
doxical features has been found."
of the facThe scope of this brief paper is to focus quickly on some
Obtors involved in the relationship between depression and self-esteem.
viously only the highlights can be covered as we consider the development
of coping
of self-esteem and depression, the expressions in behavior, ways
neurotic
deFor the most part I will cover
or not coping and treatment.
pression and avoid a consideration of the psychotic condition.
II.

Characteristic features of depression:

Depressed persons show a dejected mood, negative
Emotional:
feeling toward themselves, a moderate to severe reduction in gratification,
a loss of a sense of
a loss of emotional attachment to others (even God)
humor and spells of crying.
The person feels a low sense of self-esteem, has a
B.
Cognitive:
gloomy outlook about the future, has a distorted body image and plagues
himself with self blame and indecisiveness.
Depressed -,)ersons characteristically exhibit a loss of
Physical:
C.
general loss
libido, a reduction in appetite, poor sleeping habits and a
of energy or interest in outside activities.
Persons suffering from depression show a typically
Motivational:
D.
the least demandregressive pattern of functioning in terms of preferring
for
immediate gratT
ing types of activities, increased passivity, demands
and modification, a reduction of will power, general avoidance behaviors
erate to severe dependency.
A.

,

III.

Self-esteem and depression:

said to develop
In its most rudimentary form, self-esteem can beThe
sequence involves
interactions.
from the process of the mother-infant
responding to his
infant,
then
the
infant
first tha mother valuing her
Depression can result
mother, and finally the infant's esteeming himself.

*Dr. Ronald Rottschafer is a psychologist in private practice
Oak Brook, Illinois
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From failures in any one of these above three stages with the suggestion
made that the depth of depression may relate to the particular stage at
The implication is that one cannot love or yalLe
which failure occurs.
himself if he first has not experienced the act or process of being esThis is true of the infant in a psychological sense
teemed by another.
much the same as it is by the creature in a spiritual sense. John 4:19
leaves no doubt, "We love Him because He first loved us."
The child that is loved and loves mother in return is then readily
However, if for one of many reasons he
growing toward loving himself.
internalizes a negative picture of mother he runs the risk of a "growth
disorder", if you will, and may spend years fixated at the point of grindThe infant
ing out angry feelings and philosophies about love or life.
typically does not do sc for fear of losing the security in mother that
Instead he becomes depressed, guilty, fearful, and even more
he does have.
affect-,,ungry in a way that prohibits stage three--the healthy valuing of
My own feeling is that unless one develops a foundation of selfself.
regard and esteem one is emotionally bankrupt and in no position to follow the Biblical command to love God above all and one's neighbor as oneself.
If I might digress just a moment, I'll add that the church historically has
been confused on this point and has typically preached a double message of
Self-esteem to many Christians is
self-enhancement and self-mutilation.
erroneously equated with pride and selfishness.
As_the infant grows there is a subsequent development of a wide variety of feelings about himself, his world and his future. Positive feedback encourages and enhances self-esteem but when the chi d's concepts
about himself are primarily negative (whether realistic cr not) they bent depression
come the foundation from which poor self-esteem and subse
s of concepts
Beck
(1967)
has
developed
the
position
that
clustc
evolve.
le by the
about self, world, and future develop from generalizations
ide or con.Once set, a particular att
child based on his experiences.
cept can influence other notions about these three and thus 'row. If there
are negative concepts about a particular skill such as printing, for example, it is obvious that there are less drastic results than would come
from doubts about one's basic self-worth. As time goes on in tha developmental process it is also obvious that negative self-concepts which remain
unaltered become more firmly organized into more or less permaneW, cognitive formations.
,

Also to be considered here are the value judgment one puts on his
For example, if one feels that mistakes or failings are
self-concepts.
despicable instead of seeing them as valuable aids to learning, then one
may generalize from the "had" act and label himself as a "bad" person. The
direction here is usually from a rejection of a specific trait to the global rejection of self; in order for a negative self-concept to be pathogenic it must be associated with a negative value judgment. Thus a lad

who says,T7-m not handsome--so what" does not become depressed about this
In fact, one may come to value his negative features as
part of himself.
One of the dramatic moments in psychobeing distinctive and worthwhile.
therapy that we all have seen involves the patient's willingness to accept
his failings or inadequacies as distinctively his so that he can say, "I
am me and that includes my bad as well as my good."
A person is more likely to become depressed when circumstances have
activated his latent negative attitudes Lbout himself, his world or his
What surprises the person with acute depress on is his unawarefuture.
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ness of his own latent depr ssion, and he may spend a considerable amount
Onset of depresof time donying his symptoms prior to asking for help.
that
hiL at one's
sion usnally follows a series of stressful situations
specific vulnerability. Thus both predispositional and precipitating
factors are needed to trigger depression.
In milder stages of depression, the person may be able to temper
his sense of failure or loss with memories of successes or prior gains,
and hence he may quickly modify the depression and preserve his self-esWith more severe depression, the person is unable or perhaps unteem.
willing to consider the error of his thinking and, in fact, is generally
He then ruminates and broods
unable to "count his blessings" as it were.
increases
his
pain sometimes to the point
over the failures or losses and
In general, the evidence suggests that the affective
of ending his life.
response is determined by the particular way one has of structuring his
One is reminded here of Solomon's observation "as a man
experiences.
thinketh in his heart, so is he."
If one considers himself blameworthy he accepts the feelings of loss
as being deserved and justifiable and is angry at himself causing his
This is quite different from the person who
self-esteem to be lowered.
not consider himself guilty but lowers his self-esteem by depressing
2-6This
himself with internalized anger which he cannot risk expressing.
depressed patient often is sitting on a volcano of internalized anger
which when unleashed and understood eases the depression.
Now the Freudians postulate the significance of both hostility and
orality in depression. Melanie Klein (1934) relates depression to the
mother-child relations during the first year. She explains the infant's
depression as a result of internalized rage and sadistic fantasies due
The infant's sense of helplessness and sadto a loss of maternal care.
He fears that survival may
ness prevent him from acting out his anger.
be jeopardized, and hence in time, he introjects the "bad" mother and
even punishes or deprives himself in her absence. The growth of selfesteem is curtailed until the mother reassures the child that he is truly
loved.

Oral-dependency needs typically characterize the depressive. The
significance for the development of self-esteem is that excessive dependence on external supplies of affection and attention prevents development
If the child angrily decides to take care of
of a healthy self-esteem.
himself, he ma-TUevelop obsessive patterns to reach toward self-satisfaction; his anger, however, almost guarantees that the person will always
Any breakdown of obstrive for_happiness but not be happy or contented.
depressive
signs.
sessive defenses usually produces immediate
Bibring (1953), departing somewhat from classic analytic theory,
viewed_depression as an affective state primarily_ distinguished by the
He accepts early causes of depression via a loss of
loss of self-esteem.
security and satisfaction but added the factor of the frustration of other
Depression results then because of the ego's
childhood aspiration as well.
own feelings of helplessness and powerlessness rather than a conflict between ego and superego.
Hammerman (1962) added the dimension of the sadistic features of a
tough superego which dominates and drives down the ego's self-esteem to
the point of collapse. The ego here often "plays" weak to accommodate
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the punitive superego, usually giving it a chance to calculate and comSelf-punishment here is pronounced because the
pute the next best move.
superego has been exposed to risk by the carelessness or self-grat'ficaTreatment here must involve a realignment of hartion of the weak ego.
mony between the two without threatening either one or focusing exclusively on either.
The Freudians have learned painfully that analysis of the
superego does not work, and, I might add, neither can you ignore it.
am much more sympathetic to the therapy of the existentialists,
I
especially the Gestaltists, who emphasize the projection of the self-esThat is, the person is unteem onto others for reasons of manipulation.
willing to risk possible loss from standing on his own two feet so he has
to invent ways of maneuvering others to do this thinking, deciding, caring etc. for him.
Via projection this s easily attempted with the rationale, "I can't, I'm not very good at that". One's incompleteness is painThis
ful as the missing self-esteem resides in others now, not in oneself.
pain causes depression and becomes a beautiful manipulative technique.

My own private practice in the past 11 years has frequently dealt with
the middle class-suburbanites where money, education, religious training
These patients arrive for
and social adequacy have been fairly obvious.
therapy with feelings of unhappiness, boredom, general marital dissatisfaction and a sense of frustration about being alive. The younger ones
have enough environmentally sacred cows to shoot at yet, thus forestalling
a deeper look at their own internal unhappiness with how they structure
life, but gradually they are becoming aware of what most of their older
fellow travelers already feelno spirit. They are organization people-people who have sacrificed being for doing, self-acceptance for public apIf unchurched, they
proval, who live for stimulation rather than joy.
Their spontaneity is gone.
find preoccupation with automatic spirituality.
Their climactic encounter with God is as routine, pre-planned (often by
acts of committees) and joyless as in their sexual encounter with their
Their social and vocational lives are also dominated by acts of
mates.
"ought to" and "should be" rather than "want to" or "don't want to". In
more prestigious areas, the vogue is to have elaborate landscaping and
expensive automobiles for conspicious approval while inside the house there
is often little furniture and less joy. The plastic existence looks good
from the outside--good enough perhaps for the oppressed minority groups
to primarily be aspiring toward middle class depressive neurosis, but inside is a suspension of vital functioning, a pathetic waste of human _en"A thousand empty faces do
I
love Fritz Perls' (1969) couplet:
ergy.
not fill a room, A thousand plastic flowers don't make a desert bloom."
describing
Hubert Tellenback's book Melancholie (1961) perhaps
the majority of our middle class culture as he presents data on his studies
He finds the following:
with 140 depressives.
A relatively uniform premorbid personality structure.
1)
2)
A life dominated by strict order and rules.
An overriding need to gain the approval of others first.
3)
Slavish sensitivity to do's and don'ts, should's and should not's.
4)
A life style devoted to fulfilling his sense of order and avoid5)
ing situations of risk.
Preoccupation with obligations so as to avoid the guilt.
6)

In these people we.find the same fear of becoming a 'me" as we see in
Rather than take the risks involved in getting
the hospitalized depressive.
in touch with one's needs and acting responsibly to fill ,aem, these people
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manipulate others to satisfy their needs for them--sort of "have your
Hence a variety of manipulative roles
cake and eat it too" philosophy.
appropriately
so one looks good and maximizes
are developed and displayed
This
manipulation,
of course, is characterhis chances for acceptance.
In the
istic of all forms of neurosis, not just the depressed neurotic.
depressed it demands the abdication of a sense of self-esteem so as to
see the neurotic as one who does not see
I
guarantee esteem by others.
These depressives plLly weak so they do not have to risk loss
the obvious.
by using their strength to become real; they play stupid for the same reason and ask an infinite number of questions--questions which in therapy
"What
so characteristically reveal their dependency (Rottschafer 1960).
come
back
next
week
or
net?"
"Shall
I
do you think I shoald do, doctor?"
When
the
therapist
falls
for
their
trap
"What's really my problem?" etc.
I'm sure you
by trying to be helpful, they rebound with more questions.
have shared my anger and frustration when after presenting what you consider
possibly a brilliant or complete explanation you are met with, "I don't see
what you mean" or, "But what's really wrong with me?" The missing selfesteem becomes obvious by the way t e patient projects his own missing
self-esteem on to the therapist. The therapist then is fantasized as having all the qualities which are missing in the patient. Thus he feels justified in asking the therapist to simply deliver the goods.
The patient so familiar with ignoring his own strength must not have
Reassurance
his weakness exposed and exaggerated by telling him answers.
with
the
patient in
and care here are best conveyed by being real and warm
therapist
his confusion and depression so that one's whole presence as a
conveys an implied helping relationship without activating the crippling
What the patient must do over the course of therapy is to get
dependence.
in touch with his own power, his own energy, his own bodily-felt, psychoHe must work thru his
dynamically experienced sense of worth and esteem.
own impasse of fear of risk taking and feel the joy flow himself as he
"loses his mind so as to come to his senses" (Perls, 1969). When he does,
what he discovers is that "things ain't as bad as I thought they were."
Notice how, when the cognitions change in neurotic depression, the_effect
The secret of changing cognitions however is not in doing
changes too.
it to or for the patient but with him as the patient takes the lead. The
process of discovering oneself is far more important than the goal of getIs not life itself an ongoing process in the direction of
ting answers.
finding oneself--a goal we never fully (thank heaven) arrive at? Perhaps
only in heaven, in fact, will we be renewed enough to experience the capacity for having fully arrived so that the end-gain will consume our awareAt present, we labor with the means-whereby; it is important to
ness.
differentiate between the two.
You will notice that I have not commented on the long term psychother-

.1py needed with persons either psychotic with depression or inherently weak
due to neurotic or chara-:terologically weak and inadequate self-esteem.

Finally, let's get in touch for a few minutes with our own awarenessI'd like to mention a few thoughts in bees of how we depress ourselves.
tween 30 second pauses to let you reflect on your own life.
Ask yourself:
How am I?
1.
What do I need?
2.
What do I say is preventing me from getting what I need or want?
3.
Am I willing to come alive about all of life so that unsatisfied
4.
needs are less pressing?

5

ready to take the risk of standing on my own two fe t so
us to feel the excitement of encounter with God, others, myself?
am not, can I accept myself at this stage of my growth?
If
Am I ready to ask someone else to work with me to enhance further growth if I cannot work through my own impasse?
Am

I

I

O.
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SELF-CONCEPT AND
THE SCHOOL
hy

Jacqueline Anne Deeb, Ph.D.

"No man should part with his own individuality and become that of
To a child I would define this abstraction of the
another"--Channing.
self-concept as that special YOU that is deep inside--an inside-you that
And I would further develop this
is filled with feelings about yourself.
him,
"you are YOU and nobody else.
definition to the child by saying to
is
a
contagious
thing. Your feelings, your
You; smile is yours, and it
expressions--the soft breezy ones; those loud, gusty onesbelong only
to you unless you choose to share. And that as you grew, that inside-you
was growing with feelings about yourself."
I would further develop this concept by explaining that all peoplecontacts--your school chums, your teachers, scout troops, music-makers,
are
the school secretary, the church choir--all of these people-contacts
"see"
yourself
that
you,
the
child,
can
feeding into that inside-self so
as a more independent person, more worthy, more valuable--and that this
picture you see of your inside-self is--the self-concept.
Authors such aS Art Combs, Robert Havinghurst, G.H. Mead, Walter
Thomas give their theories about the various actions that influence the
The following significant actions are some of the changeself-concept.
influences reported by these authors and others:
The self-concept usually is achieved by how one interprets the
1.
judgments other people make about us--the judgments made by
people who are most important to us--those significant others.
That parents, teachers, peers are generally the significant
2.
others.
3.

4.

S.

That children who view themselves negatively are usually more
anxious, less sure of themselves, less able to adjust in school
than children who view themselves positively. Success begets
Failure breeds failure.
success.
That teachers generally are aware of self-concept needs and
hopefully provide the child with every experience that will
encourage healthful self-concept-growth.
That the individual must be encouraged and respected; that
to
adults facilitate opportunities for the child to emerge,
uniqueof
interests,
abilities,
come forth with his own set
ness.

But HOW?? What happens to the child who comes forth every day--as Walt
Whitman wrote, "There was a child went forth every day, and the first object he looked upon, that object he became, And that object he became,
years
part of him for the day or a certain part of the day, Or for many Vol.
I,
(from
The
Works
of
Walt
Whitman,
or stretching cycles of years."
ComeTUYtE17-how-do
we
greet
and
pp. 327-28) And so, to this child who
meet his needs? Does he find himself?

"Yes, Yes" MUST be our answer--our commitment, our promise to each
child who comes forth--through his expe iental involvements of decision*Dr. Jacqueline A. Deeb is principal of Sherwood Park Elementary
School- in Grand Rapids, Michigan
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making and problem-solving; and self-directing. Through positive reinforcement; through the value-actions of trusting him, respecting him,
listening to him, interacting with him--for are not these human elements
conducive to the democratic process? And to the ongoing process called
learning? Hence, we must provide the learners with an environment for
learning! --With encouragement, with meaningful materials of the audiWe must guard the operational
tory, the motor-perceptual, the visual.
key words of freedom and flexibility--freedom to fail, freedom to pace,
freedom to react with feelings of anger, excitement, of determination.
With flexibility to adjust to sudden newness, to physically move about
in exercises unique to the very young, to attract teamwork with and among
peers, and teachers--to team, if you will, a.large group, or a one-man
show.

Erase the barriers of static, rigidity; barriers of fenced-in goals;
Rather, encourage pupil-self-evaluation; pupilbarriers of teacher-talk.
goals through pupil-contacts; encourage pupil-learning stationsselfdirected learning to which Carl Rogers refers when he states in his book
Freedom to Learn, "Only thus can we develop the creative individual who
is open to all of his experience; aware of it and accepting it, and continually in the process of changing." And only in this way can we bring
about the creative educational organization which will also be continually
(SHOW SLIDES)
in the process of changing.
(a)Teach moves from a controlled environment (T-enforced rules) to
a free democratic environment (self-imposed rules).
(b)Radiate excitement.
(c)Environment filled with resources.
sprawled on
(d)Child seen everywhere--corners, studying stations
floor.

(e)Options to learning are provided to individuals through learning
activities and materials.
(f)Provide for a broad span of experiences to permit divergent and
creative thinking.

Hence, come the rich rewards of experiences--those experiences of individual growth for all of us--to reach for that upper star-wherever we are; whatever we do--so that we can meet that child who
comes forth every day to school--to help him meet himself!
Conclusion:

Tomorrow is a new day--a new beginning with new thoughts
So, let there be spaces in your tomorrows to love one another-so that we will become people-orienteda very REAL people-person!
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SELF-ESTEEM AND ru. CLASSROOM
by

Glenn W. Feich, M.A.

It appears to me that about the best way to begin this discussion
concerning the role of self-esteem in the classroom will be to share
with you a basic premise that I have "come by" during the course of the
last couple of years. During this time I have served as a school psychologist in the Milwaukee Public Schools, working primarily with children
As part of a Title I program, my work
in areas of economic deprivation.
has been largely therapeutic, working with elementary school youngsters
A bit of uniqu,Itness has been added in
both in groups and individually.
also
have
served
as
a
teacher-therapist
in one experimental school.
I
that
However, all this only serves as an introduction of myself to you, and
whatever follows must be considered as my own individual perceptions and
not necessarily those of my department. At the present time I am pretty
well convinced that (1) the regular classroom can be the most therapeutic
place for a vast majority of our referred children, (2) that the curriculum can be a very effective therapeutic too, and (3) that the classroom
teacher, who lives with her pupils daily, is the major change agent in the
school setting.
Given that the above makes sense, what is it that the teacher and
the classroom can provide the student that will make for a successful
school experience? In looking at Maslow's hierarchy of needs, it appears
that the rung on the ladder where the teacher can really achieve input is
in the area of self-esteem, providing, of course, that the youngster's
physiological, safety, and love and belonging needs have been sufficiently
Esteem needs most clearly suggest receiving recognition as a worthmet.
Satisfaction of esteem
while person--a saintly object of God's love.
needs is accompanied by feelings of confidence, worth, strength, and being
useful and necessary. The thwarting of their needs produces feelings of
inferiority, weakness or helplessness.
A confident person usually is one with high need for achievement. He
takes personal responsibility to solve his problems and achieve moderate
Studies by McClelland have shown that achievegoals at calculated risks.
ment motives develop in cultures and in families where there is an emphasis on independent development of the individual.' He found that early
self-reliance training by parents along with social and physical rewards
for achievement results in a child with high need achievement. The more
a child is "forced" to master things, the greater his need achievement.
Interestingly, McClelland has been able to substantiate his results only
with boys. Early self-reliance training in girls does not produce the
He found he could arouse need achievement in males by refersame results.
ring to their leadership capacity and intelligence. Among females, it
could be aroused only be referring to their social acceptability.' Implications for classroom management can easily be drawn.
McClelland has used his knowledge of need achievement to develop a
program to increase achievement motivation in people interested in academA program carried out in India used the following techic advancement.
*Glenn W. Felch is a psychologist with the Milwaukee Public Schools
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niques:
1.

2.

Definite personal plans for change within the next two veas
Every six months the goal was re-checked and reports
were set.
were filed.
The language of achievement was taught. The person learned to
think, talk, act and perceive like a high need achievement per-

son through the use of games, practice in writing high need
achievement stories, etc.
The person received cognitive supports by coming to terms with
3.
his existing "networks." He decided what is reasonable, logical and scientific and what is important and valuable in life.
He also re-evaluated his self-concept.
Group supports, both emotional and rational, were given by the
4.
instructors and other group members.
The intensive program lasted from ten days to two weeks a-d proved
quite successful.2
Currently, McClelland's research is moving from the measurement of
a single motive to the measurement of the many motives which make up moral
He is using Erik Erikson's theory of personality as a unifying
character.
system and is trying to translate the stages of ego development into
specific measu-able motives.3
Sidney Pressey once said that learning feeds on success, and it is
Child
true that feelings of success lead to more realistic goal-setting.
and Whiting back in 1949 came up with interesting conclusions concerning
(1) Success generally
levels of aspiration that affect goal-setting:
(2) The
lowering.
leads to raising the level of aspiration; failure, to
stronger the success, the greater is the probability of a rise in the level of aspiration; the stronger the failure, the greater is the probability
(3) Shifts in the level of aspiration are in part a funcof a lowering.
tion of changes in the person's confidence in his ability to attain goals.
(4) Failure is more likely than success to lead to a withdrawal from goalsetting.

Present success and expectation of further success have a desirable
The
effect upon motivation, achievement and subsequent goal-setting.
nature of the task also has its effect. Holmes arrived at some conclusions in her 1959 study that have important implications for educational
practice.
(1) If tasks are too easy, no feeling of success is experienced;
if they are too difficult, no student can realistically set a goal or
(2) Children who are judged by their teachhope to achieve success on it.
ers to be realistic and confident and to have comfortable feelings toward
themselves and the school situation set goals more realistically and strive
more persistently to achieve those goals than do students characterized
(3) Low goal-setting is often accompanied by high
by the opposite traits.
Some students protect their self-esneed to avoid experiencing failure.
(4) Insecure inteem by setting goals low enough to be achieved easily.
dividuals experience a feeling of success by publicly setting high goals
which they know they cannot attain. This way they will at least get credit
Affor "trying."3 The group influences the goal-setting of its members.
ter the goals of the entire group are known, there is a tendency for those
with higher goals to lower them somewhat and those with lower goals to
raise them somewhat.
What, then can be done to attain the high motivation in the classroom
needed to lead students to the acquisition of the stockpile of successes
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necessary for the acquiring and/or maintaining of self-esteem? Herbert
Klausmeier provides a basic outline::
Focus the pupil's attention toward desired learning outcomes.
1.
Let the pupil know, by oral or written suggestion, what is ex(This should not be construed to be a call -For converpected.
Room must be allowed for discovery and creativgent thinking.
Materials and activities that involve a number of sensory
ity!)
perceptions, i.e., seeing, hearing, listening, should be used.
The need to exUtilize curiosity and encourage its development.
2.
To
plore is quite pervasive and can be capitalized upon daily.
this
the extent that school learning activities do not satisfy
need, other gratifications may be sought and other goals substituted--probably less acceptable and less rewarding to the teachSeek the novel and fascinating in daily learning activities.
er.
Utilize existing interests and develop others. One of the best
3.
ways to find out a student's interests is to ask him! Activities
which are perceived as satisfying or rewarding (by the student)
acquire interest value.
Provide concrete and symbolic incentives if necessary. Many will
4.
decry the premise of behavior modification, yet patronize the
grocery store and gas station that give trading stamps, and feel
twice as good and work twice as hard when their superior rewards
them with a bonus or even a well-chosen piece of social rein(Jerome Bruner, in his "The Act of Discovery" [1961]
forcement.
would have behavior to become more long-range and competenceoriented, come under the control of more complex cognitive structures [plans and the like] and operate from the inside out. He
proposes that to the degree to which competency or mastery motives
come to control behavior, to that degree the role of reinforcement wanes in shaping behavior. The child comes to manipulate
his environment more actively and achieves his gratification from
_ping with his problems.)
Arrange learning tasks appropriate to the ability of the learner.
5.
(Recognition of the learner's achievement level is also required.
Much more, and probably better, use could be made of the periodic
achievement testing done in schools
In order for this to be done
Provide for realistic goal-setting.
6.
well, the teacher must:
have a fairly accurate estimate of each student's ability
a.
have a fairly accurate estimate of the difficulty of the
b.
learning activities
be ready to encourage varying levels of performance by pupils
c.
permit (rather provam) all students to experience many sucd.
cesses (with occasiOnal feelings of failure)
realize that the goal-setting process takes considerably more
e.
class time than does the giving of the same assignment to all
students in the class (however, it should be considered that
much time could be saved if teachers would do less "talking"
often confused with "teaching"--this allows for more time for
"learning"
istic goal-setting also requires that the pupil have:
a fairly realistic estimate of his own abilities
a.
a goodly amount of interest, and
b.
a stockpile of previous successes
C.
Being in possession of the above, the class and the teacher can
now proceed to do some realistic goal-setting. Whole-class discussion is profitable for arriving at a better understanding of
the proposed activities (or the formulation of new ones ) , for en-
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couraging group decision, and for group support. Discussion
will be facilitated by breaking the large group inte smaller
Finally, since students tend to set their goals too
groups.
high, there must be individual teacher-student conferences with
some pupils to help each to set a realistic goal.
Aid the learners in making and evaluating progress toward goals.
Knowing that progress is being made toward a goal is one of the
most stable and reliable intrinsic motivators known to mankind.
(For elemenary children, especially, goals should be very shortChartterm and reinforcements should be frequent and immediate.
ing of progress has proved to be an effective technique.
Recognize that too high tension produces disorganization and_inA student must be permitted to lower his goal if
efficiency.
necessary.

All that teachers do, consciously or unconsciously, has such impact
upon those placed in their charge, not only as students, but as people.
it seems to me that it behooves us to at least bring a few thoughts to
So often, the teacher feels that she has discharged her
our attention.
duty--has done "all she can do" if she has taught the lesson, completed
How satisfied we can become when our pupils
the book, maintains order.
But how successful have we
score well on standardized achievement tests!
been in educating them into manhood or womanhood? Have we made school a
satisfyin, i:feasant experience? Have we done our part in providing them
with the stockpile of emotional successes upon which they will be able to
draw as they struggle through adolescence into maturity? How concerned
are we with feelings? Are we as concerned about the feelings of our
students as we are of our own? Are we really aware of our fc?lings, let
alone understand them? Do we know who we are so that we can -.1.;,4) youngters find out who they are?
This story is far from complete. Much could be said, for instance,
about applying the findings of educational and psychological research to
But this much is true: without the satisfaction
daily classroom practice.
of our esteem needs, little can be expected in the way of self-actualization.
But do we, as humble Christians, have any business talking about selfIt would seem so:
esteem?
if we believe that man was part of the creation about which God
1.
said it was very good
if we believe that though we lost our image, when Christ died on
2.
the cross He redeemed us, restoring us to our saintly position
before the Father
if we believe that through Christ all things are possible, and
3.
if we'believe that man is capable of good works and indeed
4.
wouldst abound in them out of thankfulness to Him who restored him.

Should not we also love whom God Himself loves--namely me first, and_
Is not God expecting it when He says, "Love thy neighthen my fellow-man?
Antithetical
to this whole issue are thoughts of selfbor as thyself"?
righteousness and/or being "puffed up".
The real joy lies in the fact that God loves all people--everyone has
a reason to feel worthwhile, confident, strong, useful, and necessary. This
is embodied in the fulness and power of the Resurrection.
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SELF-ESTEEM AND -EL -ACTUALI=ATION
by

Everett L. Shostrom, Ph.D.

would first like to share with you some personal cx
you understand where T came From before I got here tonight
I

'icncos to help

The basic hypothesis I am going to suggest is that self-acceptance is
really the acceptance of the polarities within ourselves and that there is a
natural homeostatic control system that all of us have. Most of us don't
want to talk about that some mo
really trust that and
I

Let's go back to Rockford, Illinuis
It has been kind of a long journey.
I was raised in the Salvation Army and that was my
for a moment, shall we?
You know the Army is a kind of militaristic religious
First trial by battle.
I
organization and being kind of a bright student, this troubled me somehow.
could do what the Bible says, which was bascouldn't see how in the world
ically to be loving and caring and yet somehow I was supposed to fight batHow do you fight battles and still
That seemed a hind of contradiction.
tles.
That was a conflict and so I used
be loving and not go to war, so to speak.
to hear a lot of the officers speak of going out and fighting the Salvation
Army war and yet, on the other hand, I couldn't quite rationalize that with
some of the things I learned about loving which is really to caress people, to
feel close to people, to not fight them, and maybe also they were talking
But anyhow that was my first conil'et.
about fighting the devil.
I

A second conflict I had which has really come to light in recent years
learned that the
I
was this whole business of how to he humble, you know.
most virtuous thing to do as a Christian is to be humble, you must not think
too highly of yourself; you know that verse, and yet at the same time what
learned as a thurapist is that people who get ill often get ill because they
feel inadequate, insecure, and unworthy and the people we help somehow feel
Now how do you rationalize that? How can
adequate, secure, and worthwhile.
you be adequate, secure, and worthwhile and still be humble? Abe Maslow was
discussing this one day and said, "You know, it's very interesting to me that
a lot of people make a virtue of humility to the point that they become very
proud of their humility," and that's confusing, isn't it? He spoke of Spinoza who said that the person who is most proud is the one who is proud of
his humility.
I

A third conflict had to do wi h what we might call the catastrophic conI had a hard time in the ialvation Army looking at these men and
version.
women, sometimes they would become so catastrophic that they might even roll
on the floor or get very agitated and somehow I was very intellectual; I
couldn't figure out why you would want to do that. What's that got to do with
religion? Somehow isn't that losing your cool?
In recent years, of course, things have turned around in psychology._ We
now have group encounters, where if you do roll on the floor, and if you do
-xpress your feelings, and if you experience yours lf, somehow that's really

*Dr. Everett L. Shostrom is Director of the Institute of Therapeutic
Psychology at Santa Ana, California
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So, as you can see my world has been kind of tur ing around
actualizin_.
for a number of years and I think if I were to kind of analyze my life, it's
been an attempt to resolve, if I could, some of these conflictual thoughts
One of the important books, I think, that helped me in this
about how to be.
regard was a book by Erie Fromm where he talked about the differ,..,nee between
He said the Old Testament was really a history of
Old and New Testament.
the Jewish people and the Old Testamert God, who was a wrathful God.

The story of the New Testament was really Jesus coming an,C1 Lall.ing to us
in terms of love rather than punitiveness, and invitations 70 bi:-:ssodness in
the BeatitudEs7in the Sermon on the Mount as opposed to the "thou shalt nots".
With Fromm, for example, he talks all about the fact that many of us have become very troubled because we have "should's" in our life. We have been
Many of OUT parents, for example, never really talked to
"Fnoulded" to death.
You should
us very much or communicated except in terms of the "should's".
do
this,
or
you
better, and
do this, and you should do this, and you ought to
That's
heen
a strugif you don't do this then such and so will happen to you.
What
do
you
do
you
have?
If
you
don't
have
"should's",
however,
what
gle.
lean on?
The apostle Paul confuses the issue too when he talks about - "when I
I guess
am weak, then I am strong, but when I am strong, then T am weak." So with
others have had this problem before I. So I would like, if I could,
this frame of reference to share with you my thinking about the polarities and
what they mean to me in terms of my own growth and then to relate this to the
So could we talk about chart number one that most of you have in
Beatitudes.
front of you and discuss this and then perhaps we can go into some of the
Beatitudes.
Where I really came in touch with these contradictory polarities within
is in the research done at the Institute of Personality Assessment at Berkeley
and was recorded in the book in 1956 called the Inter-ersonal Theory of PersonIt was written originally by a man named Timotly Leary. He has since
ality.
gone into chemoTtherapy. But in addition to Leary, of course, McKinnen, Coffey, and many of the other prominent people at Berkeley had done this research
In this research they used all the tests
which was recorded in this book.
available at that time on about 5,000 people. They factor-analyzed all of this
and they came up with the fact that people somehow seem to align themselves on
I have come to call these polarities now the basic
these basic polarities.
One is the
polarities.of man's existence because they seem so fundamental.
anger-love polarity and the other, thc strength-weakness polarity. And as I
puzzled about my own self and as I puzzled about man's nature somehow I kept
It is
coming to the conclusion that this is the paradoxical logic of life.
had
its
roots
back
in
Eastinteresting to me to know that the Jewish religion
Es7
that
Jesus
being
a
member
of
the
ern thought and many have hypothesized
sene tribe and the Essene tribe having their roots in Eastern thought. Others
have hypothesized that perhaps during the time of His adolescence and His minEastern thought has these polarities
istry that Jesus even visited India.
implicit in them; the Ying and the Yang, for example. Having been through
Jungian therapy for a couple of years, this was important to me.
Well, I should talk about that for a minute, because the Jungians feel

that when you drean you don't dream about your past, but that your dream is
Your first dream in Jungian therapy is very important. My first
predictive.
dream was that I would come back some day to Rockford and speak to all my
teachers, many of whom were conflictual in their thinking, and I would then
give a lecture to them then and straighten them out! Well, I am sure that is

never going to happen.
Maybe Milwaukee is as close to Rockford as !'ll ever
get.
But I'd like to, at least, use this frame of reference, so with this
frame of reference let's look at some of the issues involved In the whole
business of self-esteem and see how they fit with actualization ;L)nd manipulation.

Let's look at Figure
and go to the lower right hand corner, first of
all, in what we call the love end of the first polarity. Now what I'm hypothesizing is that you can either love in an actualizing way or that you can love
manipulatively.
Most of us in growing up have learned ways and techniques of
being phony in our loving.
This is manipulating with our love, rather than
genuinely loving.
I
think we are taught most with the "should's", for example:
"You should be a good boy", "you should love your sister", "you should
give your brother the candy bar", you know, and I am still hungry and I want
the candy bar!
You should do all these things which should show loving, but
you don't always feel that way! Another person who helped me a lot with this
was Virginia Satir, the famous family therapist.
Most of us to some extent
in growing up have learned rather than to love genuinely, learned to love by
pleasing and placating.
Now pleasing and placating are manipulative words.
Loving is a genuine feelin, but many of us learned the techniques of niceness.
This is why I wrote, Man t e Manipulator
1

I was in a group of profesf lad an experience about 10 years ago now.
sionals, and I think all of us as professionals need to get into groups once
Someone said
in a while and admit to our weaknesses and look at ourselves.
to me, "You know, Ev, the one thing that really troubles me about you is that
you're so nice so much of the time that you make me want to vomit." Now that
really got me.
After all, hadn't I learned as a good Sunday School boy in
Rockford that that's the most virtuous Lning to do, to he nice, Rind, sweet!
For exIf you're really good at this you can even be grateful for criticism!
ample, if you were to say to me that you don't like my sport coat, I could
give quite a number of talks and
say to you, "I'm very grateful for that.
I
am sure appreciative of
didn't know that my sport coat wasn't nice and
that, that you would tell me that!" If you really are good at being nice it
But it also gets
is one of the best defenses you can get.
It's so nice, see.
phony, and so one of the things I learned then is that we have to help discovThat
er the polar opposite of being nice which you see is being the bully.
is, we need to learn to discover the meaning of assertion and anger as well
as niceness.
When this happens, we have a synergistic, or what I would call
a maxi swing, happening.
I

I

In other words, if we really allow ourselves to be fully ourselves, we
are a homeos.tatic system whereby when we allow ourselves to be really genuinely caring, ultimately that caring will express itself in anger as well.
know this is true in my own marriage.
You don't always, you can't always be
nice in marriage.
People are like sandpaper. We become abrasive and we
scratch and we have to learn to say "ouch" at each other. We become angry at
each other when we feel diat somehow the other is not living up to all that
he can be, which I really think existential guilt is.
A second way in which we manipulate with love is by playing the protector.
By the way, the protector has a textbook called How to be a Jewish Mother.
When you play the protector game you also learn to play unselfishness to the
hilt.
"Always be unselfish, everything for the children, never for yourself."
For example, when the children ask you to babysit, you say, "Yes, I'd be deYou just go ahead for three or four days, for a whole week, if you'd
lighted.
like.
Of course, I have such a headache and my arthritis is kicking up a little bit, but don't worry about it, you just go ahead and have a good time!"
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You don't have to be Jewish to be a Jewish mother, but she plays Oils game
kind of feeling responsible and, after all, if you are responsible for the
children, that's so virtuous. That's just about as nice as being nice is.
You see these are both very virtuous games. Virginia Satir says that what
If you think
we do is we cancel out ourself when we play the niceness game.
one
is
me,
one
is
you,
and one is
of three things involved in a situation:
When I continue to play the niceness game to the hilt, what
the situation.
You are important, the children
am doing basically is canceling out me.
I
are always important, as the Jewish mother says, and the situation is important; you must have your vacation, but I am not important, I will sacrifice.
And what
You count, the situation counts, but I don't count.
I don't count.
Kind
of
through
a
maniputhis leads to, then, is a psychology of non-esteem.
lative method I get my self-esteem by not being me, but by being important to
other people when I continue to maintain that dependency relationsLip with
There isn't really love from within, but rather love by always
them that way.
doing for children. As Jesus did, we have to go away from our parents, we
have to some day say, you know, "I have got to go about my business," "I must
If we remain too much tied to them and play niceness games aldo my thing."
ways that is impossible.
Caring, then, is the ability to not manipulatively be nice, but rather
to care in a genuine way, but that requires a moving to the other end of that
But I would first like to talk about what it
polarity and feeling your anger.
means to be the second form of manipulation; that which we call blaming and
That is, if you are pleasing and plaattaching as an alternative to anger.
cating, for example, you are always nice but you never, never have to feel
If you are blaming and attacking you can always be critical,
you're caring.
negativistic, but you don't ever have to confront or deal with anger face to
You
You know gossip is one of the best examples of this kind of thing.
face.
Or sarcasm is another way, always
talk about the other person behind his back.
Sarcasm is interesting to me,
sort of indirectly being manirralatively angry.
it is always 180 degrees out. Have y')u ever noticed that? Your wife says to
you, tell me you love me and you say, "I love you?" You do what she says, but
She says, "You mean you don't love me?" You
you give it a different twist.
reply, "I didn't say that, I just asked a question." Sarcasm always hides behind its method and is basically, I think, a cowardly form of anger. When you
blame and attack, of course, you are playing the reverse game of the pleasing
Often pleasers and placators marry blamers and attackers,
and placating game.
I have a new book coming out, called Between Man
did you ever notice that?
and Woman and we're making the assumption that we select people Ort-e-n who are
opposites to marry, not because we love them necessarily, but they meet our
If you are a pleaser and placator married to a blamer and
unconscious needs.
attacker you say to him, "I really am no good" and he says, "Yes, I agree with
ln
That's right, you're terrible, you ought re be ashamed of yourself",
you.
other words, the blamer and attacker plays the bully and also plays the judge.
I think one of the really important things Jesus taught us, is to judge not.
Not because in itself it is so bad, but because what we are doing when we are
The jury and the judge have already gone in
judging is playing God, you see.
and out and placed the verdict. So when you have Christians speaking this
"that's
"that's good"
"that's right"...."that's wrong"
way
you should be ashamed of yourself; it seems to me this is not acbad"
We don't have a right to judge each other, only God can judge us.
tualizing
We have the right to say, "that makes me uncomfortable", "I feel bad somehow
when you say that." Then we have a chance to talk about that, to respond to
that, but when someone says "You are wrong", what's the use of going any further? Jesus never did that, ETIF I think many of us get caught in that bind
and somehow feel righteously assertive when we judge.
-
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Well, now, the 'Citernative, the actualizing alternative to anger, inwould hypothecate
call assertion.
stead of hlaming and attacking is what
You have to be
self-esteem.
that self-c,ssertion is really the equivalent to
able to say no, before you can say =. Does that make sense? In other
d6n't know that you are capable of saying no to me, then your yes
words, if
You're just a nice guy. But I have to know that you are capmeans nothing.
able of saying no to me, that you have enough self-assertion to believe that
sometimes you don't want to be used; you don't want to have to do what someLearning to say no is an important
one says just b:ause you want to be nice.
dimension of the actualizing relationship and I don't think many of us often
think we have to learn to do this, especially
I
say no enough to each other.
It is very hard to learn to say no,
if you have been trained the way I have.
think anger is a quality of
I
but I feel always kind of good when I do that.
being that somehow helps the self-assertion.
I

I

I

I
say
The blaming and attacking game is a reverse of the niceness game.
is
important,
but
you
are
not
imporin effect, "I'm important, the situation
I blame and attack you.
tant."

Now_the third game is the strength game or not the strength game, but
I've come to realrather the controlling, conniving game which I call power.
ly feel there is a big difference between the word strength and the word pc_11.
When you control and connive other people you are using power, that is, you
are using the institutional affiliation; like you're the minister, or you're
the doctor, you're the major, OT whatever your rank is, your institutional
When you are using stren th
affiliation is controlling and conniving others.
a ee
you arc speaking from authority from within and your strength then is within.
self-esteem
that
comes
from
ing of well-being and self-assertion and
It really represents, in combination with weakness, what I call courage. ofI
think that the courage to be that Paul Tillich talks about, is in my way
thinking the ability to integrate strength and weakness.
To go back for a moment to the calculator and the dictator, they are
those who use those whom we call controlling and conniving. How do they do
Basically, of course, ve do it institutionally by having rules and reguit?
as a member of this family, we
We say, you better not do this
lations.
don't do this, or as a member of this church or this university, or whatever.
I think more
More subtly, however, we use the psychology of expectations.
of
them,
than
by
any
sort
of punishment.
people are controlled by expectations
is
high
expectations
I
have
developed
over
the
years
So the basic formula that
disappointments,
so
Low
expectations
equals
low
equals high disappointments.
Now,
that
sounds
if you don't want to be disappointed, don't expect much.
If you can, in a marriage, for example,
silly, but think about it for a moment.
the
other
person, but simply accept their
not demand or expect anything of
Inof
our marriages would be better.
being as they are, chances are that most
of
the
stead what we do is we impose on other people expectations in the form
Have you ever noticed anyone who plays pathologtechnique of disappointment.
ical disappointment? They go around always being disappointed in people and
it never occurs to them to consider that the problem is in the disappointor
It's because they expect so much all the
rather, not in the disappointee.
If they could learn to really accept the
time that people are always failing.
other person as he is perhaps we could do a lot better.
Understanding weakness
The l4::.st game then is on the weakness polarity.
it
never
occurred
to
me how tremendously
has been a struggle for me, because
The basic hypothwork
with
Peris.
powerful weakness can be until I began to
under-dogs,
the
under-dogs
almost alesis, is that when top-dogs deal with
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ways win.

That really got me, when

I

first came across that one:

The
So let's look at the weakling for a moment and see how that is.
If that doesn't work,
first technique of the weakling, of course, is tears
Have you ever had
then the weakling goes to work on you by playing stupid_
If
you
are
a
therapist
and
you
don't understand
anyone play stupid on you?
this, patients can really get to you. One of the chief forms of resistance
The oar is the
is not hearing, not seeing, but particularly not hearing.
organ of intimacy and what the person who plays stupid does is simply not hear,
Have you ever been a teacher and walked into a class to give an
doesn't see.
examination and they all looked at you stupidly? What they are doing is saying that you haven't taught them very well, and therefore you ought not to
Now that's like
give the examination. Then they add confusion to stupidity.
The squid throws out the ink in the water, gets the water all mudthe squid.
dy, and then says he can't see anything. Well, confusion does the same thing.
You play confused, and you play the smog game of throwing it ail out so that
you can't see a thing and tnen you wonder why you don't understand. So that
a person has to learn to take responsibility for his confusion and his stupidIt is hard for us
ity, and that's hard for many of us to get people to do.
also to get clinging vines or dependent people to take responsibility for
It is so easy to simply withdraw and avoid. Fur example, I think
themselves.
one of the ways that many people control us in therapy is by asking questions.
have learned that a question doesn't deserve an answer necessarily, beNow
cause questions are often designed to confuse, and designed to get you, as
the top-dog, to give all the answer which of course you don't have anyhow.
They don't know that, or they let you think they don't know that, so that they
ean keep hearing your eloquence and wisdom as you tL:1!:, and talk, and talk.
Of course, nothing happens with them because they have turned down the hearSo that weakness becomes a tremendously important game in
ing aid anyhow.
There is an old German saying which says, "Even the Gods are
psychotherapy.
impotent to deal with stupidity "
I

To summarize, another way of looking at these polarities is, if you carried it to the extreme, would be to say that when you please and placate to
If you blame and attack to the extreme, you
the extreme you become suicidal.
If you control and connive to the extreme, you then become
become homicidal.
So this
a psychopath, and if you play weakness, you become schizophrenic.
is why I feel, that these are important polarities that really represent the
dynamics of what happens with people.
The second chart, then, really represents a way of my resolving what I
think and what I've come to believe is shown in the polarities and in the
I'd like to state the hypothesis that self-acceptance really is
Beatitudes.
the acceptance of the polarities within and that the polarities are shown in
Jesus' logic as He gave them to us in the Beatitudes. For example, poor in
spirit, the number one Beatitude is generally recognized as the root from
which all of us grow and is really a synergistic word which combines pride and
Jesus told us we are highly valued - "you're a little lower than
humility.
the angels....you',-e the salt of the earth....the light of the world." He
It was said of men of old, but I say unto you
spoke as one having authority.
...so Jesus not only talked about strength, He demonstrated strength by speakAt the same time, paradoxically, and many of us see only
iig with authority.
this other side of Jesus, He was able to mourn and to feel meekness and to
To feel our vulnerability, to feel our hurt, to feel our grief and our
mourn.
think, really, if you would get right down to the essence of things
pain.
I
we do more of that in good therapy than any other thing. We have to learn to
fe 1 our pain, the pains of our experiences that we have learned in life that
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we have forgotten about and to go back and deal with these hurts and these
At the s- e time, HO
Jesus wept.
Jesus did this, He sweat blood.
pains.
ivas able to go into the temple and attack the money changers, He "Js able to
attack the Pharisees, even to attack His mother when He felt she was interJesus represents in His behavior as well as His
fering with His business.
teaching the fact that He was able to move on the polarity of s,rength and
weakness and to resolve this issue by not being either/or, but both strength
it's possible, for the actualizing person to rhythmically reand weakness.
late on both strength and weakness without being inconsistent because both of
these are dimensions of human behavior which are relevant.
Now the other Beatitude....to feel merciful, for example, is to feel lovWe all remember when Jesus told the story of the woman taken in adultery,
ing.
His comment was..."Let him who is without sin cast the first stone." He
talked, I think, about Himself when He said...."Greater love has no man than
to lay down his life for a friend." This is really what He did for us. At
I think to be a peacethe same time He was merciful and He was a peacemaker.
maker is really not only to make peace with our neighbor and with the world,
think really this is
I
but to make peac2 with the polarities within ourself.
one of the challenges we have to meet. Most of us are at odds with ourself to
some degree, and with others too, but I think we have to learn to come to terms
with ourself before we can come to terms with our neighbor on these issues.
Unless we can love what apparently are the contradictions within, how can we
love the contradictions within our neighbors?
Finally, of course, the pure in heart, as Kierkegaa-d says, is to Will
To me, to be pure in heart is the ability to integrate the polariOne Thing.
ties within, to find a singleness after having been aware of the dualities.
In therapy the way you integrate the polarities is to first of all be the poIf someone is having trouble, for example, just
larities to their ultimate.
simply being loving, but not being able to be angry, we ask him to be both of
My hypothesis is that if you are angry enough at someone, for example,
these.
if you are able in fantasy to be angry at your parents, then you will ultima':eYou cannot stay
It happens again and again and again.
ly feel love for them.
that there will be a homeostatic ....1.11g
angry indefinitely even in fantasy
to loving toward this person if you stay in contact with your feeling of anger.
Likewise there is a homeostatic balance between our strength and our weakness.
For example, for me right now, I can say I am talking about some of the things
I have read and some of the things I have worked with for a number of years
feel a sense of self-esteem and
I
and I feel fairly confident about this.
At the same time I say that there is a somebody within me
self-assertion.
there are a lot more important people out there
that says - "Just a minute
You know
and they know a lot more about this religion business than you do.
have
lost
some
of
your
original
teachyou have gone out to California and you
ings here, so watch it because they are going to clobber you and they are going to get you and you are going to be weak." So there is somebody within me
If we listen to these feelings,
that helps me integrate my pride and humility.
this top-dog and under-dog that is within, integration can follow.

One other Beatitude "Blessed are those which are persecuted." I think
one of the hardest things for me has been to know how to handle criticism
Jesus said, "Forgive them, for they know not what they do." Sometimes I say
to myself, O.K., I'll forgive them, they don't really understand, and yet
sometimes I felt I had to assert myself when criticism comes and it seems to
He
He even did it, you know, when He was on the Cross.
me Jesus did that.
even asserted to God, "Why hast Thou forsaken Me?" It seems to me that we
have to look at OUT doubts we have to look at our anger, we have to handle
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our persecution sometimes by not simply turning the other cheek, hut also being able to righteously with indignation, express our viewpoints to those
think to handle persecution is still one of my
who are significant to us.
conflicts, and I think this is one of the ways to deal with it.
I

I
Well, let's go to the last chart and talk about that a little bit.
put down some of these examples on each of these polarities and I would like
you to consider them with me for a moment.

think, for example, when one is in thz-, anger polarity you can express
I
this by annoyance or another word for annoyance is irritation, but I would
think by
T
like to suggest even another one down a little lower than that.
Did
that
ever
boredom.
now I am convinced that the lowest form of anger is
I
encourage
my
group
members
to
speak
when
they
aTe
In groups
occur to you?
borea, because when they are bored they are really saying, "You are not very
interesting at this point." Is anyone sleeping here that I can wake up, for
example? Whenever you do this, of course, your group gets going again because then whoever is being told that they are boring usually awakens or stops
Resent is a good word, for example, "I resent that" or "I am angry."
going on.
And even hate-, and this is one that has been a real trouble for me because
again I learned as a child, and often as an adult, that hatred is something
Yet one of the most revealing things I learned from
that we should avoid.
That the
Fritz Denis is that whenever there is hate that there is also love.
real problem that you have to worry about with people in therapy is not hatred, but indifference because then you are on dead center, then you're really
not loving nor angry, but on dead center, and that's really a problem. So
that you can express your hatred, and if you do this long enough you can exYou can
You'll have your maxi swing down to the other side.
press your love.
"I
care
for
express your caring by words or phrases like, "I'm interested," or
you," or "I appreciate you," or "I care tenderly." I am convinced that in our
culture it's even harder for many of us to be tender and loving with each othTouching, for example, has been a taboo. One of my colleagues, for exer.
We stroke our
ample, says that is why we have so many dogs and cats around.
I
have done, for
dogs and our cats rather than each other. One of the things
example, and that has been very effective in groups is to have two people
stand together and simply to ask one to act like the parent and the other like
the child and then stroke the ether person's face and then talk about that
person's face as he strokes that person's face...Very much like a parentalchild relationship, and almost always come tears. And this is the kind of
soft tenderness which I see in Jesus as He related to people.
underI
Then I think we need to learn to express our worthwhileness.
stand, for example, you have been doing some strength lxJmbardment in this
I think we need to, in spite of the fact that we are aware of our
conference.
humanness, and for me to be sinful is to be human, to be aware of our weakAnd so
I think we also have to be able to assert our worthwhileness.
ness.
now you see the words we have here on this chart going up to the right hand
"I feel worthwhile," "I'm capable," "I want," and "I'm strong."
corner
I think most of us, when we
Let's tall< about the word "want" for example.
play this manipulative game use phrases like: "I have to," "I must," "I can't,"
it is as if it were being an objective manipulated by the will,
"I should"
I
but we never let ourselves use the word "I want." For me the imperative
If I can say
is an assertion of my worthwhileness as a human being.
want
then I am being a sub"I want," "I feel," "I choose," "I prefer"
to you:
I
can't
I
must, I can't
I have to,
ject rather than an object. When I use:
the
other
meeting;
you
don't
have
stay for a meeting because I have to go to
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meeting, hut
to go to the other meeting, you're choosin,k to go to the other
think
we
Tiave
to
watch
out
for
those
methods by
we cop out that way, and
which we cop out.
weakness, vulnerability,
And then finally the last end of the polarity:
director a few years
became
acquainted
with
a
film
"I need" and "T hurt."
I've
always
been
very
intrigued
by
some of the films
ago and I asked him
phony,
they are really
you
know
they
are
not
where people cry so genuinely
He said, it is very easy, what I do is
crying and I said how do you do that.
for
ask the person simply to lie down on the couch and then to reach out and
in
a
crib
my hand and really feel like a child again -like you are
words:
reach up and rather than demanding make a request with these simple
knees
"Please help me, I need you." And that reminds me of getting on your
But
to
do
it
either
in
and saying the same thing to "somebody up there."
tears
because
then
prayer, or with another human being, almost always brings
the
of
our
weakness
and
at
think we are in touch with the ultimate nature
We
develop
the
courfeeling
the
courage
to
be.
same time, however, we are
a human being in its fullest
age to assert our weakness which then makes us
have
resolved my problems of selfSo I've come to feel that the way
sense.
esteem is to accept the fact that I am a combination of paradoxical opposites,
this conthat when I can be strong and also recognize the iact that within
reconcile
this
This has been helpful to me to
text I will also feel love.
it
means
to
be
a
Christian,
what
whole problem of self-esteem, what it means
best
sense
of
the
word.
to be a human being in the
Well, I'd like to close with something which I picked up a few years
ago which I think is representative of our profession and really represents,
to the self-esteem of each
think, one of the ways that we can contribute psycho-therapy
I
and what Jesus
think when you get right down to it,
I
other.
many of us have a
talked about is nothing mere than learning to love and yet
discovered,
then,_is
I
difficult time understanding that. One of the things
think
I'd
like
what
love
is
and
I
a word that represents
this little poem
to close with this.
I

I

I

I

I

Love is the comfort, the inexpressible comfort
Of feeling safe with a person,
Having neither to weigh thoughts or to measure words,
But pouring all feelings out, right out,
Just as they are, chaff and grain together.
Certain that a friendly, faithful hand
Will take and sift them,
Keep what is worth keeping,
And with a breath of comfort blow the rest a ay.
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SOME SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE SELF-CONCEPT
by

David 0. Moberg, Ph.D.

*

ew years ago my wife and I were having a converstion with a Jewish st.al worker. Something we said led her to ask in amazement, "Don't
you Protestants have any concet of self-love in your religion?" Not
having given direct thought to the subject in such a blunt form,
found
it difficult to reply, but since that time my mind has often meditated
upon that subject.
I

Jesus' summary of the law and the prophets includes the instruction
to love our neighbors as we love ourselves (Matthew 22:39); that seems
to me to place self-love in a very high position of Christian priority.
Yet a more typical attitude conveyed in theologically conservative Protestantism is that self-love is sinful. After all, it is easily debased
into avarice, envy, greed, and other works of the flesh that are contrary
to the fruit of the Spirit (Galations 5:16-26).
Symbolically the worth of man is conveyed by hymns like-Alas,
And
Would
For

and did my Savior bleed,
did my Sovereign die?
He devote His sacred head
such a worm as I?

To view oneself as "a worm" is quite different from considering himself
to be Rept as the apple of God's eye (Psalm 17:8) or to be crowned with
kingly glory and honor and created by God to he ruler over all things
(Hebrews 2:5-8)
and it has vastly different results at every level of
human existence and action.
,

In this brief sketch of some aspects of this subject, I shall first
make some comments related to the definition of self-concepts and the manner in which they are formed and modified.
Then I shall indicate how men
This leads to various
are prophetically shaped by their own self-concepts.
kinds of problems, suggests the practical relevance of conversion and other
experiences which ean change people's self-definitions, and implies the
importance of assisting one another.
As a sociologist of religion, I
shall emphasize the religious aspects of the subject in a Christian frame
of reference.
The Nature and Formation of Self-Conceptz

The self-conception of a person is what he means to himself, whether
his assumptions about himself are accurately consistent with the objective
situation or not, and whether or not the meanings are consciously expressed
(Shibutani, 1961:
230-234). ,Even in our complex, pluralistic society in
which we all have numerous roles,
Each person.
has a relatively stable self-conception.
.

.

*Dr. David O. Moberg is Chairman, Department of Sociology and Anthropology; Professor of Sociology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Very few people ever have occasion to ask themselves
Each takes his personal identity so much for
why they are.
granted that he does not realize the extent to which his
life is structured by the working conception he forms of
The things that a man does voluntlirily, and in
himself.
some cases even involuntarily, depend upon the assymptions
ie way
he makes about the kind of person he is and about
scheme
of
things
in
his
world.
in which he fits into the
A man is able to act with reasonable consistency in
a wide variety of situations because of the relative stabil215)
(Shibutani, 1961:
ity of his self-conception.
One's conception of himself is formed on the basis of relationships
183-185) described it as the "looking glass
Cooley (1922:
with others.
he thinks others
self," for it involves the person's beliefs about what
evaluation of what he
him,
his
imagination
of
their
see when they observe
believes they see, and as a result self-feelings in some form of either
This generally unconscious process is reflected in
pride or abnegation.
the experiences of all men and is illustrated by the words of August about
Strindberg, the famous Swedish author, in his autobiographical novel
John, The Son of a Servant:
Now, Wire-ii he was passing judgment on himself,
he began to collect other people's opinions to see
He was amazed at the range
what they made of him.
His
father
thought him hard; his stepof opinions.
Every
mother, malicious; his brothers, eccentric.
opinion
of
him.
maid in the house had a different
One of them liked him and thought that his parents
His aunts thought he had
treated him badly.
grandmother
that he had character;
a good heart; his
naturally
idolized
him; and his teachers
his girl.
He was rough with
didn't know what to make of him.
decent
towards those
those who treated him roughly,
345)
(Capps
and
Capps, 1970:
who treated him decently.
Self-conceptions, in other words, develop through interaction with
One's evaluation of himself is closely related to what
other people.
identihe believes others think of him, especially those others who are
himself and
The
person
who
defines
fied with the same reference groups.
earthly ones,
his actions by supernatural reference groups as well as
as well as of
believes himself to have the endorsement of divine support
99)
words,
To use Vernon's (1962:
significant others on earth.
When God is defined as ultimate and eternal there
As has been said,
can be no higher reference.
do
any wrong?"
I
"If God is within me, how can
selfReligious orientations thus may greatly modify an individual's
the
superdefinitions, leading him to expand his orientation to include having a
natural as well as the natural world and "to define himself as
as being an important cog
destiny unbounded by earthly restriction,
Similarly, relig97).
(Vernon,
1962:
in an eternal scheme of things."
harmony
with God's
ious orientations may lead to seeing oneself as out of
Deity
as well as
plan, incurring His disapproval and_being rejected by the
people
maximize
Some of the wide variety of patterns by which
by men.
varying fabrics of lifeself-assertions or self-denials and weave together
illustrated
in
the
recent collection
affirmations and life-negations are
(1970).
of autobiographical sketches by Donald and Walter Capps
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The self-eoncept expectations of various religious groups would
Among the elements deserving
make a fascinating subject for research.
exploration in such a stud,/ are the theological conceptions and social
results eZ such doctrines as original sin, the nature of man as inherently evil or intrinsically good, the nature and scope of salvation, predestinatien and its corollaries of election and damnation, worldliness, the
kingdom of Hod, worship, Christian education, evangelism, and fellowship,
to say nothing of love and justice, heaven and hell, and sin and righteousNumerous problems of semantics would emerge in such studies, for
ness.
the same word may have almost diametrically opposite meanings in different groups, especially when its emotional connotations and symbolic implications are considered.
Use of the behavioral science approach which observes the actions of
people will not fully overcome the problems of such investigations, for
the meanings attached to such practices as attending church, helping one's
fellowmen, participating in Communion, and sharing in Christian worship
Apparently equivalent
vary widely from one Christian group to another.
objective,behaviors therefore may diverge widely from each other in the
intentions and expectations of participants. As a result, the impact of
Christian practices upon self-definitions differs not only on the Prot110-121) but also among
estant-Catholic-Orthodox dimension (Mehl, 1970:
the respective "Protestant" denominations and their subgroups.
The quality of religious practices and the meanings attributed to
"Thus practice
them by the faithful are related to their social context.
is not conceived in Christianity as an abstract activity of man, but as
a worship in which he offers his whole person, his body in living sacriThe
135).
(Mehl, 1970:
fice, holy and acceptable to God (Romans 12:1)."
philosophy
of
person who is oriented toward such an all-inclusive sacred
life must inevitably have a different type of interierized self-concept
The unspiritual man
from the one whose thinking is solely man-oriented.
cannot comprehend that which is spiritually discerned (1 Corinthians 2:
6-14).

To a considerable extent, then, all men live in an unseen world of
meanings, a world of imaginations and mental response_patterns, as they
relate themselves to other people. The pictures in their minds (Lippmann,
Their
1922) determine to a considerable extent the way in which they act.
conflicts with each other can be traced in large part to misunderstandings
generated by divergent subjective representations of "objective" reality
(Horton, 1966), including discrepancies between their own self-concepts
and the concepts others have of them.

The Prophetic 2LilitK of Self-Conpts
There is a very strong strain toward consistency in most human beOnce.a person has defined himself negatively as evil, sinful, inings.
ferior, or inadequate, he tends to behave in the corresponding manner.
The behavior, in turn, reinforces the responses of others in that direction,
which further strengthens the person's own self-definition and leads to
The same process occurs when one has posifurther behavior of that kind.
A cirtive self-definitions as good, righteous, superior, or competent.
cular pattern of reinforcement thus contributes to self-development and
The symbolic environment of verconstitutes a self-fufilling prophecy.
bally and nonverbally communicated expectations and other meanings among
interacting individuals makes a powerful impact upon self-conceptions and
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associutLd beh -ior.

Whatever one thinks he is, he is rapidly becoming.

Since a person's conception of himself is a functional unit that
tends to operate as a separate system, it becomes fixed in daily selfsustaining habitual behavior. The drive for self-preservation includes
far more than organic survival; it is oriented considerably toward proSince this in turn is sustained by soctection of one's self-conception.
ial interaction, self-esteem is closely related to social control:
Men struggle for social status, to be assured of
being treated with reasonable respect in their
community; they struggle for personal status, to
keep up their reputation for integrity,- they also
Man's deepest
struggle for self-respect.
graticications come from living well according
to his own standards, which in most cases are
the standards of the society in which he lives.
465-466)
(Shibutani, 1961:
.

Despite his emphasis upon rationality as the dominant human character164) acknowledges that "consistency with self-esistic, Rokeach (1968:
teem is probably a more compelling consideration than consistency with
logic or reality." So important is self-esteem that when it is threatened
by events that lead to the development of negative attitudes of a person
Self-deprecation or "psychotoward himself, mental illness may result.
in
the chain of causes that oplogical self-mutilation" is a major link
reinforcement
to produce a neurosis, accorderate in a pattern of circular
537-549) social-psychological theory.
ing to Rose's (1962:

Selected Prollems Related to Self-Concepts
The various psychological defense mechz,,.nisms can all be interpreted
438-447).
in the context of defending self-conceptions (Shibutani, 1961:
complete
apathy,
deSometimes self-delusion is the only alternative to
and
value
of
the
self
even
pression, or suicide; maintaining the integrity
with
reality
may
be
considered
as
at the cost of partial loss of contact
a form of "adjustment" that separates the individual from the stark reality of a life situation in which there can be no self-satisfying action
548).
that brings him some degree of recognition by others (Rose, 1962:
The Country Parson cartoon recently (Milwaukee Journal, Nov. 27, 1970,
"Sometimes I wish I could be as
Green Sheet, p. 1) carried this caption:
to
good a man as I used to be--though T really never was." Similarly,
mixed
up
and
minds
are
like
concrete--all
quote a popular witticism, "Some
The
1, March 1971).
permanently set" (More Life for Your Years, 10(3):
strain toward consistency and the need for self-esteem sometimes require
defending by "abnormal behavior."
When people lack access to the means for satisfying and significant
life goals, they may lapse into the condition of normlessness and breakProtestants and Jews apdown of social values that is known as anomie.
degrees
of
it than Catholics, posparently are less likely to show high
limited
in
their
access to opportunities,
sibly because the former are less
have
the
highest
scores of all
while those of no religious preference
Societal
conditions
thus influ(Meier and Bell, 1959; see `finger, 1964).
self-definitions
Similar
problems
related
to
ence self-orientations.
linked with social circumstances also are apparent in alienation, 1,hich involves estrangement from or being out of touch with oneself, other peoc_le,
t7.

and God

--mmen, 1970).

The commonly held individualistic orientation that views each man
as responsible to himself and God alone has created numerous problems
it has blinded many Christians to the social impliin Protestantism.
cations and Oemands of the Gospel, helping them to think that only what
prevails between "my God and me" is important and blinding them to the
significance of the web of social relationships in Christianity and in
It has stimulated a selfishness that views as "neighbor" only
society.
It
persons in their immediate geographical vicinity or social groups.
has nurnIred a privatism and a cult of personalism that result in a kind
of "romantic withdrawal" attempting to escape from responsibility to othSorely needed as a cure is a recognition
ers and society (Hadden, 1969).
of the presence and all-pervading scope of social sin, as well as personal sin, in society, of the need for implementation of the social implications of the Bible, and of the nearly total dependence of every individual
Self-concepts of man
upon the groups of which he is a product and a part.
as a social being are greatly underdeveloped in our individualistic society
and perhaps are the most deficient of all in those evangelical circles
which emphasize the importance of personal conversion almost to the x
elusion of Christian nurture and growth.
The perverted nature of the concept of "saints" among many Christians
When it is set up in contradistincis also a source of great difficulty.
tion to "sinners," it falsely conveys the impression that the saints are
no longer sinners, and it helps many saints to sin still more by adopting
a holier-than-thou attitude toward outsiders and by demonstrating Christian love only to the brethren who maintain the proper type of "separation
from the world."
The conviction that one has received divine attention through a special
call, a vision, a unique gift of healing, or some other supernatural experience or sanction inevitably will affect his self-feelings (Vernon, 1962,
Many a "holy war" has resulted, at least in part, from the conp. 195).
viction of an entire tribe or nation that it is anointed by God to drive
The conflict over trying to determine the justness or
out His enemies.
evil of a particular war is not by any means alien to the history of the
U.S.A., which has wavered between a semi-religious "manifest destiny" ccept and one of individualistic isolationism.
Wholesome, balanced self-concepts for Christians as individuals can
help to resolve many of these problems, but they depend upon having wholesome orientations within the respective groups of which the individuals
are members.
Conversion

One interpretation of conversion sees it as the development of new
(Surely this is not inconsistent with the idea of experself-concepts.
iencing a "new birth)" for at birth a new person is brought into the world!)
Whether it occurs gT:adually or suddenly, Christian conversion should change
one from self-centeredness to thinking about others, from vague beliefs to
a spiritual awareness of the presence of the Living God, from feelings of
The convert
one's inadequacy to expressions of his abilities (Hill, 1955).
different person, and his new self-concepts are reinviews himself as
forced by a neu sot of significant others who provide sympathetic support
141-2).
for the new outlook on himself and the world (Shibutani, 1962:
r,
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Furthermcre, the convert is not only reborn; he
"renamed," that is, he is given a new identity
and a sense of selfhood anchored in new group
affiliations From which he can return only with
354-55)
(Lang 6 Lang, 1962:
the greatest difficulty.
With the development of new self-concepts comes also a change in the
He may withdraw from the old environment, or
convert's social situation.
The test
he may redefine it with the help of his new significant others.
descriptions
of
how
different
the
monies of new converts are replete with
world now looks to them.
Variations in the degree of complete ess of conversions may help to
If a
explain why so many "Christians" act in a very unChristian manner.
of
the
self,
it
is
likely
to
conversion touches only the emotional aspects
and
it
also
is
intellectually
based,
have less depth and durability than if
tangible consequences in social
it is still more likely to endure if it has
The narrower the scope of a group's defidentification and overt actions.
inition of conversion and its consequences, the narrower will be the scope
Furthermore, the message of
of the conversions of the individual members.
the
famous
Cahtolic
theologian, in his 1971
Fr. Bernard Lonergan, S. J.,
"Doctrinal
Pluralism"
deserves our conPere Marquette Theology Lecture on
sideratieu:
It is intellecConversion is Lnrce-dimensional.
tual inasmuch as it regards our orientation to the
It is moral inasmuch as
intelligible and the true.
It is
it regards our orientation to the good.
orientation
religious inasmuch as it regards our
The three dimensions are distinct, so that
to God.
conversion can occur in one dimension without occurring in the other two, or in two dimensions
At the same
without occurring in the other one.
Conversolidary.
time, the three dimensions are
the
other
sion in one leads to conversion in
dimensions, and relapse from one prepares for
34)
(Lonergan, 1971:
relapse from the others.
For
There may be other dimensions to conversion besides those three.
"moral,"
not
be
covered
fully
by
the
example, its numerous social aspects may
an
and it also has experiential and emotional components. .At any rate,
Have evangelicals devoted so much attention
important question is this:
to the God-man aspects of justification that other highly significant asman is changed
pects of conversion have been overlooked? Furthermore, if a the
Biblical
life,
is
he
truly
converted
in
in only one dimension of his
confusion,
and doubleSince
there
is
so
much
vagueness,
sense of the term?
,that
set of
talk about the meaning and nature of conversion (Mayes, 1963),
criteria should be used to indicate its presence or absence?

Implications for Action
°As intimated above, changes in self-concepts can occur at any stage
Even though there is a strain for consistency and
of human development.
a tendency to reinforce conceptions of oneself once they are developed,
cycle as well
there are turning points and changes of status in the life
change
(Strauss, 1962:
as exposure to social influences that can bring about
through
three
distinct
stages with
Religious self-identity passes
63-85).

in crc a- I n
age during childhood, beginning with a global, nominal, undifferentiated impression of the person's religious denomination as a
kind of family name, moving into a more concrete and clearcut functional
conception of religious identity based upon what people did (e.g., going
tc church) without awareness of why they did it, and finally into a stage
more like that of adults in which religious identity is an inner, subjective reality and not merely an objective, outward form (blkind, 1964: 36-4

Wholesome self-i ages can insulate people against delinquent behavior (Reckless et al., 1966; Schwarz et al., 1965). On the behavioral level
the same presumably is true in the efforts of Christian groups to become
and to remain "untainted by the world." Thes.e self-concepts, however, are
It is, therefore,
formed in a process of interaction with other people.
of no slight significance that Christians provide each other with mutual
support, thus helping each other to grow in spiritual wisdom and strength.
Communication of the Christian gospel occurs primarily through interThat is why Christ, the Living Word, came to earth
personal associations.
106As Vernon (1962:
to interact with men on a person-to-person basis.
112) has indicated, the changing of religious self-identifications occurs
primarily through interaction with others and usually involves dissatisfaction with the old identification, association with members of a new.
religious group, acceptance of new patterns of behavior by unlearning the
old as well as learning the new, acceptance of new self-definitions, and
Since our society is weak in many of the nonacceptance by the now group.
rational gratifications sought by man, those who have spiritual resources
to share can accomplish a great deal if they use their opportunities effectively.
At the same time, however, it should be recognized that the more distinctive a subculLure is, the more precarious it is and the greater the
339).
degree of commitment it will require of its members (Kornhauser, 1962:
The closer a group is to the mainstream of its society, and the more conformed it is to dominant values and action patterns, the less the intensity
of involvethent required for its maintenance and for reinforcing the members'
commitment.
Conclusion
In conclusion, let me remind you ').f three proverbs that summarize
some of the most important generalizations about self-concepts. First,
"For as [a man] thinketh in
our conception of self makes us what we are:
his heart, so is he" (Prov. 23:7, KJ-V; other translations differ, but they
still illustrate this principle).

Second, our conditioning of self is influenced by others: "As face
answers face reflected in the water, SO one man's heart answers another's"
Prov. 27:19, NEB).
Third, our integration of self results from proper values: "Keep
your heart with all vigilance; for from it flow the springs of life"
(Prov. 4:23, RSV).
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THE CIIANG INC SELF IMAGE OF BLACK CHILDREN

SOME IMPLICATIONS FUR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
by

Joseph H. McMillan, Ph.D.

count it a privilege and an honor to be able to speak to you on
My assigned topic, "The Self Image--A Crossthis auspicious occasion.
Cultural Perspective," was too broad and general to cover in the allotted
So, for propriety's sake, I .have condensed the topic.
period of time.
Specifically, I will focus in this short discourse on the "Changing
Some Implications for Educational Change.
Self Image of Black Children:
I

will use the terms self image and self concept interchangeably
I
only in the discussion--although, technically, there might be a slight
difference in these two significant variables of learning and behavior.
The self image i: the way a person sees himself while the self concept
is the way a person feels about himself. From the "symbolic interactment"
point of view, there is little difference between the two for a person sees
himself through the eyes of others and internalizes a perception or a conHowever, for black children both contextual variception of this view.
ables are so crucial to learning and survival that I will treat them holisIt is necessary that black people have both positive self images
tically.
as well as positive self concepts.
The idea of the self e acept has been the subject of much concern
among psychologists, social psychologists, and sociologists for many years.
Indeed, the literature regarding the self concept has rapidly ,1-oliferated
Witness Ruth Wylie's (1961) compilation of reover the past ten years.
search studies and treatises on the topic.
InThe self image or the self concept is not a unitary phenomenon.
dividuals have many self concepts, e.g.:
A self concept of dancing
A self concept of speaking
A self eonzept of reading
A self concept of singing
"The individual's self is shaped, developed. lnd controlled by his assuming
and anticipating the attitudes and definitions of others toward him,"
Brookover (1969) expanded the Meadean
stated George Herbert Mead (1934).
theoretical assumptions in his social psychological conception of learning:
The social norms 1,n-1 expectations of others define the appropriate
1.
behavior for persons in various social situations.
2.
Each person learns the definitions of appropriate behavior through
interaction with others who are important or significant to him.
3.
Through interaction with o..hers, the individual learns to behave
in ways that he perceives are appropriate or proper for him.
The individual also acquires conceptions of his ability to learn
4
various types of behavior through interaction with others whose
evaluations are important to him.

The research of Cooley (1925) and Combs and Snygg (1949) corroborate
"Dr. Joseph H. McMillan is the Director of Equal Opportunity Programs
at Michigan State Universdty and Associate Professor of Administration and
Higher Education
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Cooley (1925) referred to the "looking glass" self. Suecinctly,
his thcory was that a person sees himself through a looking glass in
which one imagines his appearance to another person. Again, one sees himself through the eys of others. This corresponds to Mead's 1934) position that a person forms his self by "taking the role of others"--"others"
whom Prookover (1964) has termed "significant others." Since the self is
formed through social interaction, one's group self concept looms highly
important in the shaping of one's individual seif concept.
this.

Black peo le in this country have historically been denied group
Indeed, the only way for Christian-democratic
selfhood or peoplehood.
If
America to justify slavery was to deny that black people were human.
and
Christian
ideals
of
blacks were not human, then the noble democratic
the brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God were not applicable to
When it did become politically feasible to count blacks, a black
them.
Justice Taney's decision in 1857 rendered
man was counted as 3/5 of a man.
Indeed, he was written out of the human record
the black man a nonentity.
by the highest tribunal in the land, the Supreme Court.
could go on and on documenting the categorical attempt on the part
of white America to dehumanize black people who were labeled "the white
Such a chronicling, however,
man's burden" as late as the early 1900's.
hould require a text on white racism. So powerful have been the denigrating forces of dehumanization that it is miraculous that black people have
Blacks have survived the middle passage, slavsurvived in this country.
lynchings,
the depressions, the wars--thank God
ery, the plantation, the
they survived.
There has been no more powerf._il experiment at dehumanization in the
history of the world--not even the dreadful extermination of 6,000,000
Jewish people in the cyanide chambers of Germany or the annihilation of
hundreds of thousands of Indians as America moved her frontier westward.
ParHowever, blacks have not survived without their psychological scars.
enthetically, the whites (who are now turning their guns on their sons
and daughters.who have rejected their hypocrisies, their lies, and their
insincerities) are suffering great psychological damage and concomitant
There is a definite need to study the "white mind" which
dehumanization.
would kill, maim, slaughter, and brutalize its own for the sake of keeping
But I do not wish to discuss the self image of white men. Black
control.
people have suffered deep psychological wounds--wounds which are just now
beginning to heal.
In his little book, Saunders Redding (1970) argues that being black
in this country is a kind of schizophrenic existence. Ontologically, this
A healthy black man must have a good dual personis a healthy experience.
On the one hand, you think that you're a human.being and on the
ality.
You realize that others feel that you
other hand, you know you are black.
are less than human and, indeed, treat you as if you are incapable of humanThese others, who occupy all the positions of power, have imputed
ness.
I know of ne black man in this country
inferiority to your entire group.
who is not made to think of himself first as black and then, possibly, as a
It is as true now as it was in 1903 when writing in his Souls of Black
man.
Folk that DuBois penned, "the greatest problem of the twentieth century is
i-FEproblem of the color line."

Black men are forced to this dual personality; for years, threats of
Indeed, in this present era
terrorism have caused blacks to wear a mask.
of repression, not too few black intellectuals are unaware of the specter of

Young
the K ing Alfred Flan which hangs over the head of "black America."
already
have
charted
its
blacks in several topographical research centers
erforts
to
incaiThey arc prepared to counter the anticipated
direction.
cerate blacks, particu irly black intellectuals, in the concentration camps
lution evanesce. This dual existence is described
unless the waves of rr
by Redding (1970) when he talks about an experience he had while serving as
professor at Louisville Municipal College in Louisville, Kentucky.

Cobbs and Grier (1969) also explain ho-%% black mothers, who sing and

pray in our churches, are often harsh with their sons because they are protecting them against or preparing them for the "mean old world of white
submit that 'the relationship of the black
bigotry, hatred, and racism."
mother to her black son in America is one of the most unique mother-son reHow does a mother prepare her son to live a
lationships in the world.
schizophrenic life? This existence has been aptly described by others;
James Baldwin (1961) says Nobod Knows My Name
Ralph Ellison (1952) says Invisible Man
Thp Door
Sam Greenlee (1969) says TheSO-kWF(TSat
Not only are blacks forced to five a schiZophrenie life, which often results
in facelessness, anomie, and invisibility, they have also been socialized
and conditioned to accept black as heinL. bad or inferior.
I

The American culture has denigrated blacks, so much so that our 1 nAccording to Lester (1968), Roget's
guage reflects the badge of inferiority.
Thesaurus lists 60 derogatory definitions of black.
"Black ball, black list, blackmail, and devil's food cake is black."
On the other hand, white connotes good or superior.
"White lie, white wash, wedding gowps are white, and angel's food cake
is white."
Lester's cogent essay on cultural nationalism points up how black men have
His illustration is a
been brainwashed to accepting "white as right.
wedding in the ghetto in which the bride and groom go through all of the
white nuptial ceremonies which includes the "white wedding gown, the white
rice and even the white bride and groom on top of the white wedding cake."
So powerful has been this conditioning process that I learned early the
street corner maxim:
"When you're white, you're right. When. You're brovn, you can stick
When you're black, you'd better stay back."
around.
Even in black families, light skinned children were preferred over
Past research (Clark [1950], Morland [1962], Goodman
darker children.
It shows that large numbers of black
[1952]) corroborates this phenomenon.
children have already formed negative self images and negative self concepts
Clark's research shows that
based on skin color before they enter school.
order
is so powerful that it
the denigrating force of racism in our social
causes 3 and 4 year old black children to select white dolls over black
dolls when given that choice in his experiment.
Six years ago, when I was an elementary school principal in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, in a virtually all black school, most fights between
In essence,
children ensued as a result of one child calling another black.
black children viewed themselves as objects of derision and disparagement;
the looking glass self of black children reflected a shattered and defeated
As Pouissant (1970) recently put it in an issue of the Black Scholar,
image.
"For the black youth in white American society, the generalized other whose
attitudes he assumes and-the looking glass into which he gazes both reflect

the same judgment; he is irferior because he is black."
This causes blacks to hate each other, to maim each other, indeed, to
Check any city of substantial size and you'll see that
kill each other.
In one year in_ my home town, 80 perblack homicides are still tremendous.
This
cent of the homicides were the consequence of blacks killing blacks.
kind of "black rage" has been recently manifested in our society with the
increasing wanton slaying of black professionals--doctors, lawyers, and minWitness the recent plot to kill Jesse Jackson and
isters--by young blacks.
It seems that whenever white
the plot to kill Whitney Young in the 1960's.
their
anger
inwardly on each other.
repression is escalated, blacks turn

So if we are to change the individual self images of black people, we
In the late 1960's a beautiful
must first change the group self image.
Black people started "getting themselves tothing happened in America.
They began to
gether." They began to "wipe the seals" from their eyes.
relics of
In
uncovering
the
cultural
search and recover a lost identity.
concomiAfrica
which
was
experiencing
a
the past, blacks looked to mother
Black
writers,
and
racial
consciousness.
tant wave of self determination
artists, musicians, and schools began to glorify blackness in their works.
Black scholars
The "Harlem Renaissance" of the 1920's was reincarnated.
Black
writers began
began to read Woodson, Delaney, William Wells Brown.
Indeed,
Ice,
Black
Rag,
and
Black
Power.
to pen such essays as Soul on
books.
bookstores were f1oodea-17TtHblack
Black people began to feel that being black was being beautiful. The
slogan "Black is Beautiful" was in:ected into the ethos of Black America.
imitating
Even middle class blacks, who once tried to make it in America by went
AfriHairdos
went
"au
naturel";
clothes
whites got on the bandwagon.
witness
the
Black symbols were instituted,
can (remember the daishiki).
Black History Week
black handshake, the black power sign (clenched fist).
educational
weeks
in
our schools; indeed,
has become one o=7 the more important
This
Education
Week
in
some
quarters.
it i8 now more popular than American
imagJ
and
impact
on
the
black
self
rising spirit of blackness has positive
choral
sermon,
"I
Am
Somebody"
self concept reflected in Jesse Jackson's
and Loraine Hansberry's powerful play, "To Be Young, Gift, and Black."
It is instructive to note that as young blacks fervently strive to
their parents and
forge out an identity, young whites have begun to reject
This
rising black self
of
society.
have started to "drop out or freak out"
Black people
the
black
experience.
concept has definitely had an impact on
who once fought because of being called "black" now wish to be called "black."
The rising wave of Pan-Africanism is contributing _to the uplift of black
Research
people and the concomitant enhancement of the black self concept.
self
concepts
DetrDit
reveals
that
the
by Brookover (1970) and associates in
children.
the
self
concepts
of
white
of black children were higher than
With this burgeoning sel!' pride and self determination has come the deIt is paradoximand that schools restructure their instuctional programs.
predominantly
black
high
schools) still
cal that high schools (in some case
age--curricula
which
ila
which
served
another
cling tenaciously to the curri
translate
the
fervor
Somehow
school
personnel
must
are labeled "standard."
still not
of black consciousness into its instructional program. Black is"Black
is
learning.
beautiful in our schools because black kids are not
If
black
kids
can
beautiful" must also mean excellence in scholarship.
say they can
turn on to James Brown, Aretha Franklin, Stokely Carmichael, I
turn on to reading, mathematics, and scl_ence.

Edueators--yes, Christian educators-have the power to make changes
Black
in our schools so they reflect the complete American experience.
studies are as viable in an all white school as they are in all white
Christian educators must appeal to the power structure
Christian schools.
necessary to insure the enhancement of the
to make the necessary changes
black self image, the black self concept.
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SOCIAL CONDITIONERS OF THE SELI CONC
Reactions by Gerald Vander Tuig* to the paper delivered by David i
berg, Ph.D., under the above title.
Yesterday, my fellow panelist and I agreed to divide our responsibility
so that each of us could concentrate on one of the two papers to be presented.
will comment briefly on the Moberg paper, although I will admit that as a
I enjoyed Dr.
_social worker I feel more at home with Dr. McMillan's content.
and
fresh
insights,
although its
Moberg's presentation with its new dimensions
that
it
more
properly
belonged
emphasis OR theological content led me to feel
on yesterday's calendar.
I had hoped for more discussion at this point in our conference of the
interaction between the individual-be he child, adolescent, young adult,
middle-aged, or elderly- and his larger social environment NS it relates not
only to the development of the self concept but also its vi issitudes in resBy social. environment I t ean the family,
ponse to changing social impacts.
the school, the ehurch and the broader community with all of its intermingled,
overlapping and frequently confused social institutions and its conflicting
I

cultures.

This leaves us with a number of questions, consideration of which might
have added an important social dimension to our consideration of the self
For example, how do the changing roles of the family affect its
concept.
ability to mold the self concept and to enhance the perseaal self-esteem of its
fegain, are our schools really able to function meaningfully, helpfully
members.
and constructively as contributors to a positive self image? Dr. McMillan has
answered this question for the black society, and his answers are quite probably as applicable to a substantial segment of the rest of society.

In reference to the church, we have covered the relevance of its theolog
cal positions to the self concept quite thoroughly, but what about its actual
its activities of worship and of personal and family
program of activities
life education?
that whole panorama of varying and conflicting
And what of the community
social systems which are a part of the daily interplay between the individual
comand his social environment? What is the impact, for example, of a highlywell?
those
who
fail
to
compete
very
petitive society on the self concepts of
the
Dr. Moberg makes a very important point in this regard when he identifies
submit
enhance
self
esteem,
and
I
problem of people lacking opportunities to
that this is one of the problems of our urban industrial environment,
In the 1940's Lawrence K. Frank wrote his book, "Society as the Patient",
in which he makes a remarkably up to date appeal for a psycho-cultural approach
He saw individual and social problems as arising from
to human difficulties.
the frantic efforts of individuals to find some way of protecting themselves
no consistent
in an incoherent, totally confused and sick society which holds
and
with
considerable
Frank's
philosophy,
after
twenty
years
values or ideals.
been
the
war
on
poverty,
has
now
help from the Civil Rights movement and
movement
and
the
growing
social
translated into the Community Mental Health
As
a
group
action orientation of virtually all of the healing professions.
be
health,
it
is
incumbent
upon
us
to
that is vitally interested in mental
help
our
various
aware of these social conditioners of the self concept and to
social systems that tend to be destructive in their impact to become more
positive.
*CeralgrMander Tuig, M.S.W.
Grand Ranid, Michigan

Director, Child Guidance Cli-ic,
.
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CLOSING DEVOTIONS
We've learned :-ow important it is for our self-esteem and self-confidence
to see oursleves through the eyes of others.
think that there is
one Other we must include
and see ourselves through the eyes of God.
When we do, I think we can feel solid in our lives.
Try to regain the feeling you had yesterday when Frank had us standing
very firmly on the floor and feeling like a pillar rooted way down into
the ground.
Can you recall that?
(Try to recall it each time you are
standing in church
for the greeting, singing, reciting the creed, etc.
You feel strong that way.
Rooted, firm, solid.
remember
Just standing firm and rooted, however, wasn't enough for me.
that as
stood that way yesterday, I had my head down looking at my feet.
thought
how stupid.
And slowly started to lift my head
and then
raised it high, looking up.
I
felt like reaching for the sky.
And I thought of Laster.
I'm glad the C.A.P.S. Convention comes right after
Easter each year.
It's a real chance to experience the freedom of the
Resurrection with other free Chrstians. The Resurrection means that we
can be bigger than we really want to be. With its promise of forgiveness
and Life, it really stretches us.
Try to get some of that stretch of the
achResurrection not only by having your feet solidly rooted but also by
ing up your arms.
Stretch
reach for the sky!
Now hear what God thinks of you.
Let Him stretch you out with His assurances:
I

I

I

Do not be
for He
He has
He has
and He

afraid,
has risen from the dead,
broken through the tomb,
come back to life
is here among us now.

Do not carry your guilt any longer,
for :le has taken the guilt Himself,
He has buried it in His grave,
He has lifted it to His cross,
and He is here among us now.
Do not dwell on your wounds
for He has risen to heal you,
He has risen to forgive you,
He has risen to change you all
and to bind us all together now.
He is risen.
He is risen!
Alleluia!
He is risen!
He is here!
(from
That ought to give you self-confidence!

errobang by Nor- an Habel)

But it's not quite right yet.
When I think of being Christian, the pillar
isn't the right symbol.
Long, skinny Christians reaching only for God that's too individualistic for me.
We have learned at our convention that
in ordiar to be someone, we have to be someone-in-relation-with-others.
I
like the symbol of a vne better.
"I am the vine and you are the branches."
A vine has roots, so you still get the firmness.
But branches not only

reach upwards, but reach out and get twisted and tangled with the
If you just lower your arms and come down slowly -other branches.
(Join arms)
think
you'll
find
someone there.
I
Together we stand fir,n, and joyous, when we stand with God and f r God.
because He is.
we are
am
you are
Let's pray to Him.

God, if you are for us, who can be against us?
You think of everything; You didn't even spare Your son
Thank You for not dehumanizing
but gave Him up fer:- us.
us when You deal with us, but for humanizing Yourself.
Thank You for giving us a chance to think and experience
that being human is the best there L.s, for that's the way
You made us.
Thank You for those who could open up for us the intricacies
of being human these few days:
the speakers,
those who embraced us,
those who gave us insights,
those who gave us strokes,
others who spent time with us
at meals or in bull-sessions.
We know You are real because of the Christians we've
experienced here.
We can go home convinced again that
neither death nor life,
nor ang,As nor principalities,
nor things present, nor things to come,
nor powers, nor height nor depth,
nor anything else in this crazy world,
will be able to separate us from Your love in Christ Jesus.
Help us to use
YOU have really put it together for us, Lord.
together
with You.
all we have to help others put their lives
people,
or
instituAnd what You have put together, don't let
tions, or churches, or governments, break apart.
Amen.

Don Postema
pastor, Campus Chapel, U of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
April 1971
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10:45 A.M.THE CHRISTIAN SELF-IMAGE

A PSYCHIATRIC APPRAISAL
Chairman: lanws Kok, B.D., M.A.
Speaker: DAVID BUSBY, M.D., Psychi-

atrist, Private Practice, Chicago, Illinois
11:

Testing Center, and Assistant
Professor crf IkycIrriligy, Pius
of NeW flampsiare

(2) -Review of Tennessee SelfConcept Seale"

8:30 A.M. REGISTRATION

Seminary,

AC'L 1 A I. FIAT /N
cliairm.m. Rialiard NVestnams, plan
Speaker: IA IcItrIT I. SIP r.silintpsi,
PEI). Director i1 die Institut, oi
Ilrr!rapcir Ii Psyeholuey, Santa Alia, California. Pr shoctrein i ilso author of
Maii, the :ttuniputo,% rni
:lilt!
The Manniviator
the :widely used rectitook, ilicrupeutic

(Followine; Tliiirmhi, Oven

REACTOR PANEL

BASIL JACKSON, M.D., D,P.M., M.Th.,
Director of Graduate Psychiatric Education, Slarquetto University School of
Medicine
ROBERT NYKAMP, RED., Professor of
Practical Theology, Western Theological
Seminary, Holland, Michigan

12:30 P.M.LUNCHEON AND ANNUAL

BUSINESS MEETING (Cafeterii

1:30 P.M. SECTIONALS
(A) SELE-ESTEEM AND THE
CHURCH

chairman: Wm. L. Ricinstra, Ph.D.

(I) "A Female Looks at Sex
Roles Within the Christian
Community"

CATHY SCHILKE, M.S., Staff,
Intervarsity Cistian Fellowship, Central Pennsylvania

(2) -Some Implications of the
Wesleyan Position for SelfEsteem"

F. FRANKLYN WISE, Ph.D.,
As=ociate Professor of Religious
Education and Psychology, and
Acting Chairman of the Dept.
of Psychology, Olivet Nazarene

Ph.D.,

Professor of l'sehology, Cedarville (ChM) College

(3) "Review of Psychometric
Devices Dealing with SelfConcept"
China
JOE U. GARMS,
Psychologist, Children's Medical
Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma

(4) "Revicw of Roston University School of Medicine

Self.Concepi. Scale"
ARTHUR W. FORRESTER,
S,T,M.,

Supervisor,

infnonni

%CSS

felliiwshin and interaction will continue ill the
(:oncordia College Union)

FRIDAY. APRIL 16

Iowa

THU)ISDAY, APRIL 15

lbet)10g1Cni

8:00 P.M. SE1.1,-ESTEINI .\ N) SELE-

Aetnig Pirecinr, Counseling and

Dirac,

A DEMONSTRATION OF ,AN
COUNSELING
A FFECII
TECHNIQUE

Cal, I,,

Neigher

Much as You Love Yourself"
KIRK F. FARNSWORTH,

tor, Pine Hest Claktian Hospital Grand

lIjil

)

d

THU SDAY, APRIL 13 (,:onaii

8:30 A.

, REG ISTRATION

(Kilbotint Classroom luldg.)

9:00 A.M. DEVOTIONS
The REV. VALENTINE MACK, M,A.
Pastor of Slit:Roan Park Lutheran
Church, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

9:15 A.M.SOCIAL CONDITIONERS OF
THE SELF-CONCEPT
Chairman: Dennis Hookstra, Ed.D.

DAVID MOBERG, Ph.D.,
Chairman, Dept, of Sociology and An,

Speaker:

thropology; Professor of Sociology,
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Danielsen

Pastoral Counseling Center,
School of Theology, 13oston

10:00 A.M. REFRESHMENTS

University

(5) Reactor: KEITH I. EDWARDS,
Ed.D., Research Associate, Johns
Hopkins Uoiversity, Baltimore,
Nlaryland

(C) CLINICAL ABERRATIONS
IN SELF-ESTEEM
chairman: Robert Baker, M.D.
Presenters

( I) RONALD ROTTSCHAFER,
Ph.D., Psychologist, Private
Practice, Oak Brook, Illinois
(2) E, ALn Richardson, Ph.D.,
Psycho'ogist, Private Practice,
Park Ridge, Illinois

(3) RICHARD SEARLES, Ph.D.,

Psychologist, Private Practice,

Des Plaines, Illinois

(D ) SELF-ESTEEM AND THE

cEAssnoom

Chairman: Jack Wiersina, PhD.

10:30 A.M.SELF-IMACE: A CROSS-

CULTURAL, PERSPECTIVE
Chairman; Dennis Hoekatra,
Sneaker: JOE MeMILLAN, Ed.D,,
Director of Ermal Opportunity Programs.
Michigan State University, East Lii,:sing,
Michigan

11:00 A.M.REACTOR PANEL

Moderator: WM. KOOISTRA,
Private
Rapids, Michigan

Psychologist,

Practice,

Grand

(iERALD VANDER TUIG, NI.S,W.,
Director, Child Guidance Clinic, Grano
Rapids, Michigan

LUTIIER WARD, 'Representative of
Baxter Community Center,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Presenters

(I) JACQUELINE A. DEEB,

Ph.D., Principal, Sherwood Park
Eleinentary School,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

(2) GLEN W. FELCH, M.A.

Psychologist, Milwaukee Aiblie

11:45 A,M.CONCLUDING SYNTHESIS
Speaker: LOREN BARKER, MA., Registrar and Admissions Officer. Concordia
College

Seloob

3:30 P.M.REFRESHMENTS (Cafeteria)
3:45 P.M. GROUP EXERCISES IN SELFESTEEM ENH/NCEMENT
Leader, The Rev. Frank Kaemingk,
S.T.M., Chaplain, Bethesda Hospital,
Denver, Colorado

6:00 .0.M. DINNER (Cafeteria)

12:00 NoonREMARKS AND CLOSING OF
THE CONVENTION
ROBERT BAKER, M,D., President of

the Christian Association for
Psychological Studies

12:15 P.M.LUNCHEON SERVED IN
CAFETERIA

College, Kankakee, Illinois
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MINUTES OF THE 1971 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCI TION
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
1.

Robert Baker, President, called the meeting to order nt 1:15 P.M. at the
Concordia College CaFeteria (Milwaukee, Wisc.) on Thursday, April 15,1971.

2

A quorum was present.

3.

The minutes of the Annual Meeting of April 16, 1970 were approved as they
were print d in Proeeedincis 1970.

4

The report of the Executive Secretary was read and accepted as presented:
We have doubled our membership in five years.
C.A.P.S. is growing.
1.
New members are being received from all sections of the U.S.A. and
We must meet the challenge of our basic purpone and enlist
Canada.
the support of all in doing so.
Membership comparisons at time of Convention:
1965
1966
1967
1968

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

161
200
240
304

1969
1970
1971

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

352
374
406

The
We need _aggressive leadership to develop regional chapters.
There
is
an
organBoard of Directors will help achieve this goalization incorporated in Oklahoma as the American Society of Christian Ps chofo iss. Dr. C. M. Whipple of Central State College,
O'la_oma, wrote "We searched two months for such an organEdmon
ization as yours but having been unsuccessful at the time we charIt was the feeling at the time that if we later
tered our own
discovered an older, more established group we would perhaps like
to become a local affiliate, if our basic intent is similar."
Three newsletters were mailed since our last Convention. Members
are urged to submit news, informatien and notices of changes of
address to the executive secretary.
The following members have been appointed to membership on the
National Advisory Council which assists the Board of Directors:
Frank Kaemingk, Denver; Joseph Daniels, Upper Montclair, New JerWis.
sey; M.O. Vincent, Guelph, Ontario; and Genn Felch, Milwaukee,the
are
available
from
Copies of 1968, 1969, and 1970 Proceedin&
C.A.P.S. office and are offered for sale at this Convention at a
cost of $3.00 each.
Xerox and microfilm of past Proceedings (1954-1967) are available
Recently the
from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
with
a
minimum
charge
of $6.25 and
cost of Xerox copies has doubled
significant
papers if
consideration should be given to reissuing
would
be
sufficient
demand.
it can be ascertained that there
The terms of office of the following Board members expire this year:
G. Roderick Youngs and Ronald Rottschafer are not eligible for reRichard Westmaas and
election since they have served two terms.
three-year
term and are eligible
Don Van Ostenberg have served one
for re-election.
The Policy and Planning Committee of the Board is working on new
By-Laws which will be submitted to the membership next year.
Because of financial considerations the Board revised the memberStudent members continue
ship dues and convention fee schedules.
at
low
rates
and full members are
to receive membership privileges
asked to provide more for the organization so that we can become
more effective.

Last year we had a total of 272 persons reFistered at our ConTwo days before our current
vention in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Convention we had a total of 137 advance registrations and as
of this noon we report 233 registrations.

The report of the Treasurer was read and accepted as presente
March 1, 1970 - February 29, 1971
51,405.87
Commercial Account
Balance on Hand (March 31)
1

celpts:
Royalties
Dues

33.46
1,809.00
172.20
2,897.75
212.25

Proceedings
Convention
Miscellaneous
Disbursements:
Convention
Meals
Speakers
Phone
Bus Service

1,122.45
1,242.80
57.40
59.50
2,482.15
sno.00
83.90
1,240.75
86.86
276.57
576.50
413.67

Executive Secretary
Recordings
Printing of Proceedings
Miscellaneous
Board Travel
Secretarial
Print and Postage
Total
Balance on Hand

5,124.06
0,590.33

March 1, 1971
Commercial Account
Savings Account
Savings Account Interest

5,660,40
930.13
854.03
48.34
902.3

_

7

1,832 . 5 0

Alfred J. Reynclds, Treasurer
6,

Election of Directors:
Al Reynolds and Wm. Kooistra were asked to serve as tellers.
a.
Dr. Baker expressed thanks to members of the Board whose terms of
b.
G. Roderick Youngs, Ronald Rottschafer,
office expire this year=
Richard Westmaas and Don Van Ostenberg.
The Association voted by proxy and in person for directors from the
c.
(notations infollowing slate of nominees presented by the Board
dicate those who w-re elected).
Elected
Lacy Hall
Melvin Hugen
Elected
Richard Westmaas*
James Lin
Theodore Monsma:
Elected
Edward Hallsten

Education/Academic
Psychology
Psychology

126
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Social Work/Rehabilitation
-

Don Van Ostenberg*
Elected
Ric ard Gritter

Incumbent

IDENTIFICATIONS

7.

9.

10.
11.

Motivation and
Lacy Hall, Ed.D., is Director of Services for Conbined
EdUcational Systems, Rosemont, Illinois.
Calvin TheoMelvin Hugen, Th.D. is Professor of Practical Theology at
logical Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Department at Pine
Richard Westmaas, Ph.D. is Director of the Psychology
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
F}ristiar
Christian Hospital.
James Lin, Ph.D. is a staff psychologist at Pine Rest
in Grand
in
private
practice
Theodore Monsma, Ph.D. is a psychologist
Institute for Human ReEdwin Hallsten, Ph.D. is Executive Director of
sources, Pontiac, Illinois.
leave from Pine
Don Van Ostenbera, M.A. is a vocational counselor on
State Universtudent
at
Michigan
RestGE-list:Lan Hospital and a graduate
sity.
is Director of Christian Youth Homes, Inc.,
Richard Gritter,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Committee, gave the
Jack Wiersma, chairman of the Policy and Planning
the
project
of re7writing
rationale for, and progress report concerning
the
membership
during
the By-Laws, which will be submitted for action to
the current year.
for the theme of the 1972
David Busby asked for and received suggestions
received from Trinity
Convention and reported that an invitation had been
Seminary in Deerfield, Illinois.
of the 1971 Convention ComThe President expressed thanks to the members
Jack Wiersma
Jim Kok, Chairman, David Busby, Richard Westmaas,
mittee:
and Martin Haendschke, Arrangements Chairman.
of the new Board of DirecIt was announced that there would be a meeting
tors at luncheon on Friday, April 16, 1971.
Adjournment at 1:45 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

Wm. L. Hiemstra
Executive Secretary

II1-IB11R5111r
,

(Cont'dJ
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Ma

Jansma, theodore J., E.D.

land

1i38 idofflo Hill Rd.

:ilar, t1-1
Hi 1

m.S.W.

1 shard i;: 1Vt2

Silvur huring, Maryland 20902
lwards, Krith J., hd.D.
5804 Falkirk Rd.
Baltimore, Md. :1212
Kirwan, William T., B.D.
1iFertv Ref, Preshyterian Church
F.0. Box, Liherty Rd.
Randallstown, Md. 21133
tison, Joseph IL, M.O.
213 Red Pump Road
Bel Air, Maryland 21011
Williams, Konneth 0., M.A.
5111 Hound Hill Court
Co

11/71

a ,

dtiiyltiitd 21043

Massachusetts
DQ Vries, Theresa, N.S.W.
510 Highland Ave.
Maldvin, Mass. 02148
Forrester, Arthur W., Ph.D.
52 Moynihan Road
'outh Hamilton, Mass. 01982
Kramer, Paul R.
745 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02115
in, Barbara, M.R.E.
105 Hammond Road
Belmont, Mass. 02178
Paul, Cecil R., Ph.D.
Eastern Nagarone College
East Elm Ave.
Quincy, Mass. 02170
Peterson, Beatrice, R.N.
Box H, Webster Avenue
Beverly Farms, Mass. 01920
Peterson, Norvell L., M.D.
Box II, Webster Avenue
Beverly Farms, .1Ciss. 01920
Strunk, Orlo, Jr., Ph.D.
School of Theology
Boston University
745 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02215
Winship. Rev. Kenneth
Gordon College
Wenham, Mass. 01984

New Hampshire
Farnsworth, Kirk E., Ph,D.
R.R. 1, Dover Rd.
Durham, N. H. 03824
NOW -ISLLLY_

Bayley, Robert C.
100 Stockton St., Apt. M-I
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Beatty, Patricia Jean
100 Bogorts Ranch Estates
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417
Daniels, Joseph, M.D.
20 Tuers Place
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
Florio, Anthony, Ph.D.
75 North Maple Ave.
Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450
Grove, Mason E., B.D.
4 S. Cadillac Dr.
Somerville, New Jersey 08876
Humme, Eleanor, M.A.
22 Chancellor Ave.
Newark, N.J. 07102
Jansma, Paul, M.S.
038 Goffle Hill Rd.
Hawthorne, N.J. 07506

Hawthorne, New Jersey 07500

Noops, Hugh A B.D.
New Brunswick Theol. Seminary
17 Scmiaary PI,
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901
Rosendale, Richard, M.D.
614 Goffle Hill Road
Hawthorne, New Jersey 07500
sell, Leo L., N.O.
250 Kings 1 1yw, , Fast
Haddonfield, Now Jersey 08033
Stash, Jacob

140 Market St.
Paterson, New Jersey 07505

New Yeyk
Bark:it, Samuel ,

Ed . D.

149 tentral Drive
Briarcliff Manor, New York 10510
Cooper, John, B.D.
New York 14 i
l'all7ily411!t,
Daniels, S. James, B.A.
319 First Ave.
New York, New York 10003
Joss, Robert H.
304 Kensington Ave.
Ituffelo, New York 14214
Narkello, Anthony P., M.D.
225 Geneva Rd.
E. Aurora, New York 14052
Mv A lister, Ed, M.S.
05 Adams Place
Delmar, New York 12054
McCallum, Floyd F., Ed.D.
Houghton College
Houghton, New York 14744
Merz, George L., B.D.
929 State Tower Bldg.
Syracuse, New York 13202
Nuto, William L., Jr., M.D.
19-11 501 W.

123rd

Now York, New York 10027
Ruhl, Dorothy M., A.B.
Box 324
East Rochester, New York 14445
Saunders, Jean, M.A.
271 Cloverside Drive
West Seneca, New York 14224
Vander Beek, Charles, Th.M.

15 Hirod St.
New York 11221
_sylvania

Chaddock, B. hale, M.Ed.
Youth Guidance, Inc.
5th Ave. Bldg.
Suite 600, 100
Pittsburg, Pa. 15222
Champion, Benjamin W., Ed.M.
2615 Crum Creek Dr.
Berwyn, Pa. 19312
Coeling, Mrs. Kenneth
400 Swissvale Ave. Apt, 25
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
Derk, Carl H., Th.M.
401 Orlando Ave,
State College, Pa. 16801
Gundersheimer, Albert, M.A.
2500 Boulevard
Scranton, Pa. 18509
Homa, Ronald N., M.S.
265 Scenery Drive
Elizabeth, Pa. 15037
Hyle, Jack O., Ph.D.
P.O.B. 155
Hummelstown, Pa. 17030

Pennsylvania-

llurklev, Kenneth, M.A.
104 N. 20th st.
Hill, Pa. 17011
Moyer, Richard A., 0.-.
751 1/2 N. Eighth 't
Allentown, Pa. 1810d
Newman, Frank W.. M.D.
IS Morgan Circle
Swarthmore, Pa. 19081
Schilko, Cathy, M.S.
-200 Highland. Apt. 000
State College, Pa. 10801
Seccr, Williar 1. Jr., M.A., Th.
dvi.c
858 Hershi.
Bethel Park, Pa. 15102
Shank, Rowland, Ph.D.
44 Sycamore Lane
Palmyra, Pa. 17078
Swoatman, Gareth T., M.hd.
001 Winterberry Dr.
Monroeville, Pa. 15140
Wennerstrom, Victoria, A.B.
69 Clover Ave.
Strasburg, Pa. 17879
Willson, S. Bruce, M.A.
2037 McNary Blvd.

Pittsburgh, P. 15221

Washington, D.C.

Limburg, Mr. Tim
Chr, Reformed Church
207 Oneida St, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20011
M10

-

WEST

Illinois

Armstrong, David R.
775 Waikiki Ur.
Des Plaines, 111. 6001
Berends, John. Jr., B.D.
R.R.

1,

12:'

3rd Ave.

Fulton, 111. 61252
Biel, Sandra J.
148 Evergreen Dr.
Frankfort, 111. 60423
Bostrom, John A. M.D.
Box 300
St. Joseph, 111. 01873
Breme, Mary, M.D.
Box 188A, R. 51
W arrenville, 111. 60555
M ,.
A
D
Brinkerhoff , Robert S ,, B ..,
4450 N. Oak Park Ave.
Chicago, 111. 60656
Brouwer, Stanley, M.A.
R.R. 2, Box 385
Chicago Heights, 111. 60558
Brown, Arthur S., B,D., M.A.
4474 Johnson AVQ.
Western Springs, Ill. 00558
Busby, David, M.D.
7501 N. Milwaukee
Niles, Ill. 00048
Crown, Charles W., N.D.
116 Chandler Ave.
Elmhurst, 111. 60120
Cummins William L.
2045 rIalfday Rd.

Deerfield, Ill. 60015
Daniel, Jack W.
341 N. Silver Leaf
Carol Stream, 111. 60187
De Vries, Nancy, R.N.
315 N. Mason
Ill. 60644
Chicago
.11(Xlailildine
Elliott,

12401
-Palo
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M.D.
hsau, iruman
rth Park LIlnic
J Busse Iwy.
k Ridre, Ill. 60068
Lshenaur, Ruth M., M.A.
Rox 129, Baptist Student (lenter
Carhondale, Ill. 62901
herrell, Donald, S.A.
2806 Western Ave.
Park Fore,t, Ill. (1(1466
Geerdos, Raymond, M.A.
10235 So. Park
Holland, Ill, 00473
rd, Hazel H., B.A.
1106 Santa Rosa
Wheaten, Ill. 00187
Goliseh, John L., Ph.D.
100 S. School St.
Mt. Prie4pect, Ill. 60056
Hall, Lacy, Ed.V
0 N 388 Papworth
Wheaton, Ill. 60187
Hallsten, Edwin A., Ph.D.
219 Bennett St.
(

,

Pontiac, M. 61764
Hamstra, brnce
Dept. of Psychology
U. of Illinois
Champaign, Ill. 01820
Hart, Phyllis Peters, Ph.D.
7 Darby Lane
Deerfield, 111. 00015
Hsieh, Ted, M.A.
Judson College
1151 N. State St.
Elgin, 111. 60120
Hudson, John M. , Jr.
1205 Wayne Dr.

De5 Plaines, Ill. 00016
Hunt, William, Ph.D.
601 Skokie Blvd.
Northbrook, Ill. 60062
!llama, Wm., B.D.

952 S. Humphrey
Oak Park, 111. 00501
Jansma, Theodore J., Jr
0858 W. Gunnison
Harwood Heights, Ill. 60056
Johnson, Ralph Herbert, Jr., M.Div.
1415 S. Wolf Rd., Apt. 208
Wheeling, Ill. 00090
Keine, Shirley E., M.D.
315 Marengo
Forrest Park, Ill. 60130
Kingma, Henrietta, M.A.
100 W. Butterfield Rd., Ap
Elmhurst, Ill. 60126
Kline, Jean R., M.A.
710 Irving Ave.
Wheaton, Ill. 60187
Krusich, Walter S., Ed.M.
599 N. York
Elmhurst, Ill. 60126
Le Bar, Lois E., Ph.D.
703 Howard
Wheaton, Ill. 60187
Lower, James M., Ed.D.
610 N. Wheaton Ave.
Wheaton, Ill. 60187
Lutes, Frederick G., M A.
2309 N. Kildare Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60639
Mason, G. Wm., B.D.
2307 Gideon Ave.
Zion, Ill. 60099
Meyers, Richard W., B.S.
1102 North Ave.
Waukegan, Ill. 60085
Richardson, E. Alan, Th.M.
2030 Touhy Ave.
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068

Illinois

'ana (Con

nt'dj

Roth, Gerald G., M.A.
1818 31gelow, Apt. 1
Peoria, Ill. 01004
Rottscharer, Bruer, K., N.S.W.
2n W. 000-22nd St.
Lombard, Ill. 00148
Rottschafer, Ronald, Ph.D.
120 Oakbrook Ce,,ter
Oak Brook, Iii. 00521
Scott, w. Herbert'. B.O.
R ad
1070 E. West Ihi.giii
Park Riage, Ill. 60068
Searle, Richard, Ph.D., Th.M.
7501 Milwaukee
Niles, 111. 60648
Smith, Charlotte A., M.A,
5637 W. Catalpa
Chicago, 111. 00630
Swineheart, David L., M.A.
9010 S. Justjhe St.
Chicago, Ill. 60020
Towns, Elmer, Th.M., M.A.
721 Central Ave.
Deerfield, 111. 60015
Welch, Sue C., M.A.
Route 4
Pontiac, Ili. 61764
Wennerdanl, Curtis, M.S.W.
1724 McGovern St,
Highland Park, Ill. 60035
Wierenga, Karl, M.S.
4125 W. 97th Pl.
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453
Wise, F. Franklyn, Ph.D.
451 Blanchette Ave.
Bourbonnais, Ill. 60914
Wolf, Richard, Ph.D.
Wheaton College
Wheaton, Ill. 60187

dI

MKain, Wm. IL Jr., Phil.
8217 Morgantown Rd.
Indianapolis, InJ. lu:17
1.11.
Rihhens, John C.
601 N.

27th St.

Lafayette, Ind. 47904
Roys, John L., Ph,D.
3012 h.

Sixth St.

Anderson, Ind. 46012
Shellhamer, Sam
Wagoner Hall
Ball State Universitv
Muncie, Ind. 47306
Stemen, Daniel W.
3600 Covington Rd.
Hort Wayne, Ind. 40804
Swenson, Stuart, M.S.
7323 Marshall Ave_
Hammond, Ind. 40325
Titus, Walter F., Ed.D.
4315 S. W1ggor
Marion, Indiana 46952
Valutis, hrnest W., Ph.D.
Taylor University
Upland, Lnd. 46989
Van Andel, Adrian, B.D.
'1,

1110 H.

SOth St.

Marlon, Ind. 40952
Vande Creek, Larry, Th.M.
1929 N. Senate Ave., Apr, 31
40202
Indianapolis, Ind.
Vayhinger, John M., Ph,D.
1235 Favorite St,
Anderson, Indiana 46013
Michi_gan

Addington, Ellen
16746 Lamphere
Detroit, Mich. 482
Indiana
D.
Alferink, Jerry P.,
116 Willowbrook,
Braden, Anna Rose, M.S.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
W. Payne St., Apt. 18
Allen, John L., M.A.
Upland, Ind. 46989
10199 Spring Arbor Rd.
Coughenour, J. Robert, M.D.
Spring Arbor, Mich. 49283
Turtle Creek Executive Center
534 Turtle Creek North Dr., Suite C-4 Altena, Hans, B.A.
6907 Aleda, S.E.
Indianapolis, Ind. 40227
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
M.A.
Dean, J,..oes L.
Baarman, Marvin C., S.D.
4525 S. Wiggor St.
2638 union Ave. S.E.
Marion, Ind. 46952
Grand Rapids, Mich, 19507
Goldsmith, Earl A., Ph.D.
Baker, Herman
5180 Radnor Rd.
1030 Plymouth Road, S.E.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46226
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Goodpasture, John W., D.D.
Baker, Robert J., M.D.
R.R. #1, Box 402
68th St. S.E.
160
Walkerton, Ind. 46574
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Griffin, Charles, M.S.
Barnes, Donald D., B.D.
Taylor University
1340 S. Ferry
Upland, Ind. 46989
Grand Haven, Mich. 49417
Henry, Charles, Ph.D.
B nes, Carl J., B.D.
Box 723
407 S. Mechanic St.
Winona Lake, Ind. 46590
Jackson, Mich. 49201
Holkehoer, Earl, S.T.M.
Bennink, Richard, B.D.
2012 Forest Valley Dr.
44 North Elm
Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46805
Zeeland, Mich. 49464
Hooley, William D., M.Ed.
Bergsma, Stuart, M.D.
1010 S. Main
3791 Shaffer Ave. S.E.
Goshen, Ind. 46526
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Kauffman, Duane R., M.A.
Besselsen,
Gilbert, Ph.D.
Dept. of Psychology
2242 Elliott, S.E.
Goshen College
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Goshen, Ind. 46526
Beukema0 Marenus J., M.D.
Klopfenstein, David
6850 S. Division Ave.
Taylor University
Grand Rapids, Mich, 49508
Upland, Ind. 46989
Blauw, Stuart J., B.D.
Mathis, James
2000 Michigan St., N.H.
Taylor University
Grand Rapids, Mich, 49503
Upland, Ind. 46989
Blocksma, Douglas, Ph,D.
May, Franklin W., S.T.B.
733 Alger St. S.E.
417 Miami Club Dr.
Grand Wids, Mich. 49507
Mishawaka. Ind. 46544
130
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Michigan

Michigan (Cont'd)

.5al

Cont'd)

B.P.. M.\.
2153 Eastern Ave. =1.1
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49597
Kooistra, Killiam
812 Rosewood. S.4,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Kowalski, James, St.b.
951 Davis, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49504
Kraft, Sharon L., B.S.N.

kok,

hepinga, Jacob D., B.D.

.

2447. Oakwood, S.D.

Rusc.wood,

MI.:h. 49500
Ph.D.

Rapii.1,4,

Bolt, MarTilr .

ail] tac!crn
1Y7,99

.

.

,Vk=0);LiiS, Eric F.

68th St. S.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49 oun
Felton, Raymond A.
1157 Iroquois, 5.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49500
Fox, Bruce D.
200 Lakeside Dr. N.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49503
Greenway, Leonard, Th.D.
004 Comstock Blvd. N.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich 49505
Critter, .1 ohn C., M . . W .
1321 Bretton Drive
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007
Critter, Richard D., M.S.W.
Wedgewood Acres
Box 0245, 1230 Lake Drive, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Hager, Terry, B.D.
750 Watkins, S.D.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Hartman, B. Gerald, B.D.
1616 Melcrest
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007
deynen, Ralph, B.D.
300 - 68th St. S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Ph.D.
Hiomstra, William L. Th.M.
68th St. S.D.
210
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
HI11, Jack W., M.D.
0850 S. Division Ave.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Hoekoma, Anthony A., Ph.D.
1887 Woodcliff, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Hookstra, Dennis, B.D., Ed.D.
849 Dunham, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49500
B.D,
Hoitenga, Dewey J.
1221 Vineland Road
St. Joseph, Mich. 49085
B.D., Ph.D.
Heltrop, Elton J.
1662 Derbyshire, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
hugen, Melvin D., Th.D.
2514 Normandy Dr., Apt. 109C
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49500
Janke, David A., 8.0.
58th St. S.C.
132
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Johnson, Arthur C., B.D.
5755 Lincoln
Hudsonville, Mich. 49426
Jongsma, Arthur E., Jr., M.A.
937 Everglade, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Joosse, Wayne, M.A.
1305 L. University Village
E. Lansing, Mich. 48823
Kaschel, Paul E., M.D.
3035 Hoag, N.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49505
Keith, Robert D., M.A.
111 Logan St.
Sunfield, Mich. 48890
Keljo, Karlo J., B.D.
26e48 Hope St.
Detroit, Mich 48239
King, Clarence, Ph.D.
2064 Oaknoll
Pontiac, Mich. 48057
902

itrandt,
i210

Py.

Flint, !Nell.

.1;-;Sn7

kratt, Cornella,
1149 Temple St.
CrAnd itpias, Mich. 49507
Kw_ h.1).
PrIO,
I1.2.7 hoyden,

Grand Rapids, Mich. -19507
Bulthnis, Calvin, A.h.
1217 Bemis, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Burke, Michael M., St.1,
143 laikoside Dr. N.E.

Grand Rapids, Mich, 49505
Butcyn, Peggy, M.A.
521 Cherokee

Colonial Apts. I19
Kalamazoo. Mich. 49001
Cutting, Donald J., B.D., Ph.D.
3047 Reschury, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49505
Doling, John T., Ph.D.
Leonard Road
0-1089
Grand Rapids. Mich. 49504
Dean, John T. B.D., Ph.D.
2049 Madelyn Drive, S.W.
Wyoming, Mich. 19509
Oa hoar, J. Lester, Ed.D.
1014 Silvery Lane, N.
Dearborn, Mich. 48128
Dekker, Harold, Th.M.
2197 Jefferson Drive, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507
De Valois, Bernadine, M.D.
790 W. 24th St.
Holland, Mich. 49423
he Voogd, Albert, B.D.
520d St, S.C.
1125
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
De Vries, John Jr., B.D.
730 Vander Veen Ct.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49503
De Witt, Henry, M.A.
Is'.

5758

Grand Rapid3, Mich. 49500
Fttesveld, Joan, M.S.W.
9 2 Calvin,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

30th St.

Hudsonville, Mich. 49426
Doering, Robert, Ph.D.
4127 Orchard Crest Ct.
Orchard Lake, Mich. 48033
Doidgc, Fred
Western Seminary
holland, Mich. 49423
Donk, Leonard J., Ph.D.
3336 Roosevelt Rd.
Muskegon, Mich. 49441
Draayer, Sidney, S.D.
507 Wilton
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103
Dyke, David W.
28803 Oak Point Drive
Farmington, Mich. 48024
Dykstra, Linda, M.A.
312 Prospect, N.E. #15
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49503
Elders, Darrell, M.A.
2111 Radcliff, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich, 49506
Eldridge, Duel, B.D.
2601 John Road
Troy, Mich. 48084
Eliens, 3ay Harold, Ph.D.
25762 Kilreigh Dr.
Farmington, Mich. 48024

.

,

,

=i1:1fr,1%ch. 18055
Kromminga, Carl, Th.D.
1151 Benjamin Ave. S.h.
49500
Crand Rapids,
Kuik, Duane G., M.A.
1332 Dunham, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49500
Kuiper, Klaire V., M.D.
2208 Madison Ave. S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49807
Lambert, Rey F., h.D.
7289 Williams Lake Road
Waterford, Mich. 48095
LeFehre, Lee, M.S.W,
1258 Edsol, S.E.
6rand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Lieverdink, Dirk J., B.D.
8706 Alaska, S.D.
Caledonia, Mich. 49316
Lin, James Y:, Ph.D.
1812 Onaway, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Lucasse, Phillip, M.A.
818 Duncan
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105
Mather, Maureen
1011 Aidon, 5.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49509
Mc Ash, E. Arthur, Ph.D.
10410 Cadieux, Apt. 114
Detroit, Mich. 48224
Miller, Paul W., B.D., M.A.
325 W, Main St.
Milan, Mich. 43100
Monsma, Theodore H., Ph.D.
2505 Ardmore, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507
Nydam, Ronald
3194 Burton, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Nykamp, Robert A., B.D.
13 W. 20th St.
Holland, Mich. 49423
Owen, Inez, M.A.
Apt. 1-1, 3365 Watkins Lake Rd.
Pontiac, Mich. 48054
Palsrok, Russ, A.B.
507 Allen Ave.
Muskegon, Mich. 49442
Parrott, D.A., Th.B., M.A.
903 W. Maple
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001
Pekeldcr, Bernard, Th.M.
922 Orchard Ave. S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich- 49506
Pottinga, Frank L., M.D.
1470 Peck St.
Muskegon, Mich. 49441
Phelps, Rev. John
Holy Redeemer Church
1721 Junction Ave.
Detroit, Mich. 48209
Plantinga, Corneliuft, "h.D.
427 Mulford Drive S.F.
49507
Grand Rapids,
Plokker, J. D.t M.J.
1348 Lenox Road, S.C.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
51i

Michigp.n

Pu.stuma, Rcv. 0onald
1R19 bovington Dr.
48105
Allit Arbor, 11 ich
tcrna, Luonard h., Ph.D.
924 W. Highland Blvd,

Rattle Creek, Mich, 49015
R., M.S.K.
1815 chumherlain, S.F.
(irand Rapids, Mich. 49506

Iii'

Rcyncii,
.5969 Map
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andville, Mich. 40418
Reynolds, Alfred J., Ph.D.
3119 Hampshire, S.V.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Ritsema, Gordon L., M.A.
1018 Charlotte Ave.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49504
Rooks, Wendell, M.D.
1158 Nixon Ave. N.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49504
Sanderson, William A., S.T.M.
2107 Okemos, S.11.

Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Schaub, Sister Charlotte, M.A.
Religious hduc. Center
R.R.

2

Hart, Mich. 49420
Schowalter, Luke A., M.S.W.
6007 Avon St.
Portage, Mich. 49002
Sobons, Kenneth E., M.S.W.
109 Grandview Ave.
Holland, Mich. 49423
Singer, Lawrence A., M.S.W.
1735 Chamberlain, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Sloat, Donald, M,A.
5833 Ridgebrook Dr. S.E.
Kentwood, Mich. 49508
Smalligan, Donald H., M.S.W
2041 Maumee Drive, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Smit, Henry N., M.D.
1225 Franklin St.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Smith, Richard C., B.D.
22949 lidgewood

St. Clair ShoreF, Mich. 48080
Spotts, Andrew G., N.A.
0850 S. Diviqion
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Sprik, Jeanette, M.A.
45 1/2 V, 12th St.
Holland, Mich. 40423
Steele, Harland, B.D., M.A.
2010 Kalamazoo
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Stob, Wallace G., M.S.W.
1210 Oakes
Grand Haven, Mich. 49417
Talsma, Eugene, M.S.W.
1010 Western Hills Dr.
Flint, Mich. 48504
Taylor, Terry K.
919 Hall St.
Albion, Mich. 49224
Teeuwissen, W.J., B.D.
Box 125
Drayton Plains, Mich. 48020
Teitsma, Larry, B.D.
230 Cedar St. Apt. 5
E. Lansing, Mich. 48823
Turner, Mary Kay, M.A.
818 Prosperity Dr.
Portage, Mich, 49081
Van Dyke, William, Ph.D.
1733 Giddings, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Van Eerden, Thomas, B.D., M.A.
1344 E. Forest Ave.
Muskegon, Mich. 49442

Michigan

Copt '

Van Lns, Clarence, Th.M.
840 Marion Ave.
Kalamazoo, Mich, 49007
yonder Linde, L., Jr., Ph.D.
1332 Wealthy, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507
Vander Nay, James H., R.R.T.
7137 Martin, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Vander Tuig, Gerald, M.S.W.
711 Ethel Ave., S.D.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
B.D.
VanDer Werff, Vernon R.
1897 Maplerow, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49504
Van Opynen, Catherine, M.A.
1935 Kalamazoo Ave. S.F. Apt.A
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507
Van Ostenherg, Don, M.A.
3006 Chamberlain, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Van Valkenburg, R. J., M.D.
7262 Grachen Drive, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Velzen, Henry, M.S.W.
6850 S. Division Ave.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Venema, Henry B., B.D.
15 College, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49503
Verkaik, Peter J., M.D.
5816 Lincoln Ct.
Hudsonville, Mich 49426
Vink, George G., B.Ed.
153 Lowell, N.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49503
Vreeman, Gary, Ph.D.
1422 South Shore Dr.
Holland, Mich. 49423
Walma, Wayne, M.R.E.
259 Valley, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49504
Worsen, Duard D., M.S.W.
7051 Linden, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49508
Weeber, Lewis, M.S-Wi
615 Hillock Ct.
Grand Haven, Mich. 49417
Weits, Herman F., A.B.
1056 Bates St. S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Westendorp, Floyd, M.D.
46 W. 39th St.
Holland, Mich. 49423
Westmaas, Richard, Ph.D.
911 Giddings, S.F.
Grand Rapids, Mich, 49506
Westra, Dorothy, M.A.
1146 Noble St. S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507
Westrate, Donna R., M.A., M.S.W.
P.O. Box 284
Augusta, Mich. 49012
Wiersma, Jack, Ph.D.
1321 Bemis, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Wilkinson, Thomas, B.A.
6850 S. Division Ave.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 4950
Wittchiebe, C. E., D.D.
328 llillcrest Dr.

Berrien Springs, Mich. 49103
Yff, Gloria, R.N.
1057 Arlington, N.E.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49505
Youngs, G. Roderick, Ed.D.
2137 Chesaning Dr. S.E..
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Ypma, Benjamin, B.D.
4916 Bauer Road
Hudsonville, Mich. 49426
132

londervan, Robe ri
68th St.
330

Grand Rapt

L., N.D.

Mich. 49508

Ohio

Anderson, Alvin L., Ph.D.
6084 Loyton Ave. N.V.
Canton, Ohio 44701
Austin, John H., Jr., M.A.
2820 Brant St.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45u62
Ballard, Stanley N.,
Cedarville College, Box 26
Cedarville, Ohio 45313
Barrett, Roger K., Ph.D.
638 Circle Hill Drive
N. Canton, Ohio 14720
Bowersox, Mrs. Bernice
561 Leslie Dr.
Xenia, Ohio 15385
Cureton, Charles, Ed.rj.
25th St. N.W.
515
N. Canton, Ohio 44720
Fleck, J. Roland, Ph.D.
132 Elm St.
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
Gordon, Rev. J. N.
#401 - 11831 Pearl Rd.
Strongsville, Ohio 44136
Greening, James
Cedarville College,
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
Hall, David
$ Malone College
25th Street
Canton, Ohio 44701
Karbula, Marge, B.S.
759 Sherwood Dr.
Mansfield, Ohio 44901
Klemm, Larry
Cedarville College
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
Lenters, William, B.D.
20505 Watson Road
Maple Heights, Ohio 44137
Lomax, Arthur, M.A.
940 Brentford Dr.
Columbus, Ohio 43220
Post, Henry, B.D.
754 Belden Ave.
Akron, Ohio 44310
Postema, Rev. Gerald
3680 Olentangy River Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43214
M.A.
Potter, Margaret J.
3808 Robertann Dr.
Kettering, Ohio 45420
Raymond, Frank R., M.A.
1283 Los Angeles Blvd.
Canton, Ohio 44701
Scott, Jack H., Ph.D.
Cedarville College
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
Wood, Roger L., Ph.L.
2032 Scotland St. N.W.
Canton, Ohio 44709
Woodcock, Jeffrey H.
Box 1209, Cedarville College
Cedarville, Ohio 41311
Wisconsin
Barker, Loren O., M.S.
6020 Middleton Court S.
Greendale, Wisc. 13129
Dykstra, Edwin J., B.D.
811 Illinois
Racine, Wisc. 43406
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53182
rus
Union
helch, Clean W., M.S.
7822 Rogers Ave.
_
Wauwatosa, Wise.

Carr, S. Wallace, B.D.
5422 Clinton blvd.
Jackson, Miss. 30208

.

Norti Carolina

Hurley, W. Maurice, ld.D.
Ouachita Bap:ist university
71'123
Arxadelphia, ArLars
111.P.
Ruble, Richard. M.S.
John Brown Univers
72701
Siloam Springs, Ar

.Ii .,P h.O.

5527 North 555h St.
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53216
Jackson, Basil, M.D.
9503 N. Pleasant Juue
River II

1 Is, Wisc. 53217

Jacobs, James R., Ph.D.
5004 Midmoor Bd.
Madison, Wise. 55716
Oulund, Edward, M.A.
Christian Camping Interiational
Box 400
Williams Bay, Wisc. 53191
Mack, Valentine, 11.1
254i N. Grant Blvd.
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53210
Siewert, Milton O., 51.5.
425
12th Ave, West
Menomonie, Wisc. 54l-51

Dowell, Boyd Max, Ed.D.
711 Faculty St.
Boone, North Carolina 28607
AlVin C., M.A.
521 Jonaluska Road
Boone, North Carolina 28007
Tennessee

Gray, William D., D.D.
2001
21st Ave. S. 11-0
Nashville, Tenn. 37212
Joint University Library
Divinity Library
200 Kirkland Hall
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
Nuermherger, Robert, B.D., Ph.D.
Covenant College
Lookout Mt., Tenn. 37350
Pitcher, Leonard S., B.D., M.A.
300 Martin Lane
Lookout Mt., Tenn. 37330
Texas

Coiigdon, Merritt Stanley, Ph.D.

lox

1-

602

St. Petersburg, Florida 33735
KIipple, John S., M.A.
So Avenue North
4550
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713
Wilson, Ward, M.A.
3507 N.W. 52nd Ave.
Gainesville, Fla. 32001
Georgia
Burns, Robert W., D.D.
1750 Barnsdale Way, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Donaldson, William J., B.D., Ph.D.
328 Broadland Road, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305
Jacobs, Dr. James R.
1989 Williamsburg Drive
Deeatur, Georgia 30033
Mallory, James D., Jr., M.D.
5510 Mill Trace Dr.
Atlanta, Georgia 30338
Smith, Miriam F., M.D.
1113 N. Jamestown Road
Decatur, Georgia 30033
Weimer, Kenneth A.
1300 Richard Road
Decatur, Georgia 30032
Kentucky

Middleton, Ray C., B.D., Ed.S.
186 Madison Ave.
Danville, Kentucky 40422
Moulton, Alan, Ph.D.
411 Hughes Ave.
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390
Louisiana
Houslkamp, Richard, M.S.W.
6440 S. Claiborne, Apt. 213
New Orleans, La. 70125

Colorado

Bosch, Meindert
2047 S. Adams
Denver, Colorado 80210
Grounds, Vernon C., Ph.D.
Box 10,000 Univ. Park Sta.
Denver, Colorado 80210
ensen, Joseph S., M.D.
1740 Williams St.
Denver, Colorado 80218
Jorjevich, R.M., Ph.D.
R.R. #5, Box 847 N
Golden, Colorado 80401
Kaemingk, Franklin, S.T M.
2250 S. Cherry
Denver, Colorado 80222
Kieft, Gordon J., B.D.
Bethesda Hospital
4400 E.
4400 E.

Campbell, Melvin D., Jr. , B.A.
AMEDD CO. BGH, BAMC
Ft. Sam Houston, Texas 78234
Dolby, James, Ph.D.
5813 Westlawn
Waco, Texas 76710
Logan, Donald M., M.A.
Box 4506
Texas Tecb. Station
Lubbock, Texas 70400
McCreory, William U., M.A.
2006 Alguno Road
Austin, Texas 78756
Stouwie, Roger J., Ph.D.
7007 Langston Dr.
Austin, Texas 78723
Vjr_ginia

Bolin, Stanley F., Ph.D.
500 Prince St. #1
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Presbyterian Guidance Center
Mary Baldwin College
Staunton, Virginia 24401

West yi171.1p.i

Martin, C. Joseph, B.D., M.A.
Davis 4 Elkins College
Elkins, West Virginia 26241
WEST

Arizona

Van Vliet, Miss Bouwine
Melbourne Apts. 1(18
3009 N. 36th St.
Phoenix, Arizona 85018
Visser, Duane A., M,A.,
2100 N. Normal
Tempe, Arizona 85821
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Iliff Ave.'

Denver, Colorado 80222
Kroon, Edwin H., M.D.
iliff Ave.

Denver, Colorado 80222
Moriarty, Patrick J., M.S.W.
155 5. Pennsylvania St.
Denver, Colorado 80209
Ter Meer, Robert, M.S.
2033

22nd Ave.

Greeley, Colorado 80031
Ter Meer, Sandra, M.S.
2033

22nd Ave.

Greeley, Colorado 80631

Iowa

Granberg, Lars, Ph.D.
Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa 51041
Helder, Albert, B.D.
515 Meadow St.
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
O'Donnell, Gerald H., M.A.
605 - 1st Ave. 5.E.
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Rock, Slanley A., B.D.
3500 Kingman Blvd.
Des Moines, Iowa 50311
Rozeboom, Garrett C., Ed.D
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Towa 51250
Serials Department
University of Iowa Libraries
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
Sonneveldt, Corrine, 14,5.
426 Florida
Orange City, Iowa 51041
Stapert, John, Ph.D.
Dept. of Psychology
Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa 51041
Stroo, William, B.D.
341 - 20th St. 5.W.
Mason City, Iowa 5040]
Weilgart, Wolfgang, Ph.D.
100 Elm Ct.
Decorah, Iowa 52101

hincton

FAR WEST
Dean, Ph.D.
Mental Health Center
P.O. Box 4667114
7,eton,
i eis Mental Health (enter
Prai r i e
Attn. Llmer M. heligur
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California
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Anderson, Clil in-it V.
1S01 Vc.nus Avenue

5t. Paul, Minn. 55112
Bcrry, Ronald :'; M.D.
2
Adeline Lane
Minneapolis, Minn, 55422
buskirk, James R.. Th.M.
5354 Bellaire Ave.
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110
Jensen, Richard C., Ild.S.
I

Rt.

5,

BON

25

bNcelsior, Minn. 55331
Kehrberg, Willard E., Ph.D.
1212 Summit Avo.
St. Paul, Minn. 55105
Lar:;on, F. Wilmer, N.D.
Suite 623, Southdale Medical Center
eeth St. 6 France Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435
Stonoien, Gudrun, R.N.
4000 Chicago Ave, S.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55407
Missonri
oi:k, Raymond T., M.A.
1837 S. Hampton

Springfield, Mo. 65804
B . D.
Burks, Peter T.
70 Webster Woods
Webster Groves, Mo. 63119
Hudson, R. Lofton, B.D., Ph.D.
800 W, 47th St. Rm. 523
Kansas City, Mo. 64114
Kitchen, Alice D., M.D.
4117 Magnolia, Apt. SA
St, Louis, Mo. 63110
Nebras

Blomenberg, Gilbert, M.S.
Concordia College
Seward, Nebraska 68434

North Dakota

Brandt, JaMes E Ph.D.
34 Robinwood
Minot, North Dakota 58701

Oklahoma

Jo0 D., Ph.D.
5643 S. Rockford Ave.
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

Garms ,

South Dakota
Brady, Thomas F., Ph.D.
1210 Valley View
Vermillion, S. Dak. 57069
Brue, Eldon J,, Ph,D.
110 Willow St,
Vermillion, S.Dak. 57069
Vanden Bosch, Chap. Tom, B.D., M.A.
Veterans Hospital
Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 57101

Ack
n, Walter, B.D.
17421 Ardmore

Bellflower, Calif. 90706
Adrian, Alfred D., M.D.
2310 Winrock Ave.
Altadena, Calif. 91001
Case, Paul S., M.S.W.
1004 Vista del Valle
La Canada, Calif. 91011
Colwell, Wayne B., Ph.D.
Rosemead Graduate School
1409 N. Walnut Grove
Rosemead, Calif, 91770
Compaan, Arlo, S.D.
543 S. Wayno
Claremont, Calif. 91711
Don Dun, Gerard, M.D.
P.O. Sox 275
Cores, Calif. 95307
Graduate Theological Union Library
Serials Dept.
2465 Le Conte Ave.
Berkeley; Calif. 94709
Homfeld, Shirley, M,R,E., Ed.D.
Box 6190
San Mateo, Calif. 94405
Jones, Harry E., Jr., M.A.
P.O. Box 249
Westminster, Calif, 92683
finfield School
Attn: Francis C. Mascaro, Asst.
Headmaster
Rancho Calif. Box 807
Temecula, Calif. 92390
Malony, H. Newton, Ph.D,
177 N. Madison
Pasadena, Calif. 91101
Martindale, George
16203 Salazar
Hacienda Heights, Calif. 91745
Mohline, Rialiard J.
Administrative Vico-President
Rosemead Grad. School of Psych,
1409 N. Walnut Grove Ave.
Rosemead, Calif. 91770
Narramore, Bruce, Ph.D.
1409 N. Walnut Grove
Rosemead, Calif. 91770
Rekers, George Alan, M.A.
308 Westwood Plaza #285
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Rook, Rex L,, M.D.
3772 Katella Ave., Suite 201
Los Alamitos, Calif. 90720
Schregardus, Darell J., M.A.
1955 Lehigh Drive
Davis, Calif. 956 6
Seaton, Craig, Ph.D.
14074 La Barca Rd.
LaMirada, Calif. 90638
Sholund, Milford, B.D.
110 W, Broadway
Glendale, Calif. 91204
Struthers, Ray, B.A.
5250 Huntington Dr.
Redding, Calif. 96001
Sturz, C. Joe, M.A.
10325 Bradhurst St.
Whittier, Calif. 90606
Tweedie, Donald F., Ph.D.
177 North Madison
Pasadena, Calif. 91101
Wright, H. Norman, M.A.
6129 Olive
Long Beach, Calif. 90805
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Dovis, Charles L.
''alla Walla College
College Place, n.ash.
Seagraves, Vcral M.

:19521

S.;%.
1610
91-h
Puyallup, Nash . 95 H.71
.

Alas

Boyce, Charles C., InI.D.
Academie Dean
Sheldon Jackson College
Box 479
Sitka, Alaska 90555

Canada

Alberta
Dyer, R. Oakle
Pastoral Ins itute
eth Ave. S.W. (oth 11.)
529A
Calgary, Alberta, if:nada
Fair, Donald C., Ph.D.
65 Avenue
13011
Edmonton 62, Alberta, Cana
Johnson, D. Brian
,

1220

-

73 Ave.

Edmonton, Alberta, .anada
Kealy, Lynn h., B.A.
92nd St.
3835
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Runions, James Ernest, M.D.
Box 89, Site 9, R,R. 7
Edmonton Alberta, Canada
British Colun

Friesen, John D., Ph.
5124 Winshill Drive
Delta, B.C., Canada
ova Scotia

Milliken, Jacqueline, M.D.
1441 South Park St.
Halifax, N.S., Canada
Ontario
Corrin, B. N., M.D.
603 Commissioners Rd. L.
London 17, Ont. Canada
Geleynse, Martin D,, 5.1.1.
6 Beamer Ave.
St. Catherines, Ont. Canada
Gort, George H., M.D.
1479 Roland Crescent
London, Ont. Canada
Moreland, William, Chaplain
Ontario Hospital School
Box 1000
Orillia, Ont. Canada
Nuss, Willard J., B.D., M A
1056 William St.
London, Ont. Canada
Spray, Martin B., B.A.
11 Elspeth Pl.
Willowdale, Ont. Canada
Story, Clinton F., M.D.
150 Delhi St.
Guelph, Ont. Canada
Vanderkwaak, Nicholas, B.D.
Box 638
Caledonia, Ont. Canada
Vincent, Merville O., M.D.
151 Delhi St.
Guelph, Ont. Canada
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Graf, Paul E., M.A.
Box 339
Lakenheath Airbase
United Kingdom
A.P.O. New York, New York 09179
B.D.
Hempel, Ronald W.
856-2 Suzuki-Cho
kodairashi
Tokyo 187, Japan
Hommes, Ray, B.D.
16-24 Shio-Cho Mitsuzawa
kanagawa-Ku
Yokohama 221, Japan
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